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I. ABSTRACT OF REPORT 

Progress Report No. 1 
Project No. 116-18 

After a statement of the problem being pursued under this contract a con-

siderable amount of background material underlying the choice and methods for 

execution of the problem is presented. The major units of the experimental ap-

paratus, such as the hydrogen liquefier, helium cryostat, helium cyele, etc., 

are briefly described. A summary of the work performed to date is presented 

which shows that the design of the major units is largely complete. Ordering 

of materials for these units is also well under way. Deliveries of materials 

have been slow, so that extensive construction on most units will not begin 

until after December 15, 1946. Construction of numerous accessory items, such 

as furnaces, glass apparatus for vacuum systems, etc., has already begun. 

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Task Order I of this contract ree.ds as follows: 

"The Contractor shall furnish the necessary personnel and facilities for 

and conduct, in accordance with any instructions issued by the Scientific 

Officer or his authorized representative, research at very low temperatures 

upon fundamental properties of the elements and their compounds including the 

rare earths with particular emphasis upon superconductivity. • 

More specifically, we have as our immediate objective the testing of cer-

tain rare earth metals and compounds for superconductivity by electrical and 

magnetic means. The metals selected for study are lanthanum, cerium, praeseo-

dJ~ium, and neodymium. It is hoped that others may be added to this list latero 

The compounds to be studied are lanthanum hydride and nitride. The problem of 

handling the rare earth hydrides and nitrides is complicated by the fact that 

they must be handled in the absence of air and water vapor. 
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I II. BACKGROUND OF Th"'E". PROBLEM 

A. The Rare Earth Metals 

Progress Report No. 1 
Project No. 116-18 

The rare earth metals have been chosen for study for several reasons. In 

the first place, apparently, only two of them, lanthanum and cerium, have ever 

been investigated in a pure state. McLennan, Allen, and Wilhelm (Phil. Mag. (7) 

10, 500-11 (1930)) have measured the electrical resistance of these two metals 

as a fUnction of temperature and have reported that neither became superconduct-

ing at the lowest temperature reached (1.9°K.). 

McLennan, Howlett, and Wilhelm (Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, Sect. III (3), 23, 

287-306 (1930)) have studied the electrical conduction of misch metal down to 

2.3°K. and found no evidence of superconductivity. The sample studied was free 

of iron and had the composition: cerium 35%, lanthanum 20%, neodymium 20%, 

samarium 10%, gadolinium a%, praeseodymium 5%, europium 2%, yttrium 2%· From 

this measurement, McLennan et al concluded that none of these elements were 

superconducting above 2. 3° K. 

On the other hand, Mendelssohn and Daunt, (Nature 139, 473 (1937)), using 

a magnetic method, have reported that lanthanum is a superconductor with a trans· 

ition temperature of 4.71°K. Confirmation of the superconductivity of lanthanum 

has been reported by Shoenberg, (Proc. Comb. Phil. Soc.~, 577 (1937)). 

These contradictory results can only be reconciled if the electrical and 

magnetic transition in lanthanum are separated by several degrees; this seems 

highly unlikely for a. pure metal. It was felt, therefore, that the experimental 

proof of nonsuperconductivity in the rare earth metals at temperatures above 

1.9°K. was not clear-cut and that a reinvestigation of these metals would be 

vmrthwhile. 

The rare earth metals have certain other properties which make them inter-

esting objects of study. Thus, both lanthanum and cerium exist in at least 
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Progress Report No. 1 
Project No. 116-18 

two crystalline modifications (hexagonal close-packed and face centered cubic). 

It would be interesting to see if two different crystalline forms could be 

cooled to low temperatures and studied for superconductivity. Tin is the only 

substance obtainable in two crystalline forms at low temperatur$which has been 

studied to date. White tin is a superconductor; gray tin is not a supercon-

ductor at l.32°K. However, the two crystalline forms have very widely differ-

ent normal properties and crystal structures. 

Another unusual property of certain of the rare earth metals is that they 

are rather strongly paramagnetic. Some, such as gadolinium and dysprosium, 

have been found to be ferromagnetic. Thus, there is an interesting, though per-

haps remote, possibility of finding a. r.1etal which is ferromagnetic in the normal 

state and perfectly diamagnetic in the superconducting state. 

B. Rare Earth :Metal Compounds 

The recent studies of Horn and cc-workers (F. H. Horn, Dissertation, Johns 

Hopkins University, Baltimore, Pd., June 1942; E. H. Horn, W. F. Brucksch, Jr., 

W. T. Ziegler, and D. H. Andrews, Phys. Rev. ~~ 738 (1942); paper to be pub

lished shortly in J. A. C. S.) and Aschermann et al (G.A~~hermann, E. Friederich; 

E. Justi, and J. Kramer, Physik. z. 42, 349 (1941)) have shown that the hydrides 

and nitrides of columbium and the hydrides of tantalum are superconducting. 

Studies of Horn of superconductivity in columbium-hydrogen and tantalum-hydrogen 

solid solutions showed that the expansion of the body centered cubic metal atom 

lattice, which occurs with increasing atomic per cent dissolved hydrogen, is 

accompanied by a corresponding decrease in transition temperature and increased 

transition range. The rare earth metals form both hydrides and nitrides which 

apparently are solid solutions. The hydrides, prepared by direct combination 

of the metal with hydrogen gas at 200-400°C., usually have a composition oorres-

pending to ~~where x ranges from 1.8 to 2.8. They are, in general, black, 
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friable materials which ignite spontaneously on exposure to air. The nitrides, 

prepared by direct combination of the metal with nitrog~n at 800-900°C., have 

compositions ranging from 1llio.ao to 1rn1•0 • These nitrides are very readily at-

tacked by moist air, decomposing to liberate ammonia. 

No magnetic or electrical studies of the rare earth hydrides and nitrides 

have been reported below 80°K. No systematic study has yet been made of the 

lanthanum-hydrogen or lanthanum-nitride system with a view to correlating the 

X-ray structure of the solid with nonmetal content of the solid solution. The 

hydride and nitride preparations studied to date have been reported to have a 

face centered cubic and NaCl structure, respectively. 

We hope, therefore, to correlate ariy superconducting properties of these 

solid solutions with the lattice structure of the solid solutions. 

IV. PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The experimental method to be used in these studies is the measurement of 

the magnetic permeability of the metals and powdered compounds as a function of 

temperature down to about 2°K. These measurements will permit the detection of 

superconductivity by the change occurring in the induction of a coil in which 

the sample is placed when the material goes from its normal state, in which 

perneability is approximately unity, to the superconducting state in which the 

permeability is zero. 

Electrical resistance measurements will be made as a function of tempera-

turc on such samples as may be obtained in a suitable form. 

The use of these methods presupposes facilities for the production of liq-

,lid hydrogen e.nd 1 iqu id helium in order to obtain the necessary low temperatures .. 
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V. APPARATUS AND AUXILIARY ~UIPMENT 

Progress Report No. 1 
Project No. 116-18 

The eAperimental apparatus to be constructed is shown in schematic fashion 

in Figure 1. The principal pieces of apparatus are: (1) the high pressure 

hydrogen purifier, (2) the hydrogen liquefier, (3) the helium cryostate, (4) ~ 

electrical measuring system, and (5) the helium gas cycle. It is planned at 

present to use commercial hydrogen gas purchased in standard cylinders at 2000 

psi to operate the liquefier, instead of using a hydrogen compressor. 

A. The Hydrogen purifier 

This unit consists of two series of traps through which the high pressure 

hydrogen is passed. The first series is a single trap containing activated 

silica. gel for removing water vapor; this trap operates at room temperature. 

After leaving this, the hydrogen gas passes through the second series of three 

traps containing activated charcoal; these charcoal traps are immersed in lio-

uid air. At this temperature, all of the re::naining noxious gas impurities are 

removed by adsorption on the charcoal. 

B. The Hydrogen Liquefier 

The hydrogen liquefier operates on the purified high pressure hydrogen gas 

obtained from the purifier. After simple Joule-Thomson expansion and passage 

through a system of heat exchangers, the low pressure gaseous hydrogen is vent·~ 

ed to the atmosphere. The liquefier to be built is similar in design to those 

built at Johns Hopkins University during the war, which in turn were modeled 

after a liquefier described by Ahlberg, Estermann, and Lundberg (Rev. Sci. 

Instruments ~..- 422 (1937)). With pumping on the liquid nitrogen used as the 

precooling refrigerant for the hydrogen, it is expected that a production rate 

of 1.5 liters of liquid hydrogen per hour can be achieved. 

The liquefier will be so arranged that it will deliver liquid hydrogen 

directly into hydrogen dewar vessel of the helium cryostat. It is also planned 
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Progres8 RE:Jport !Jo. 1 
Project No. 116-18 

to make the liquefier portable so that it may be used to deliver liquid hydro-

gen to more than one cryostat. 

C. The Helium Cryostat 

The helium cryostat is modeled closely after one built by Dr. F. H. Horn 

(see reference under Section III B.) which, in turn, utilizes design features 

well tested in the very low temperature field. The liquid helium is produced 

in two separate processes.. The main charg.e of liquid helium is produced by 

suddenly releasing the pressure of high pressure (2500 psi) helium gas previ-

ously cooled to about 12°K. by the use of solid hydrogen, contained in a thick-

walled copper vessel. This vessel is suspended in an evacuated space to de-

crease heat leak to it. The work done by the helium gas, on expending, results 

in sufficient cooling of the copper vessel and a portion of the helium so that 

considerable liquid helium is obtained in the copper vessel. Under the condi-

tions mentioned, a copper vessel having a volume of 100 cc will be about 70 

per cent filled with liquid helium. 

The experimental chamber c ontaLn.ing the samples to be investigated is su~-" 

pended from the above-mentioned copper vessel. Liquid helium is condensed ir. 

the experimental chamber by passing helium gas at 15-30 psi through a tube 

v.round about the copper vessel and connected at its lower end to the experimenud 

chamber. This process results in the evaporation of an equivalent amount of 

liquid helium from the copper vessel. The advantages of this lower experimental 

chamber are twofold: (1) the experimental chamber, being suspended from th3 

co?per vessel whose temperature is 4.2°K. (normal boiling point of helium), is 

thermally protected so that a lower temperature may be reached, for a given 

pumping capacity, than would be possible if the copper vessel were used as the 

experimental chamber, and (2) the samples may be placed inside the experimental 

chamber and hence in direct contact with the cooling medium, a procedure which 
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is not possible with the heavy walled copper container. 

Progress rteport No. 1 
Project No. 116-18 

The experimental chamber will be so constructed that measurements of mag-
' 

netic induction may be made on powdered samples and electrical resistance meas-

urements may be made on materials obtainable in wire form. 

D. The Helium Cycle 

Liquid helium can be made by the method outlined (the Simon expansion 

method) using helium pressures available in commercial tanks (i.e., 2000 psi). 

It is, however, desirable t9 have a helium cycle consisting of a compressor for 

recompressing the low pressure helium gas, which would otherwise be discarded 

and also for raising the pressure of the purified gas to about 2600-2800 psi, 

since the percentage filling of the copper vessel is considerably increased at 

these higher pressures. 

Such a cycle is planned. It consists essentially of a ~000 psi, 6.5 cu. 

ft. free air, Ingersoll-Rand compressor (Model P-33-10-6), a purifier, and a 

gasometer for collecting the low pressure helium gas in addition to serving as 

a source of supply for the compressor intake. 

E. Electrical Measuring System 

The electrical rr.easuring systems consist of (1) potentiometric means for 

measuring temperature using thennocouples and resistance thermometers and meas· 

'.Arement of electrical resistance, and (2) a ballistic system for the magnetic 

measurement of induction. 

Po Accessories 

A large number of additional items such as vacuum systems, liq~efied gas 

handlin~ equipment, fittings, special glass apparatust etc., are necessary ad-

l'unc~s of the various units described above. 
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VI. PREPARATION OF RARE EARTH METALS AHD COMPOUNDS 

A. Rare Earth Metals 

It is planned to procure these from three sources: (a) commercial con-

cerns, (b) private loan of purified samples, and (c) electrolysis of molten 

purified salts which are e.vailable commercially. Chemical, X-ray, and spectre-

scopic analyses are planned whenever feasible. 

B. Rare Earth ~~tal Compounds 

The preparation of the compounds requires a furnace, a gas measuring sys-

tern, gas purification trains, and a high vacuum system. In addition, provi-

sions must be made for the handling of samples in inert atmospheres. 

VII. DISCUSSION OF PROGRESS OF WORK 

A. Estimate of Progress on Construction of Eauipment 

The following table sums up the progress made on the various units out-

lined above during the period from October l, 1946, to December 1, 1946. The 

estimated percentage completion figures are intended largely for comparative 

purposes and are not expressed in dollar values: 

Estimated Per Cent Completed 

Ordering of Iviate rials 
Unit Design Materials on Hand Construct ion 

Purifier 90% 80% 2o% None 
Liquefier 90% 80% 30% None 
Cryostat 90% 80% 20% None 
Helium Cycle 20% 20% 10% None 
Electrical Measuring 

System 80% 70% 5% None 
Ac ce ssorie s, such as 

special fittings, 
vacuum systems, etc. 20% 20% 10% 5% 

Equipment for compound 
preparation 60% 60% 20% 10% 
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B. Comments on. Progress to._pate 

Frogress Report No. 1 
Project No. 116-18 

The design work on the major units is largely finished. In general, the 

main features of the designs have been tested elsewhere and should therefore 

be sound and workable. 

Because of the difficulty in obtaining reasonable delivery of much of the 

rather special or scarce material required for the construction of low temper-

ature equipment, it is not expected that full-time construction will begin be-

fore about December 15, 1946. Actually, a number of orders for materials ex-

pected to be difficult to obtain were placed as early as August 15, 1946, and 

this mat erie. 1 is only now beginning to arrive. 

Assembly of one of the two Navy Torpedo Topping Compressors, which is to 

be used for the helium cycle, has already been begun. 

The personnel working on the problem to date have been~. W.T.Ziegler 

(two-thirds time) and the part-time assistance of the machine shop and the 

drafting department of the Engineering Experiment Station. 

Approved: 

C~rald A. Rosselot 
Director 

Respectfully submitted, 

W. T. Ziegler 
Project Director 
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Progress Report No. 2 
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I. PROGRESS ON CONSTRUCTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Considerable progress has been made during the past two months in the 

construction of the component parts of the high pressure hydrogen gas puri-

fier, the hydrogen liquefier, and accessories such as high vacuum systems, 

furnaces, etc. These units were described briefly in Progress Report No. 1, 

dated November 27, 1946. Material deliveries are still slow. Efforts are 

being made to obtain certain special materials through loan or purchase from 

other low temperature laboratories. 

I I. PERSONNEL 

Efforts to procure additional research personnel are continuing. At 

the present time, one graduate ~udent in chemical engineering is working 

part-time on this pro,iect. It is expected that one or two others will soon 

join in this work. 

III. SECOND CRYOGENICS CONFERENCE 

The writer represented the project at the Second Cryogenics Conference 

sponsored by the Office of Naval Research at Johns Hopkins University in 

Baltimore, Maryland, on December 9, 1946. A resume of the objectives and 

progress of the research under the present contract was presented at the 

conference. This resume was largely a condensation of Progress Report No. 

1, dated November 27, 1946. 

This meeting afforded an cpportunity for an informal discussion among 

Dr. Estermann (Carnegie Tech), Dr. Germann (University of Colorado, Boulder), 

and the writer on plans for converting the Badger and Linde liquid oxygen 

plants, which are being loaned by the Office of Naval Research, to liquid 
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Progress Report No. 2 
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nitrogen producing plants. It was agreed to keep each other informed of 

plans and progress in the matters. In this connection, we have recently 

been informed that the Linde plant, previously scheduled to be delivered 

to us from Clearfield, Utah, on about December 15, 1946, is not available 

at that point, but will be shipped in the near future from the Naval 

Shipyard, }rorfolk. 

Approved: 

Gerald A. Rosselot 
Director 

Respectfully submitted, 

11\!. T. Ziegler 
Pro.iect Director 
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I. PROGRESS ON CONSTRTJC'riON OF EXP3RDfENTAL APPARATUS 

Considerable progress has been made during the nast two months in the 

construction of' the component parts of the high pressure hJrdrogen gas puri-

fier, the hydrogen 1 fier, the helium cryostat, and accessories for 

these units. A unit - hyeraulic testing of pressure vessels up to 10,000 

psi has been built an6 used for testing the purifier traps. 

A. Purifier 

This unit is about 75 per cent complete, with all material for 

its completion now on hand. ftssembly of this unit will be completed 

within 2-3 weeks. 

B. Hydrogen Liquefier 

This unit is about 50 per eent complete, with all materials for 

its completion on hi~.nd. The large copper-nickel alloy tubing used 

in this unit and in the he 1 ium c ryo stat was o bta. ined through the 

courtesy of Dr. D. H. Andrews of Johns Hopkins University. 

C. Helium Cryostat 

Construction work on this unit is proceeding somewhat more slowly 

than on the other two units. Practically all materials for its com-

pletion are on hand, however, and R number of parts have been com-

pleted. Among these is the special pyrex glass dewar vessel used for 

holding the liquid hydrogen. 

II. LIQUID NITROGEJ."J PLr\NT 

On March 17 the following components of a Linde liquid oxygen generat-

ing plant were received from the Naval Supply Officer, Norfolk Shipyard, 
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Portsmouth, Virginia. 

(a) One ( l) 

(b) One ( 1) 

(c) Onn ( L) 

(d) On:-; ( \ 

Progress Report No. 3 
Project No. 116-18 

liouid oxygen r;enera tor. 

·Yorthington air compressor. 

1:30 gal. liq·uid oxygen storage tank. 

C' 1 lt~.m pum;.., for use with stora g:J tank. 

To date, no spa~c p~rts, tools, starter box for compressor motor, or 

piping have been receiv3d. Letters aimed at clarifying these points have 

been directed to l1lr. L .. l!'. EcKenzie, Off'ice of Naval Research, Navy Depart-

ment, Washington, D .. C., to ~~~r. R. T. Moore, ~ureau of Ships, Navy Depart-

ment, Washington, D. C., and to the Naval :::lupply Officer, Norfolk Shipyard, 

Portsmouth, Virginia. 

It is planned to erect this plant in an addition to th~? Chemical Engi-

nee ring Bu iJding. clfications for the concrete foundations for the units 

and for associated electrical pov.rer and laboratory services have been com-

plated. Grading of the site has ber3n completed, and construction is sched-

uled to proceed at once. 

It is planned to redesign the oxy~en generating plant so as to produce 

liquid nitrogen. 

I II. PERSONNEL 

During the past two months, two candidates for the N1aster' s degree in 

Chemical Engineering have begun work on various phases of this pro~ect. 

Both of these men are at present unnaid members of the group working on the 

contract. Their work will be used to sati the requirements for the 

}'taster's thesis. Mr. Oswald New~3ll will help with the des , construct ion, 

and testing of the hydrogen liquefier and its associated parts. 1/r. L. R. 
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Daniel will help with the design, construction, and testing of the helium 

cryostat. In both cases, the de3 work was largely completed hefore 

these men became associated with their respective problems. 

Bach man spends about ten hours per week on the project at present. 

This will be increased considerably during the summer months. 

}ffr. Vveller A. Phillips has been eMployed for full-time work on this 

project, effective April 1st. Yr. Phillips is a grnduate in Chr:mlical i-

neering from Georgia Tech. 

The project now has one full-time machinist working. 

Approved: 

Gerald A. Rosselot 
Director 

RE~ spect .fully su bm i ttod, 

1~.r. T • ?: i e g 1 e r 
~reject Director 
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I. PROGRESS ON CONSTRUCTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Construction of the high pressure unit for purifying the hydrogen gas 

is completed. The unit will be tested in conjunction with the hydrogen lique-

fier. A complete description of the unit will be made in a subsequent report. 

Construction of the hydrogen liquefier is nearly complete. It is hoped 

that a test run of the liquefier can be made by about June 15. 

FUrther progress on the helium cryostat has been made. 

The new building in which these units will be set up is nearing comple-

tion. It is expected that occupancy will be obtained by about July 15. Figure 

1 is a general view of the floor plan pertinent to the present work. The 

spaces marked helium compressor laboratory, experimental low temperature lab· 

oratory, instrument room, storage room, sample preparation laboratory, and of-

fices are all to be used for the work being carried out under the present con-

tract. The spaces marked ther.modynamic properties laboratories provide space 

for an extension of our thermodynamic program. 

I I • LIQUID NITROGEN PlANT 

It is planned to install the Linde type liquid oxygen generating plant in 

an addition to the Chemical Engineering Building now under construction. The 

layout of the plant is shown in Figure 2. It is expected that this addition 

will be completed not later than September 1. 1947. A cooling tower and pump-

ing system for supplying cooling water to the large compressor of the plant 

has been designed and ordered. The expense of the cooling system will be borne 

almost entirely by the School. 

A shipment of missing and spare parts for the liquid oxygen generating 

plant and compressor was received on May 29. Examination showed that no tools 
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or operating supplies had been shipped. The missing starter control for the 

100 H.P. motor was not included in the above shipment. 

Mr. E. L. Bedroe of the Plant Facilitil3s Seotion, ONR, is continuing his 

efforts to locate three single-phase transformers of the following description, 

50 KVA, 2400/120/240. 

III. PERSONNEL 

Dr. Elmer ffi1odes of the Physics Department has joined the group working 

on this project. Dr. Rhodos, who is employed part-time, will aid in designing 

and setting up the electrical equipment to be used for mak~ng the magnetic 

measurements of superconductivity. 

IV. TRIPS 

Dr. W. T. Ziegler attended the Low Temperature Physics Conference span-

sored by ONR at the Bureau of Standards, April 30. He also attended th~ meet-

ings of the American Physical Society held thereafter. 

Approved: 

Gerald A. Rosselot 
Director 

RespectfUlly submitted, 

w. T. Ziegler 
Project Director 
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I. ABSTRACT OF REPORT 

Progress Report No. 5 
Project No. 116-18 

During the past tvro months the principal efforts have resulted in the 

completion of the hydrogen liquefier and its accessories. Liquid hydrogen 

has been successfully produced but vvith a lower efficiency than was hoped 

t•or. It is expected that the installation of a new heat interchanger wi 11 

increase the efficiency of liquefaction considerably. 

Progress hac been made on the construction of the helium cryostat for the 

superconductivity studies and on the high pressure helium compression cycle. 

A number of rare earth metals and their compotmds have been procured and 

have been analyzed spectrographically. 

The liquid nitrogen generating plant and its compressor have been placed 

on their bases in the new addition to the Chemical Engineering Building now 

under construction. Installation of the plant wi 11 begin about September 1 

when possession of the new building can be expected. The installation of a 

cooling tower for ::;upplying cool water to the compres:wr is nearing completion. 

New quarters for this project in the addition to the Experiment Sta-

tion Building now under construe tion wi 11 be ready about September 1. Con-

siderable work has been done in designing and building various items for use 

in these new quarters. 

II. PROGRESS OE CONSTRUCTION OF EXPERII:IO':'NTAL APPARATUS 

During the past two r:1onths principal efforts have been di.reuted toward 

the completion and preliminary testing of the hydrogen liquefier and its 

accessories. This objective has been largely met. Hr. Os·wald Newell, Jr., 

a graduate student in Ch~nical Engineering, has been working closely with 

this phase of the project, and vall use a considerable portion of this work 

in satisfying the thesis requirement for the l.Jnster's Degree in Chenical 

Engineering. Figure 1 shows the liquefier assembly arranged for a run, with 
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the compressed hydrogen r:;as c:{linders at the EJxtrcme left, the high pressure 

hydrogen purifier in the left center, and the liquefier proper in the right 

center. Hare detailed viuws of the liquefier and purifier are shmn1 in Figures 

2 and 3, and Figures 4 and 5, respectively. 

The general designs of the purifier and liquefier which have been built 

1 are s;i.milar to the apparatus descri0ed by Det:>orbo, Mil ton and AndrEms , 

vtJhich the writer helped design. The design of that liquefier vros modeled after 

one described by Ahlberg, Estcr:mann, t:~nd Lundberg2. The liquefier will be 

described more fully in a subsequent report. 

A. Hydrogen Liquefier 

The Georgia TtJch liquofi<Dr diffc,rs in one important aspect from that 

described by DeSorbo et al. in that provision is nwde for cooling the incoming 

high pressure hydrogen to 65°K. instead of only to 77°K. (the normal boiling 

point of liquid nitrogen) by passing through a coolinc coil imnersed in liquid 

nitrogen boiling under reduced pressure. This has the effect of increasing 

the theoretical liquefaction effj.ciency from about 17.5% to n value of 26% 

at pressures of 1500-2000 psi. A second difference of a more practical nature 

lies in the construction of the main heat t::xchanger between tho high pressure 

and low pressurEl hydrogen gases. This interchang;er operates in the range be-

tween 65°K. nnd about 200K. In the Georgia I'ech liquefier this is con3tructed 

of a flattened 1/Bu O.D. x 0.010" wall annealed copper-nickel alloy tube, 

soft-soldered between two round tubes of' tho same dimensions and material, 

whereas the liquefier or DeSorbo et al.usod a so-called "twisted tube" inter-

changer which insures a high degree o.f turbulence3. 

To dnto three runs have been rn& do vri th the liquefier. Liquid hydrogen 

( 1) Chf;mica 1 Review 39, 403 ( 1946). 
(2) Review of Scientific Instruments~~ 422 (19;'5'1). 
( 3) Loc • cit. ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) • 
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was produc cd on July 3, July 25, and August 1. ·The run of July 3 vras made pri-

rnari ly to study the effect of cooling the system to liquid nitrogen and hydro-

gen. temperatures. Tho runs of July 25 end August l wore made to obtain an 

estimate of the operating efficiency and to further test the operational char-

acteristics of the entire assembly. 

The preliminary tests of the liquefaction efficiency showed that only 

about 5% of the hydrogen gas is being liquifiod when a flow rate of 5 CF?:I is 

used. This amounts to u production rate of about 450 cm3 of liquid hydrogen 

per hour. An uctual liquefaction efficiency of about 15 to 20% had been ex-

pected, compared with a theoretical efficiency of about 26%. Analysis of 

the performance suggests that the efficiency of the Ilo&t intercrumger de-

scribed above is low. Examination of this interchanger after the July 25 

run sho¥J6d that the cross section of tho flattened high pressure tube has 

increased considerably, duo to the high internal pressure. It is plnnned to 

replace this intorchanger vri th one of another design. Tho various control 

and liql,lid hydrogen transfer foatur(;s worked very well. No difficulty VTa':.i 

experienced ~~th control of the expansion throttling valve, indicating that 

the removal of impurities by the purifier -was adequate. 

B. The High Pressure Hydrogen Gas Purifier 

Compressed electrolytic hydrogen as supplied in commerce is usually about 

99.5% pure, the chief impnritios being oil, vrator vapor, nitrogen, and oxygen, 

Tho removal of these impurities is essential for trouble-free operation of 

liquefiers of tho type built to operate using conunorcie.l hydrogen in cylinders 

as a source of high pres sure gas. The purifier which h[, s b con built is de-

signed to remove theso impurities by passing the impure gas first over acti-

vated silica gol rn intainod at room tomporaturo and t;hcn over ncti vatod char-

coal cooled to 77°K. by means of a bath of liquid ni trogon. In tests to date 
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approximately 1200 cubic feet of hydrogen (measured at 25°C and one atmosphere 

pressure) have been passed through the purifier without any noticeable differ-

ence in the behavior of the licuefier. 

The complete purifier is shewn in Figure 4. A more detailed view of the 

charcoal traps and interchanger is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 gives a de-

tailed view of the design of the silica gel and charcoal traps proper. 

Referring to Figure 4, the impure hi pressure hydrogen gas enters the 

purifier from the commercial cylinders at 11au, passes through the silica. gel 

trap 11 S" where most of the oil and water vapor are removed, and emerges at "b''. 

The gas then passes to •c" by means of a jumper (net shown) where it enters 

the first of three series-connected charcoal-filled traps "1~:" which remove 

practically all of the remaining water and oil vapor, oxygen, and most of the 

nitrogen.. These traps are imnersed in a bath of liquid nitrogen contained in 

the metal Dewar vessel "D", 'llhich is sufficiently long so that it extends about 

one inch above the topmost coil of the interchanger "I". The purified gas 

which emerges at "d" then passes directly to the liquefier. The warm gas en-

tering the charcoal traps at "c" is interchanged with the cold purified gas 

leaving the third trap in the heat interchanger "I". In practice the gas emer

ges at "dn at about 15 C0 Lalow room temperature when flows of 4 to 5 ft. 3 

-1 
min. (CFM) are used. 

1. Details of Const~uction 

All tubing used, unless otherw·ise noted, was 3/16" 0. D. x 0.035" wall 

dead-soft temper copper tubing, using either standard SAE flare fittings or 

brazed (Easy-Flo) joints for connections. The interchanger "I" consisted of 

twelve (12) turns of this coppor tubing 11.5 ft. long, constructed by soft-

soldering two lengths side by side. The interchanger was wound on a 3-7 /16" 

mandrel. 
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The cylindrical metal Dewar vessel ''D'' is 23-l/2n deep and has an inside 

diameter of 4-1/41
'. It was specially construeted for this project by the 

Hofman Laboratories, 212 Wright Street, Newark, N. J. It shows an evaporation 

rate of 0.125 lb. of liquid nitrogen per hour when somewhat over half filled. 

The detailed design of tho charcoal and silica gel traps is shown in 

Figures 5 and 6. The only difference between the two types of traps is that 

the silica gel trap is 32" long instead of 12" long. All parts of the trap, 

with the exception of the copper inlet and exit tubes ''A'' and the brass screens 

"STet and "SD", are of monel. All joints were brazed using "Easy-Flo'* silver 

brazing alloy. The tub"~ "11:" wa.s constructed of 1. 75" x 0. 22" wall (No. 5 

gauge) normalized cold-drawn saa.mlAss monel tubing. The threaded monel plugs, 

"ET" and .,EB" (24 threads per inch), were made of hot rolled monel. The 

screens rtsT•t and "SB" vrer(-3 constructed of l/32" brass sheet drilled with numer-

ous 1/64" diameter holes. They are held in place by peening over the edge of 

the recess provided in the plugs "ET" and ttEB". respectively. The screens are 

intended to prevent the chareoal (or silica gel) from leaving the trap, while 

permitting free passage of gas. 

After brazing, each trap was hy~ulically tested to 5000 psi using oil. 

The average increase in diameter at 5000 psi was 0.0005 11
• No permanent set 

was observed. No oil leaks appeared. After the test tho cap "C" was cut off 

the filling tube ''T" (3/s• o.D. x 0.065" monel), and the trap was thoroughly 

cleaned with carbon tetrachloride. The trap was then fillod either with 119 

grams of activated charcoal (Columbia Activated Carbon, Grade 6G, 8/14 mesh, 

obtained from Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corp., New York, N. Y.) or, 522 

grams of activated silica gel (Commercial grade, Type 3, obtained from the 

Davison Chemical Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland). This material was intro-

duced through the filling tube "T" which passes through the screen "ST". The 
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The silica gel trap •tsn (Figure 4) is provided with a 44 ohm bare nichrome 

wire (No. 22) heater, ''El'' and '1E2'', wound onto a thin-vv-alL~d brass tube but 

separated from it by a layer of electrically insulating cement (Sauc~reisGn 

Insa-luto Cement No. 1). The heater tube fits ovor the trap. The heater is 

then thermally lagged with asbestos. 

2. Activation of Adsorbents 

Activation of the silica gel and charcoal is carried out by simultane-

ously pumping at "b" and "c" using a small vacuum pump, protected by a trap 

cooled with liquid nitrogen or other refrigerant. Both the silica gel and 

charcoal traps are heated to 140-l50°C for several hours at a pressure of 

about lo-1 to lo-2 mm. Hg (absolute), The charcoal traps are heated by a 

removable furnace into which the trap assembly slips. After the traps have 

cooled to room terrperature again, the vacuum is broken by admitting hydrogen 

gas. 

C. Helium Cryostat 

Steady progress is being made on the helium cryostat proper with most 

of the parts now having been completed. The installation of the cryostat and 

its associated controls and vacuum systems in our new quarters in the addi-

tion to the Research Building is scheduled to begin in September. 

D. Helium Compression Cycle 

Considerable progress has been made on the heliu~ compression cycle for 

obtaining purified helium gas at 3000 psi. The Ingersoll-Rand Model P 33 10 G 

three-stage air compressor, which was a component part of' a Navy Torpedo Top-

ping Compressor supplied to us, has been set up, fitted with a 10 H. P. elec-

tric motor, and instrumented for use with helium. A fifty cubic foot rubber-

ized fabric gas bag has been ordered for use as a low pressure helium rese~~. 
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The helium purifying traps, similar in design to the charcoal traps used on 

the hydrogen purifier, are largely completed. FUrther progress on this cycle 

will be made when this phase of the work is moved into new quarters in 

September. Experiments requiring high pressure he li urn wi 11 be ma.de using com-

mercially available compressed helium. 

I II. LIQUID NITROGEN PLANT 

The new addition to the Chemical Engineering Building in which the liq-

uid nitrogen plant will be housed is rapidly approaching completion, with a 

promise that possession of the building will be gained about September 1,1947. 

The two major units of the plant, namely. the compressor and the nitrogen 

generator, have already been mounted on their bases. 

vVork on the erection of the cooling tower and associated piping to supply 

cooling water to the lOC H. P. compressor is well under way. All materials 

for this installation are novr on hand. 

Word has been received of the impending arrival of three 50 KVA 2300/2«0-

120/240, 60 cycle single phase transformers for use in supplying power to the 

plant. 

IV. RARE EARTH METALS AND COMPOUNDS 

Progress in the procurement and preparation of rare earth metals and 

compounds have to date been directed largely toward procurement and spectre-

graphic analysis of the materials obtained. Dr. W. M. Spicer, Professor of 

Chemistry, has undertaken the work of making these analyses, using an ARL-

Dietert grating spectrograph with a dispersion of 7A 0 per wm. The instrument 

used is an improved model of that described by Hasler and Lindhurst 4• The 

(ll) l::etal Progress 30, 59-63 (1936). 
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copper spark method 5 was employed. The wave length range covered in these 

tests was 2250-4350 A0
• 

Samples of lanthanum, cerium, neodymium, and praseodymium metals, ob-

tained from Cooper Metallurgical Laboratory, Division Acme Aluminum Alloys, 

Inc., 2135 Columbus Road, Cleveland 13, Ohio, are being analysed. Preliminary 

studies of the neodymium metal, using 99.75% pure neodymium oxide, Nd 2o3 , ob-

ta.ined fror:~ the Jarrell-Ash Company, 165 Newbury Street, Boston 16, Mas sachu-

setts (Hilger's spectroscopically standardiz.ed material) as a standard, show 

that somewhat over 0.5% lanthanum is present in ·this material in addition to 

the 2. 71~ iron reported by the vendor. Samarium, gadolinium, yttrium and 

praseodymium are present in amounts greater than 0.1% but l ess than 0,5%. 

The starting materiP,ls for the preparation of th::; pure mutals are being 

analysed as received. 

V. PERS ONNEL 

Since the last report several persons ha~e been added to the project 

staff. Dr. W. ~ . Spicer, Professor of Chemistry, has begun spectrographic 

analyses of rare earth materials (part-time). Mr . V'J . C. Giogold, a senior in 

Chemical Engineering, and Mr. J. H. Ziegler, a junior in Mechanical Engineer-

ing, are serving as tee hnical assistants for the summer. 

VI • NEV\f RESEARCH QUARTERS 

The last bimonthly report (No. 4, dated May 31, 194'7) contains a layout 

of the space set aside for the new Low Temperature and Thermodyn~mic Proper-

ties Laboratories in tho addition to the Engineering Experiment Station now 

under construction. The present expectation is that occupancy will be gained 

by September 1, 1947. 

(5) Fred, Nach ~ ·ieb and Tomkins, Journal of the Optical Society of America 
'(:_7, 279-28 '194 7). 
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Considerable effort is being directed toward plans for setting up in 

these new quarters the equipment which has been built. These includes the de-

signing of special fixtures such as: (1) tables, galvanometer supports, op ... 

tical systems, etc., for the instrument room; (2) liquefier and cryostat sup-

ports, and ventilation system for the experimental room where the liquid hydro-

gen will be used. Provision is being made for u.pproximately one change of' air 

per minute in this room which has a volume of 3000 cubic feet. Heating of 

this :room in winter presents e. problem because our proposed movem;Jnt of air 

(3000 CFM) greatly exceeds the air brought into the room through the hot air 

heating systom to be installed. It was therefore necessary to plan for the 

installation of a speciQl heuting unit, using steam coils and thermostatic 

control for this room which will bring in fresh air from outside the building. 

The necessary heating and ventilating units and accessories have been ordered. 

Approved: 

Gerald A. Rosselot 
Diroctor 

Respectfully submitted, 

W. T. Ziegler 
Project Diroctor 
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VII. APPENDIX 

Figure 1. View of Hydrogen Liquefier 

Figure 2. Front View of Operating Controls of Hydrogen Liquefier 

Figure 'l 
~.J. Rear View of Hydrogen Liquefier 

Figure 4 .. Front View of High Pressure Hydrogen Gas Purifier 

Figure 5. Close-up of Charcoal Traps and Interchanger of Purifier 

Figure 6. Detail of High Pres sure Purifier Trftps 
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I. ABST.RACT OF REPORT 

Pro~ress Report No. 6 
Project No. 116-18 

During the past two months efforts have been concentrated on 

the hydroGen liquefier. A new r:1ain heat exchanger has been installed 

e.nd found to increase the efficiency of liquefaction so t!n t a pro-

duction rats of 0,75 to 1.0 liter of liquid hydroGen per hour has 

been attained, This rate is considered satisfactory. A complete 

description of the liquefier is included in the present report. 

The insts.llation of a cooling tovrer for supplying cool water 

to the compressor of the liquid nitrogen producing plant is now 

eo:r1plete. The space to houso the plant is eompleted. Power in-

stallations will be completed by October 15. 

~~-ork on the helium cryost&.t lUiS continued with good progross. 

·rhe nm.J quarters for this proje::ct in the addition to the Ex-

periment Station Building are now scheduled for occupan0y by 

October 15. 

Dr. W. To Ziegler attended the national meet of the Aneri-

can Chemical Society held in lJr:=PH York, N. Y. Septembor 15-19, and 

obtainod much helpful inforraat:i.on at th~=J Symposium on Ion-Exchc.nge 

Separations, which dealt principally with new rnettods of prep~ra-

tion of rare earth compounds. 
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II. PROGRESS ON CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING OF EXPEHIMENTAL APPARA.TUS 

During the past two months, further progress has been made on 

the helium cryostat and a new main heat exchanger has been installed 

in the hydrogen liquefier. 

The hydrogen liquefier has been operated three times since the 

installation of the new heat exchanger, on September 5, 11, und 22. 

Tho runs of September 5 und ll resulted in only qualitative informa-

tion, due to severe plugcing of the throttle valve. This was traced 

to a shipment of impure hydrogen go.s ·which had been received. Ar-

rangements were rnade with the National Cylinder Gas Company of 

Atlunta for special handling of c:lli:nders to insure thc.t hydrogen 

+ 
of a purity of 99.8 % was supplied. The run of September 22, in 

which this gas was used, showed no pluggil1f. troubles. :,~re have 

been t.•.ssured that we -v;rill be supplied with hydrogen g;;.s of com-

petrablc purity in the future. 

The results of these three runs, especi~lly the run of Sop-

tember 22, showed thu t the ne1g ''twisted tub•3 >~ heat exchanger h8. s 

increased the efficiency of liqu·3faction considerably. 

A do~ailed description of the liquefier and its operation 

follows. 

A. The Hydrogen Liquefier. 

l. General Description 

The hydrot;en liquefi3r is a compact, relatively portable 

unit so designed that its principal parts are readily accessible 

for inspection and r0pair. The assombl8d liquefier occupies a 

floor spr..~ce 14" x 23 11 :1nd is 48u tr,ll. Flgures l, 2, a.nd 3 show 
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respectively, the assemblod liqus;ficr (r0ar vi.::;w), th;:~ liquefier 

proper mounted in the br(J..SS tube which contains tho De·i·rc<r vessel 

for collecting tho liquid hydrogen, nnd tho liquifior proper. 

Figure 4 presents a schem~tic dotLil of the liquefier. 

Briefly, the liquefier consists of two pots, Nl &nd N2, for 

the liquid ni tro00n which is us..:.:ld ~:ts tho rafriG;;;rant; four ho:::t '3X-

chu.ngers El, E2, ?~3, !J.nd X; tlvo cooling coils, Fl a.nd F2; and tho 

cxp~nsion vulvo V. Tho liquid hydrocon produced is colloctod in 

the gluss Dcvvo..r voss'Jl J r .. nd can be removed therefrom through the 

v~:·:cuum-jf..~cket:::Jd tro.nsfor systom HT "'·rhich oxt(m.ds to th•J bottom of 

this vessel. 

Ths two nitrogen pots opur~to at diffor3nt tcmpcrnturo lov~ls. 

Pot Nl, which is filled through K ~nd h~s vant R, opor~tcs at 

the normal boiling point of nitrogen ltt one f..:.trnosphero 

pressure. Tho liquid nitrogen in Pot N2, which is ~&aittod to Pot 

N2 from Pot Nl by mc;ans of tho noodle vc,lv(; NV opcro.tc:H .. l. by the 

v~lvo stem 0, is mudo to boil under reduced pressure at 65° K. by 

The liquid level in Pot Nl is controlled by me~ns of tho 

thermocouples Tl and T2 so th(..·_t it ft..i.lls bctwo·Jn these tvw couples. 

Tho cooling coil Fl is thus c.h.r:::.ys immersed in the r-:::frif;.::rn .. nt. The 

space botv~roen Tl f'.nd T2 hc:.s :::. volume of 350 cc. 

Tho liquid luvol in .?ot N2 :is not directly measurable but cs..n 

bo rogulutod sufficiently w0ll by mo~ns of tho thermocouple T3 and 

tho behs~vior of the v~'.cuum pump. This pot hus a velum..:; of 300 cc. 
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and needs to be filled only about ~vice during a run. 

Compressed electrolytic hydror;en gas, 09.8 +% pure, at 2000 psi, 

commercially avnilable in standard 1.528 cubic foot cylinders, is 

used as the source of high presfure gas. This gas is first pnssed 

throu~h a purifier consisting of an activated silica gel trap follow-

ed three series connected activated ch.arcon.l traps immersed in 

liquid nitrogen. (For a description of this purifier see Progress 

Report No. 5, August 1, 1947). The high pressure hydrogen gas from 

~he purifier enters the liquefier at HP, passing in turn through the 

external heat exchanger El, the heat exchanger E2, t~1e cooling coil Fl, 

the heat exchanger E3, and the cooling coil F2. The high pressure gas 

then enters the main heat exclw.r~ger X at 0 a temperature of 65-77 K., de-

pendine; on the efficiency of the cooling and operating temperature of 

Pot N2. After ~assing through the r X the cold, hi~h pressure 

gas then reaches the eY.pansion valve V where its pressure falls to 

about 10-15 ps and a part of the gas is liauefied. A thermocouple 

T4, soldered to the body of the expansion valve V, permits the tempera-

ture of V to be followed. About one liter of liquid hydror.;en can be 

collected in lJ before the liquid level r0acl10s the expansion valve. 

The cold low pressure gas passes in countercurrent flm·r through 

tht:) various exchangers outlit~ed ~Love, emert;ing from Bl at LP.. This 

cas is passed t~rou~h a flow ~eter before discarded. 

The space betvveen the bottom of Pot N2 und tho lowest coi 1 of 

the r X was packed loosGly v1i th 'Noolen blanket cloth. In-

sulation here is important since otherv:iso the cold, low pressure 
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hydrogen gus m~y become houtod up before entering X, with the result 

that the efficiency of liqu0fnction is gro&tly rcduced. 1 Tho sp~ccs 

(o.) betwv.Jn the bottom of Nl r.tnd th0 top of N2, (b) between the brc.ss 

domo '··i, U.lJ.d the outside surf;;:cc of Nl in tho region of the hc:c,t ex-

chGnger E2, ~nd (c) tho space surrounding the hont exch~ngsr El wor3 

Lll packed v!ith this st::,mo mo.te:ri~1.l. The~ importance of insuln.ting 

tho outside surf'cco of tho upp(;r part of Pot Nl is considerable since 

the Dewar vessel docs not extend into tho br~ss dome. Evan so, 

L'-rge (_"\.mount of moisture cond·:;nsos on the outside surfz..co of the brf.ss 

dome. 

Tho exposed high ~nd low pressure lines connectinG El and 32 

were lso wrt' .. pped with this mr;_t,JrL:l. During cp:..::r.,tion those lir.Gs 

become hoc~vily frostod if not insuL:.t0d. 1 .-ith thusc linus insuh.tod 

the low pressure hydrc.::on l;y·ving; El is only cJJout 5-10° C. oGlow 

room tempor:lturo. Those f\:.cts show tho importL.nco of this oxtorrml 

exchungGro 

A numbsr of coJtrols for oper:.ting th.,::; liquofior, as v.:·Jll u.s 

for diagnosing troublos, cr::.; provirbd. !J0asuromonts of high prc;;~surG 

G2 just beforo the cold s entr.;rs thG cxpc.nsion v.-:.lvn. At flovr 

rc:.tes of 3-5 cfm no (.._pprGcinblo pr·Jssuro drop exists u.cross those 

points. A third r,o.go G3 mc:_~surcs tho hycrogon pr::;s::ur~; ['.f'tGr ox-

pr.:~nsion, -,vhich in norm·~-1 opcrc.tion is 10-15 psig, Tho Dc·,,rr.lr vessel 

(1) Alhb:.;rg, J. Eo, EstGrm::tnn, I., r:nd Lundberg, • 0., 
Rev ~~c_i. Instrm~onts ~, 42~~ ( 1937). 
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is prot::;ctc;d by n S'. foty vr·.lvc (not shown) connected to G3 which is 

sat to blov; :>t 50 psi. 

1-,. bourdon type v;,_cuum t;: rc; in the pumping lino L to Pot fT2 

permits tho pr·,·:ssuro in Pot 1'J2 to be moc.surcd. A Korotost di:::,phr:".gm 

typ0 v2lvo in tho pumping linn Lllows tho pressure in this pot to b0 

m~.int--ined o.t th·..) dl;sirod v:·.hw. 

Four coppar-cons-r;,~nte:.n tl~,:;rmocouple ,junctions (&~.s No. 36 double 

nylon on~.rnol d wiro) Tl, T2, T3, ~·.nd T 1i purnit tho tonror~.tures in 

vc:rious p:~rts of th;J liquofiGr to h.:; :.:ltY'<sur·ad. Juncticms ~l c.nd T2 

r~ soldor,;d to th·J l/8u o.n. x 0.035" vr.ll coppor tube which serves 

~ s tho high prossuro line in Pot TTl. -·~hen tho nitrce;on lov:;l in Hl 

f:.,lls b3lovJ the f'irst turn of th·} cooling coil Fl, 

ris·J is indio ted by T2 due to thu j}tct th~.t tho incoming hif~h pres-

sure r:r·.s is considGrr~bly vvr.r~'l·~1r th:.n 77° K. Thu liquid lovol in 

this pot m:~y th,::;r::Jfor·-:.; bo :m:~ ir.t:· irwd by me:'.ns of these two thermo-

couples. 

Provision h~s bc~n n~de for tiu~in~ out both the 0xp· nsion 

'T lv0 V ~.nd the ho ~t ,;xch·~n&;Gr X.. This is ·:cco'11plishod by directing 

This CL is ::tdmittGd to tho liouof'L-;r tr·trough :·~ 0.040" o.D X 0.010 11 

v.;;·ll Cupro-nickel c~~pill;:;.ry tube~ (visiblv i::1 }'igur:; 3, but not shown 

in FiL,ure 4) -v.rhich p~~sscs t~long thc outsidG surfc.co of both Pets Nl 

s:.nd N2. ·rhis device is of grc<C·.t h0lp in r·.pidly ,.,,,_r;:ting up the CJX-

boing indic .tad by thcrmocoupl0 T4. The sm~ll heQt c~p~city of tho 
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parts involved permits u rapid return to hydrogen liquefaction con-

di tions when oxpn.nsi on is rr:: sumed. 

2. ConstructiGn Details. 

A more d·Jt~:dlec.l description of the r:J.aterinls nnd method of 

construotion may "e of interest. C0rtc.in of those det~dls have been 

colloctcd c:.nd shown in Tr;.blc:s I ''nd II of the Appendix. 

The mr.~terinls of cons·cruction consist prim:::..rily of Cupro-nick0l 2 

Ni, 70)'~ Cu), COJJp(.7r ~.;.nd brc .. ss tubing. All tubos pns3ing throuch 

tho brass end plates A-A, D-B, C-C, unJ D-D, with tho excsption of 

tho coppur high r,nd lo'N prussuro hydrogen lines, are Cupro-nickel. 

The two nitroson pots Nl u.nJ N2 wore :m~do of tho 30% copper-nic1-cel 

lmv th::rmal conduetivity of this t'.lloy vrr:.s used to D.dvc.nte.g~J. 

All jointn o.nd seeds ,vsrc m'.'"ue usinf ithor 60 ?b-10 Sn solder 

or 11 8asy-Flc'' sil·\7Gr br,_zil12; lloy. All joints ~t sections A-A, 

C-C, s.nd D-D wore so.ft-solderud, vdth the ·Jxc~;ption of the joint bo-

twoan nl~t0 D-D and TI2 which ~Qs Lr~~od. All joints in the hich 

pressure hydro r;on circuit vrur·:; brg zed ~:.nd te stod for lo:::tks ~ t 2000 

psi bt)fore final ssernbly. Th~.:; .ioints in th·.J lmv pressure hydrogen 

lino .re .f'or the most pc.1.rt mgdu ~/v-ith soft soldor. 

rrho .joint butw~L.m the br:lSS tubu vrhich surrounds th:..; Dc;wc.r vessel 

(2) Obt~ined fro~t 
(3) M~do ~v~il~bl 

ve rs it y, t c ·,p,rho::i 'lL: 

or Tube: Cc., Norristown, Pc ... 
Dr-. D. II. A::ld.rev>J s, The Johns 

ish t n}_prt.: s s our th'J.nks. 
Uni-
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is a soft-sold0r soal. This soal cc.;.n bo broken quito ac,sily, vihon 

necessary, by hcc,ting tho joint simultc.nom:sly with two smr:-:11 Edr-

Tho mnin hG-!:~t oxcht-nger ;= was modolod s..ftar tho so-cr.llod 

Nolson "twisted tube" ho~t oxchunser4, which h~s boon used sucosas-

fully by others. Th:; present dGsicn is r.1odolod t:.~ftor ow::; proposed 

b:r r.rr. 'Yillia.m Ashor of The Sohns Hopkins ~Tnivorsi ty Lew Tcmpor~.;.turo 

Labor;_:~ tory. Th:.:; tv.ri Gtud tub.:, 1'rhich cons ti tu to s tho high pro ssuro 

sido of the cxch,~ngor, v.r!.'.S mn.de by first flc.\·btoning L. 1/8" O.D. x 

0.010 11 vr:::,ll V•mll-::.nno.:·.lcd Ctlpro-ni~kol tuba to a thicknoss of 0.088" 

for l8nsth of 30 inches by p~ssin~ thrcurh u set of h2nd rolls. 

About 3 inches vr:-ls loft round c,t oi thcr ond ~',nd the ends ·vv-or,:; soft-

soldered to br~ss plugs. Thu 

ho~d ~nd tuil stocks of c l~tho. Tho fl~ttonod portion of tho tubo 

v•r:cs than tvd stcd, v:i th the t:<i 1 stock locked il1 position, until tho 

entire fl::..ttonc;d portion hr:.d s~ssumJd c. r~l form. :A pitch of 20 

turns per fcot '1N").S obtc~ined in this mr::.nnor. Tho cffectiYe dic-.metor 

of th·J finished spi r~ l v1c. s 0.1 G4 incho s. This f}. tt<:)d tJC s i ly into 

3/16" O.D. x 0.010 11 ':V~ 11 Wt?ll-".nno::·.led Cupro-nickcl tube (I .D. = 

0.167~) which w~s to serve us the outside wnll of the exchnngor. 

Pieces of 1/32" 50-50 solder ,_,.rir;::; v:or·J vrrf;~pped in tho grooves 

of the spir~:..l, s. li ccr.~t of flux uppliGd, e.nd tho whole slipp.::d 

into the 3/16" tubo. Tho lenr;th of tho 3/16" tube vg1. s such tlH~t 

the spirc .. l portion protrudec! n.bout 1/4" on sc..ch end. This v.·:.~.s dono 

(4) Bichowsky, F. R. J. Ind. Eng. Chern. 2:.!_, 62 (1922). 
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to reduce tho pressure drop which mi othe rvli so bo pro sont if the 

round soction of' tho 1/8" tube C'-'.m:;; at the nds. ThJ c.:ssembly was 

th,:;n h.:~tcd in ~.1 tube furn~.c(; tc nbout 220° r;,, turnod in'-' v0;rtic~·~l 

position, und the excess flux ~nd solder forced out by thu ~ppli-

c•~Ltion of nitrogen c:;o.s undor low pressure. 

'rhcm the soldering V.Jf,G complot;o, tho :.:.:xchc.nf~Or V':J.S thoroughly 

w:::~shcd '-"rith c:.:.rbon totr['_chlorido, ;:n.tor, :::.tnd [:_c,_;tone tc~ remove nll 

flux. Thu c,ssombly w::...s then v.rmmd on u 2-l/8" nL.ndrcl without r.~ny 

difficulty. 

This twisted tube h0c~t oxcf1':;nt;or hs.s proved to bu considorcbly 

more efficient th·:n tho ot:..rlior uno (So·:) Progress rt ~·Jo. 5, 

August 1, 1947) mt:~do by soft-sold;ring u fh.-ctenod 1/8" o.D. X 0.010" 

1NL1ll Cupro-nick.Jl tubo 30 inches long, (thickness ·:.ftcr f'lr~ttening 

w~1.s 0.061 "), botvvoen tv..ro round tubos of the SLT18 kind. After throe 

runs the fl~;.ttened high prdssuro tube vic.s fcund tc hc.vo b(jcomc more 

nourly round, hnvinr ~ thickness f 0.066". This l~tter construction 

v.n.s used for tho two-turn r E3. 

Tho liquid hydrocen trc:nsf.Jr syst.::m is shown in schem~<tic dctc.il 

in :F'i&uro 5. It eunsists oss.JntL-..llJr of~·~ Cuprc-nickol tubo "n. 11 

surrounded by v:Lcuum jr;.ckut f'orr:1Gd by tho tut-os "b" f~nd "dn. Tho 

m~Lt.Jri:.~ls us0d h~·:v·.J b:Jon listed in T~ .. blo III of tho Appandix. Flow 

of liquid hydrogen is coLtrollod by the v~lvo V, ucturtod by th3 

ster.1 s. Thv vr:.~lvo body is mc,do of br:::.ss, tho needle cf monel. All 

joints in the li~uid hydrogon lin0 nro bruzcd with •E~sy-Flo"; with 

few exceptions., ,J,ll jc:ints in th3 vr.cuum jc·ckot wero sc.ft-solder8d. 
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3. Operating Characteristics of the Liquefier 

Six runs of varying duration have b0on made with the hydrogen 

liquefier to date. Tho runs of July 3, July 25, and August 1 were 

made with the flattened tub0 heat exchanger, while those of September 

5, 11 and 22 were made with tho twisted tubo exchnngor. Unfortunately, 

tho runs of September 5 and 11 yielded only incomplete information, 

due to the use of unsuspoctodly impure hydrogen gas which resulted in 

plugging difficulties in the liquefier. Tho run of September 22 yield-

ed very good results. 

The liquefier has given trouble-free performance oxccpt when im-

pure gas was used. Tho expansion valve naoded only occasional adjust-

mont as the pressure in the cylinders foll. The hydrogen transfer 

system workod smoothly. Tho consumption of nitrogen was not found to 

be excessive. After lique.faction bogan, tho upper nitrogen pot Nl 

required f'illint; o.bout onco every 12-15 minutes; tho lower pot N2 rc-

quirod filling about oneo an hour • 

From an analysis of all the runs to date, the composite run given 

in Table IV has boon drc,wn up. Tho production rate is essentially 

that observed in the run of September 22. It is believed th~t this 

table represents a fairly accur~~to ovn.luation of the performance of 

tho liquefier. 

Tho rate of production of liquid hydrogen was measured as follows: 

Tho liquefier was first drained of all liquid hydrogen and then allow-

od to run for a period of 20-30 minutes. At the end of this time tho 

liquid hydrogen was trunsferrod from tho l:i,.quoficr to u deep Dewar 

vessel which alr0c.dy contained liquid hydrogen from a previous transfer. 

Page 10 of 19 pages 
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Tho incre~sc in height of the liquid lovGl w~s measured by mecns of 

n thcrntocouple probe surrounded by un electriccl heater. This method 

production r~.; to quoted in the summc.ry of T .. blo IV of the Appendix 1Ar:,s 

rr~nsurod in this f~shion. The Gctucl prcduction r~to i~ the liauofior 

is sommvhc.t gr...;r.tGr thc.n that racasured by this colloction procodurG 

since lcss~s ~re oxpcrioncod due to tr~nsfer Qnd to the pressure drop 

· ... t the trLnsfor v~:.lvc. 

A calculntion cf tho efficiency cf ligua.fc..ction. h:lS been ms~de 

from tho volume; 0f liquid hydror:,::;n colL::cted :'.nd th~; drop in pr~;ssure 

of the cylinders durini:; tho s:.me cd. In this c,,lculi:,tio:1 tho 

vclumo of tho st&nd~rd hydrCf!n cylindar W:lS tuken ns 1.528 ft.3 

Tho uctw:.:.1 r..;,verage efficiency in the r[.:I:..t;e 1900 to 1200 psi w-c~s 

found to be 10/~. If tr~::msfor losses, etc., c.ro tc.ko::-1 into :::.cc()ur:t, 

this mc~y bo :r:J.isod to porhnps 12 or 1 In this run tha t·Jmpor:~.turo 

of tho lower nitrogen WGS Qbout 66° K. o.s dotor~incd frcm the vQpcr 

pressure of tho :1itr:Jcon m<.w.surod with tl;G pump shut off. The ~-·.v-

orr~gc th\Joretico.l efficisncy cf lia,uofaction in this pros sure r ,nr,o 

I 0 _... c 5 
is 22~;., c;.t T = 66 K. 1lnd 16.5j·~ t.'.t T = 77.3 K. 

It remains to bo so en hovi." tho effie iency of liquefr.ctivn is 

cffoctod by flow rl:.to. 

III. LIC~UID NITROGEN PL!:..NT 

Construction work en the 11ow a.ddi tion to tho Ch0micc.l· Engin~oring 

BuildinG in which tho liquid nitroeen plr.nt vrill be: housed is ossJntie,l-

1y complete. ThrrJe 50 KVA 2300/2400-120/240, GO cycle single ph~tse 

(5) KJyes, F. G., Gerry, H. T .. , end Hicks, Jr., J. F. G., J. Am. Chom. 
Soc., 59, 1426 (1937); Johnston, H. 1., Bczmnn, I. I., and Hood, 
c:-B.,-rbid., 68, 2367 (1946). 
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tr!:'.nsformcrs hLvo beGn recoivod (August 4, 1947) fror."L the Nnvt:.l Air 

Stc:~tion, Anc.ccstiu, D. C., for pcvwring this pl::nt. Those tr,.ns-

formers h~vo boen reconditionod qnd ~ro scheduled for inst~1l~ticn 

within trw next tvm v·rocks. 

Formctl request hc,s bc·m mf,dc of the Office of Nc,v .l R.os0nrch 

through j.tr. L. I-~. l'!cKenzie (lettor of Auguut 21, 1947) for ~·x1cthur 

Lindo-type Liquid Oxy_ on Ph,nt to ropl:J.cu tho inconplctc plr..nt (Linde 

Hodel SH-LO-P270) now on hr.nd. This roquvst we.s b1sod on the con-

dition cf tho plr-..nt c~s it st~·,:lds ;:,t proso:nt. This p1nnt, ~:,s recoived 

ut Georgia Tech, w~s found to bo stripped of many pcrts ssontiQl to 

its oporr:.tion. Efforts en the r::.rt •:Jf th:J Pl:~nt }'!;.ciliti•JS Section 

of ONR succcodcd in lce:.ting: sc.mo of the.: nissing po.rts, but mc::..ny 

other ptlrts proved tc) bo nc lcn~:-.Jr c.\7:.~il·.blc. In t.ddition, thJ 

condition of tho pl~nt suggcstJd th~t ccnsidGrublo work would havo 

to bo done to get it into run~ing shape. 

An un~:.lysis cf th:J cv . .;rr_~ll si tw.ti-:.:n sur;t;·JSt,:;d th,.t it would 

greatly expedite tho work under this contrect, by tho s~ving in ro-

SO:."<rch tinJ 1 r;onoy ·.nd th:; CT8~ tor cert·~~inty cf SUCC3Ssful oporr.tion 

be •,:htr.ined for tho prc,lact. 

Inforran.l a.ssurancos hr.vo boJn :rocci vod tho.t :.:nothc:r pl::,nt vri 11 

bo m::~d-:; f.~'~'m.iln.blo to tho proJ:;ct, but ~:.s yut, no notice of its ship-

mont hus boen rcceiv0d. 

supply ccoline w~tcr to tho 100 H.P. uir co~prcsscr h~s boon c~mploted. 

r. 
• n • 
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Phillips. The component pc.rts cf the cccling systum c.nd most 1...1£' 

tho labor cf instQll~tion h~vc boon supplied by tho Dop~rtncnt of 

Chemical Engincori~G• Thu system hns been desiGned so that in 

;_;,ddition. to ceo ling thE.J compr,Jssor, its opGrc.tion cc>.n ::~lsc bo 

studied ~:'.s .. L,bcr'tcry oxp,Jrimunt in ch(;mic.~-ll engineering. 

IV. NB' .. RESEA.RCH QUARTERS 

Ccmpletion c f the l:tow ro SEH..'..rch c~ddi ti on t;c tho S~1gin0ori ng Ex-

p::::rimont St' tiorJ, whieh vri11 hcuso the ncv1 le-w to!11per: ture ~:nd thermo-

c'!yn=~mics prcpc:;r·tios l~~bor'-.tcrios, is sch::~dul:Jd i'nr mid October, n.nd 

occup~a~.cy of th:; projuct' s :~~cA.: qu:.rtors v-rill be Gc.inod b0fore 

V o PERSGNiTEL 

During tho p~~st tvrc r;.,:•nths, s:;-~.tar::-.1 rnombcrs c·f thcJ grc,up ho.vc 

loft or hc.vo boon cvvc:..y on "~"TC'.cc.ticn from tho Sehc<t:l. :Hr. 11'!. C. Gior;old, 

~~~ senior in Ch>.n:1ic;:,l Engincorinr;, h:.:.s gr' dur:tcd c.nd loft tho project. 

l"r. Oswr:..ld Nowell, Jr., r.~nd I>.:r. Lo R. Dc.r:.inl, vrhc c.rc doinr; their 

conplotod. Er. Dc,niul will rosumo his vrork with tho prc.ioct en 

October 1. Mr. J. M. Ziegler ~nd lir. F. A. Poodo, studonts,ure 

w~rking; pe.rt-tima c.s technicl.;.l c.s::;ist::-.rJ.ts. 

Pn.ge 13 c,f 19 pages 
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ChcmicQl Sccioty held in Now Ycrk, N. Y., Soptambor 15-19. 

d::;r·l cf h3lpf'ul infvrmctic:n w~~s cbtc.inod ct tho Symposium on Ion-

Exchr~ngo Sop0.r:.t ions vrhich do:~ 1 t principc.lly with new r10thccls of 

AnnrC1Ved! ) ,., 

~cr~ld A. Rcss6lot, Director 

14 cf 19 pc.gos 

Hespoctf'ully submitted, 

y,r. T. Zi :J c le r 
Project Director 
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DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION OF COOLING COILS A~·JD riE.hT &\CHAlYGERS 
OF HYDROGEN LI~UEFIER 

mbol Descrip
tion 

I 
!Material* 

i 

-------------·-- --···· 
Tubing 

Outside ; ~-rall 
Diameter · Thick------in ; ness 

Incth.: s ·--; in 
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.. 
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-~ J ... ength 1 Ntm1ber : DiaJHeter . Final 
1 in 1 of I of ~& r.:_::. i I • D. of 
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--- 1 for Wind- in 
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l- I 

---------~~-------i---------...-- -t-oling. 
ils ! 

:tt 

Fl I 
! 

F'2 I 
I 

H. P. gas 
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El I-I.P. gas 
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~2 H.P. gas 
' L.P. gas I 

\ 
E3 H.P. gas 1 

L.P. gas ( 2j, 

X H.P. gas 
L.?. gas 

; 

0.002 

copper 1/8 

copper 3/16 0.035 
copper 1/4 0.032 

copper 1/8 0.032 
copper 1/4 0.032 

Cu-Ni l/8** • 0.010 
Cu-Ni 1/8 0.010 

Cu-Ni 1 18***; 0.010 I 

Cu-Hi 3/16 . 0.010 
; 
! 
i 

* All tubing was of "dead-soft" temper. 

** Before flattening. 

*** Before twisting. 

Pa~;e 18 oi 19 pa;:-es 

14 21 

5. 3 8 

10 16 

9.5 14.5 

1.3 2 

4 

2-1/4 

2-1/4 

2-1/4 

2-1/4 

2-1/4 

2-1/8 

! 
12-5/16. 
I 

'2-5/16 
I 

2-5/16 

2-5/16 

2-3/8 

2··9/32 
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR .?/.RTS OF IIVDHOGR?r LW.UEFIEH 

De sc ::iption· , Jiatcria1 
1 Tubing , 
I o.D. in I Wall •JlfCk:-·-! 
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------·--T 
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Cu-Ni 

l·one1 
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I 
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(h) j 

l 
(h) l 

I 

) i 
I 
I 

(h) I 
i 
! 

Cu-·'i (h) 
l 
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I 
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C u ··IT i ( h ) I 
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Cu-::i (h) 

I 
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\.Ll ! 

·~u- .. ·:i (b) 

Coppc:r (o.) 

(Continued) 
_..__ __________ __L ______ _ 

·~--: ches 

3 

3 

1/2 

3/8 

5/32 

3/16 

,- /·~'") o. . ._)(:... 

3/16 

1/1 

1/P 

3/8 
3/16 

3/8 

3/lG 

__ . ______ J __ 

0. 04~: 

0.042 

0.010 

0.010 

0.020 

o.o1o 

0.020 

0.010 

0.010 
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0.010 
0.010 

o.o1o 

0.032 

I 

15 

3 

8 

18-1/2 

26 

25-1/:1 

16-1/2 

16-1/2 

l 

1-1/2 

2D-l/2 
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2 

,• -------~---- ·--
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S?ECIFICLTIONS FOR PLR.TS OF' HYDftGG"SN LIQUEFIBR 

i 
Tubing : 1-- --,----! 

Tic.toria.l ! o.D. in II ~;Vall Thick- : 
----- l Inches n;;s; in rn- · 

1 

1 

1

e11cs __ _ 

---------L------~· I --+---
1 1 

Des~iptic;n 

JBrass dome 
l 

Brass I 4 0.065 

I 

1Jono ~C~~dui t for T l and Cu-lH (h) ! 1/16 0.010 12 

! 

Nonu icondui t for T3 and 
I 

Cu-l·Ti (h) 1/lG 17 

J 

* 

j and T1 

I'Dnwor V'' "<'''• 1 v c.;A. VU"-'\."'-
1 
I Outer tube 

Inner tube 

··--··---

lC~l ( rrnn) 
8 (rran) 

2.4 (mm) 
2 • 11 (I:ur:) 

I.D. = 3-1/8 Ln. 

30 
29 

Tho letters (L.) ~'tnd (h) r·Jfor to "d2r .... d-soft" and .. hard-drawn" tumpor, 
r8 ivoly. 

Symbol 

0. 

b 
c 
ll 
0 

f 
i 
s 
v 

···-·-·-------··--··-···-------------------
TABLE III 

COlJSTRUCTION MATERIALS FOH HYDHOGEN TR.i~lJSFr~R VALVE 

l -
t 

l Mutarinl 

Cupro-nickol 
Cupro~nickol 

Cupro-nic ko l 
Brass 
Copper ion lina) 
B~kelitu (spacers) 
Hon'Jl ins) rt 
Cupro~nickul 

Brass 

o/16" 
:5/U" 
1/l" 
7 /g" I . 

Dimensions 

Q.D. X 0.010" wall 
o.D. X 0.010" wall 
o.n. x 0.010" wsll 
0 • D. x 0 • 0 3 5" wa 11 

5/32" O.D. x 0.020" w~ll 

e lH of 19 H·~, es 
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C0!.·1?0SITE HUiJ OF HYDROGEl~ LIC'UEFIER 

--~-------.. ------ .. ~----

THIIE (hours) OPERATION 

o.oo 

0.25 

o. 27 

0.50 

0 t"J r; 
• I u 

0.77 

1.22 

1.9 

Three tanks on at 1900 psi. 9ogun oooling char~ 
6oal trap~ of purifi6~ with liauid nitrogen. 

Charcoal trt:..ps at liquid nitrocen tomponti~ure 
(6.2 litors required to cool and fill l 
D(f'N::'i r surroundi nc e;lfArco&l tro. ps). 

clew f1o,·r of hydrogen through li 
(1 cfm). 

B:Jce.n tr&nsfer of liquid :r2 to ?ot l:Jl. 

t?;r, 

Both t~ll (2.0 liters li~uid N2 roouirod). 
1 r· · J~ 0.5 millivolt. 

f1ovr i ncrer~ sed to 4 cfm. 

T4 r2ads G.7 millivolt liquGfuction of hydro-
gen E;un. ~ank prGssure = 1500 psi. Flow 
rc .. te: 3 tc 4 c fi:l. 

Tr-tnk prus.:.Ot<rr:~ at 800 p::.;i. Tanks replucod 
thrr.;e full cyl indors at 190) psi • 

Pressure i tRnks a~ 700 psi. Run stopped. 

'l,otal volume liquid hyrirocon producud = 1.5 liters • 
. ?roch.1.ction rate = 0.75 liter per hour at 3-4 cfm. 
Liquid hydrogen produced per set of throe cylinders (1900 to 

700 psi) = 0.9 liter. 
Consumption of liquid nitrog3n: 

(1) To cool churco&l traps= 6.2 litGrs. 
(2) To cool liquefier to hyJrogon liquefaction tomp

ersturo = 3.0 1it8rs. 
(3) To produce 1.5 litors liquid hydrogen: 

a. Purifi:Jr = 4.'7 litors. 
b. Liquefier = 4.4 liters. 

Total ni trog·.::m con:::>umption = 18.3 1i tors. 

----··-------------------

l;J oi.' l fG2 
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I. SUNIMARY OF REPORT 
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During the period October 1, 1946, through September 30, 1947, 

work on the project has been carried on under Contract No. lT6-ori-192, 

Task Order I. The general intent of this contract was for the contrac-

tor to carry out "research at very low temperatures upon the fundamental 

properties of the elements and their compounds including the rare earths, 

with particular emphasis upon superconductivity." A list of the bi-

monthly progress reports upon which the present report is bas;:;d j_s Given 

in Appendix B. 

The first phase of this 'v'.rork was to assemble and build the neces-

sary low temperature equipment. Indeed, due to procurement and building 

construction delays, this constituted the ~ajor effort during the past 

year. 

A high pressure hydrogen gas purifier has been built and is opera-

ting. 

A small hydrogen liquefier having a capacity of approximately one 

liter of liquid hydrogen per hour has been built and tested. Liquid 

hydrogen was first produced on July 3, 1947. 

The helium cry()stat, in which liquid helium will be produced, is 

nearing completion. 

The precision electrical equipment for carrying out the necessary 

measurements of electrical resistance and magnetic induction haG been 

assembled. 

A helium purification and compression cycle for delivering helium 

gas at 3000 psi has been partially completed. 
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Numerous pieces of accessory equipmont such as furnaces, vacuum 

systems, etc., have been constructed. 

A liquid-oxygen-producir:g plant which is to be co:1verted to 

the production of liquid nitrogen has been received. This plant is now 

partially installed. I cooling system for supplying water to the 100 

H.P. air compressor has been designed and installed. 

The procurement of the spectrographic c:malysis and rare earth rna-

terials has been carried on. Some of the necessary equipment for pre-

paring the pure starting materials has boon constructGd or assembled. 

Preparations for the housing of the project in ne1H research quar-

ters of the Low Temperature Laboratory have been carried forward. 

Three graduate students in chemical engineering have worked on 

their master's thesis problems as part of the project. 
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A proposal for extending the contract under which the project has 

been carried out (Contract No. N6-o1i-l92, Task Order I) from October 1, 

194 7, to l:~arch 31, 1949, has been submit ted to the Office of Naval Re-

search for discussion. The follo~J~Jing research problems have been proposed 

as objectives for the period indicated; in each case, particular emphasis 

would be placed on evidence for possibl8 superconductivity of each sub-

stance investigated: 

(1) Completion of any unfinished vwrk on praseodymium 

and neodymium metals and lanthanum hydride or ni-

tride. 

(2) Reinvestie;ation of lanthanum and cerium metals 

for superconductivity. 

(3) Investigation of gadolinium metal for possible 

superconductivity. 

(4) Investigation of•cerium hydride and nitride for 

possible superconductivity. 

(5) Investigation of such other rare earth metals 

as may be obtainable for possible superconduc-

tivity. 

These research objectives are a continuation of the general intent of 

Task Order I of tne above contract. 

During the past year, construction has been under way for a. new 

Research Annex in which space for the setting up of the LovY Temperature 

Laboratory in a permanent fashion was to be provided. ThiEJ ;-:;pace became 
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available on October 21, 1947. It consists of 1,600 square feet, most 

of which is laboratory space. Hereafter, the Project's research activi-

ties v-rill be centered in this space, to which the transfer of equipment 

has been completed. The setting up of the chemical equipment for the 

preparation of rare earth metals and the low temperature apparatus and 

accessory devices is well under way, along ~dth the installation of 

special service lines. Considerable work remains to be done, however, 

before all phases of actual experimentation can begin. It is hoped that 

experiments at temperature·s at which helium is liquid will be under way 

by the spring of 1948. 

It is planned that some studies of the new synthetic resin ion-

exchange techniqua for separating the rare earth ions 1J1rill be under-

taken. The preparation of rare earth metals and their compounds should 

be well under way by the summer of 19L8. 
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Task Order I of this contract reads as follows: 
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"The Contractor shall furnish the necessary personnel and facilities 

for and conduct, in accordance with any instructions issued by the Scien-

tific Officer or his authorized repreE:entati ve, research at very low tern-

peratures upon fundar.J.:;~tal properties of the elements and thej_r compounds 

including the rare earths, with particular emphasis upon superconductivity. 11 

More specifically, the experimental objective of this work is the 

testing, by electrical and magnetic means, of certain rare earth metals 

and compounds for superconductivity. The reasons underlying this objec-

tive are given in Section IV of this report. The metals selected for 

study are lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, and neodymium. It is hoped 

that others may be added to this list later. The compounds to be studied 

first are lanthanum hydride and nitride. The problem of handling the 

rare earth hydrides and nitrides ia complicated by the fact that they 

must be handled in the absence of air and water vapor. 

The experimental method to be used in these studies is the measure-

ment of the magnetic permeability of the metals and powdered compounds as 

a function of temperature doVv'TI to about 2° K. These measurements will 

permit the detectioYJ. of superconductivity by the change occurring in the 

induction of a coil in which the sample has been placed when the material 

goes from its normal state, in which permeability is unity or lareer, to 

the super conducting state in vrhich the permeability is zero. This method 

has been used before by others. 1 

(l) Kurti, N. and Simon, F. Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) AlSl, 610 (193)). 
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Electrical resistance measurements will be made as a function of 

temperature on such samples as may be obtained in a suitable forn. 

The study of materials at very low temperatures obviously presupposes 

the availability of low temperature producing equipment. This equipment 

was, in fact, not available at the outset of ttis project, but plans for 

setting up facilities for modest experimentation in this field were already 

under way when the assistance of the Office of Naval Research was obtained. 

The construction of this equipment, therefore, constituted a necessary 

first step in providing the facilities for carrying out the proposed low 

temperature experiments. Unfortunately, due to difficulties of procure-

ment and delays in the construction of the new building, all of which were 

beyond our control, the construction of the lov.r temperature equipment con-

sumed almost the entire year with no actual experiments having been carried 

out on the rare earth materials. Hov!ever, it is expected that with the im-

pending completion of this equipment actual experiments can be begun shortly. 
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A. The Rare Earth Metals. 

The rare earth metals have been chosen for study for several 

reasons. In the first place, apparently only two of them, lanthanum 

and cerium, have ever been investigated in a pure state. McLennan, 

Allen, and Wilhelm2 have measured the electrical resistance of these 

two metals as a function of temperature and have reported that neither 

became superconducting at the lowest temperature reached (1.9° K.). 

McLennan, Howlett, and Wilhelm) have studied the electrical con-

ductivity of misch metal down to 2.3° K. and found no evidence of super-

conductivity. The sample studied was free of iron and had the composi-

tion: cerium 35%, lanthanum 20%, neodymium 20%, samarium 10%, gadolin-

ium 6%, praseodymium 5%, europium 2%, yttrium 2%. From this r:1.easure-

ment, NcLennan, et al., concluded that none of these elements were su-

perconducting above 2.3° K. 

On the other hand, Mendelssohn4 and Daunt, using a magnetic method, 

have reported that lanthanum is a superconductor -vvi th a transition tem

perature of 4.71° K. ConfirmationS of the superconductivity of lantha-

num has been reportad Shoenberg. 

These contradictory results can only be reconcilad if the electri-

cal and magnetic tranc:.i tion in lanthanum are s epareted by several degrees; 

this seams highly unlikely for a pure metal. It was felt, therefore, 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

McLennan, Allen, and Wilhelm, Phil. Mag. (7) 10, 
McLennan, Howlett, and Wilhelm, Trans. Roy. Soc. 

Sect. III 23, No. 3, 287 (1930). 
Mendelssohnand Daunt, Nature 139, 473 (1937.). 
Shoenberg, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 33, 577 (1937). 
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that the experimental proof of non-superconductivity in the rare earth 

0 Inetals at tempers.tures above l. 9 K. vras not clear-cut and that a re-

investigation of these metals would be worthwhile. 

The rare earth metals have certain other properties which make 

them interesting objects of study. Both lanthanum and cerium exist j_n 

at least t~ro crystalline modifications (hexagonal close-packad and face-

c,;.;;ntered cubic). It would be interesting to determine vrhether t1rro closely 

sinilar crystalline forms could be cooled to low temperatures and studied 

for superconductivity. Tin is the only substance, obtainable in two 

crystalline forms at low t·:;mperatures, v.'hose 8lectrical conductivity has 

be3n studied to datG. lVhi te tin is 3 sup8rconductor ( J. 7° K.); gray 

tin is not a superconduetor at the lov;·est t.:;rJ.nerature studied so far 

(1.32° K.). However, the two crystalline forms have very widely differ-

ent normal properties a:1d crystal structures. 

Another unusual property of c 3rtain of the rar·2 earth metals is 

that they are rather strongly paramagnetic. Some, such as 2adolinium 

and dysprosium, have been found to be ferromagnetic. Thus, ther3 an 

interesting, though perhaps remote, possibility of finding a metal which 

is ferromagnetic in the normal state but which exhibits zero permeability 

in the superconducting state. 

B. Rare Earth Metal Compounds. 

Recent studies of Horn6' 7 ,B and co-v.rorkers, Socolor, 9 Aschermann, 

et a1., 10 have shown that the hydrides and nit:>:"ides of columbium and the 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

Horn, F. H., Dissertation. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore Md., 
June, 1942. 
Horn, F. H., Brucksch, W. F., Jr., Ziegler, W. T., and Androws, D'. H., 
Phys. Rev. 61, 738 (1942). 
Horn, F. H. and Ziegler, W. T., J. Am. Chern. Soc. 69, 2762 (1947). 
Socolor, S. J., "New Preparations and Superconductivity studias on 
Columbium Nitride.n Presented at the l09th Meeting of the Americ:an 
Chemical Society, Atlantic City, N. J., April, 191.+6. 
Aschermann, G., Friederich, E., Justi, E., and Kramer, ~J., Physik. 
~· 42, 349 (1941). 
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hydrides of tantalum are superconducting. The studies by Horn, et al., 

of superconductivity in columbiwn-hydrogcn and tantalum-hydrogen solid 

solutions showed that the expansion of the body-c~ntered cubic metal 

atom lattice, which occurs as the atomic per cent dissolved hydrogen in-

creases, is accompanied by a corresponding decrease in transition tern-

perature and an increased transition range. The rare earth metals form 

both hydrides and nitrides which appar·3ntly are solid solutions. The 

hydrides, pre'l)ared by direct combination of the metal with hydrogen gas 

200-400° C., usually have a composition corr2sponding to I~JHx' where x 

ranges from 1.8 to 2.8. They are, in general, black, friable materials 

which ignite spont3neou0ly on exposure to air. 'The nitrides prepared 

by direct combination of the metal with nitrogen at 800-900° C., have 

corr.posi tions ranging from h1IN
0

• 
80 

to .o' .Theso nitrides are very 

readily attacked by moist air, react:i.ng to liberate ammonia. 

No magnetic or electrical studies of the ra:ce earth hydrides and 

nitrides have been reported below 80° K. No systematic study has been 

published of the lanthanum-hydrogen or lanthanum-nitrogen system vd. th a 

view to correlating the X-ray structure of the solid ~Qth the nonmetallic 

contant of the solid solution. The hydride and nitride preparations 

studied to date have been reported to have a face-centered cubic s.nd a 

NaCl structure, respectively, 

Our aitn is, therefore, to b•J able to correlate any superconducting 

properti:.:;s of th2se solid solutions vd th th,:; lattice structure of the 

solid solutions. 
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V. LOW TEN.LPERATURE APPARATUS AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

The apparatus to be constructed or assembled for carrying out the 

low temperature experiments is shown in schematic fashion in Figure 1 

(See hppendix A). The principal pieces of apparatus are: (l) the high 

pressure hydrogen purifier, (2) the hydrogen liquefier, (3) the helium 

cryostat, (4) the helium gas cycle, and (5) the electrical measuring 

system. It is nlanned at present to use commercial hydrogen gas purcha~:;ed 

in standard cylinders at 2000 psi to operate the liquefier, instead of 

using a hydrogen compressor. 

In addition to this equipment, a Linde Type Portable OXygen Pro-

ducing Plant, Linde r.::odel SM-LO-P270, is to be converted to a liquid 

nitrogen producing plant, so that an adequate supply of liquid nitrogen 

will be available at all times. 

The production of liquid heliTh~ is to be accomplished by the so-

called Simon adiabatic expansion method and vdll be carried out directly 

in the cryostat in which the materials are to be studied. The production 

of liquid helium by this method presupposes the availability of liquid 

hydrogen, which in turn requires the use of liquid air, OXY6·3n, or nitrogen 

as a refrigerant. Liquid nitrogen, due to its inertness, has been chosen 

as the refrigerant for producing liquid hydrogen. 

Briefly, the production of liquid hydrogen is accomplished by using 

hydrogen gas which~is commercially available compressed to 2000 psi in 

standard cylinders. The high pressure gas, after passing through a puri-

fier to remove all condensable impurities, is passed directly to the 

liquefier where a portion of it is liquefied. The portion of the gas not 
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l . f. ct11 . d. d d lque le lS lSCC!r e • The liquid hydrogen is then transferred di-

rectly into the helium cryostat. 

A fairly detailed description of the progress to date on each of 

the above-mentioned units is presented below. 

A. The High Pressure Hydrogen Gas Purifi·2r. 

The hydrogen gas purifier which has been built is similar in design 

and construction to one12 described b; DeSorbo, Hilton, and .P.ndrc::ws, which 

the ·wTit<-Jr hP.lped to design. 

Compressed electrolytic hydrogen as supplied in commerce is usually 

about 99.7% pure, the chief impnr:i.ties being 'Jil, water vapor, nitrogen, 

and oxygen. The ramoval of those irrrpuritics is essential for trouble-free 

operation of liquefiers using commercial hydrogen in cylinders as a source 

of the high pressure gas. The purifier which has built is designed 

to remove these impuri ti t~s by passing the impure gas i"'irst over activated 

silica gel maintained at room temperature, and th,3n ov8r activated char-

coal cooled to about 80° K. by moans of a bath of liquid nitrogen. In 

tests to date approximately 1200 cubic feat of hydrogen (measurod at 25° C. 

and one atmosphere pressure) hav~; been passed through the purifier after 

activation, without any noticeable plugging of the liquefier. 

T~-1e complete purifi0r is shown in Figur8 2 (Appendix A.) Figurc 3 

(Appendix ) gives a det2.il2d sketch of the design of the silica £;el and 

charcoal traps proper. 

(ll) The use of commercial cylinders as a source of comuressed gas has 
been shown to be more economical than the conventional compressor
gasometer system, when moderate quantities of liquid hydrog.:;n are 
needed. Keyes, F. G., Gerry, H. T., and Hicks, J. F. G., J. Am. 
Cham. Soc. 59, 1426 (1937). 

(12) DeSorbo, w.-;-biilton, R. M., and J\ndrevvs, D. H., Chemical Rev. 39, 
403 (1946). 
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Referring to Figure 2, the impure high pressure hydrogen gas enters 

the purifier from the commercial cylinders at "a", passes through the 

silica gel trap "S" ·where most of the oil and water vapor are removed, 

and emerges at "b". The gas then passes to "c" by means of a jumper (not 

shown) where it enters the first o! three series-connected charcoal-filled 

traps 11M" which remove practically all of the remaining water and oil 

vapor, oxygen, and most of the nitrogen. Thase traps are immersed in a 

bath of liquid nitrogen contained in the metal Dewar vessel nnu, which is 

sufficiently long so that it extends about one inch above the topmost coil 

of the interchanger "I". The purified gas which emerges at "d'' then passes 

directly to the liquefier. The warm gas entering the charcoal traps at "c" 

is interchanged with the cold purified gas leaving the third trap in the 

heat interchanger "In. In practice the gas emerges at rtdn at about 15° C. 

3 -1 ( below room temperature when flows o.f 4 to S ft r:.in. CFM) are used. 

l. Details of Construction. 

All tubing used, unless otherv:ise noted, was 3/16" O.D. x 0.035" 

wall dead-soft temper copper tubing, using either standard SAE flare fit-

tings or brazed (Easy-Flo) joints for connections. The interchanger ''I" con-

sisted of twelve (12) turns of this copper tubing 11.5 ft. long, constructed 

by soft-soldering two lengths side by side. The interchanger was -vround on a 

3-7/16" mandrel. 

The cylindrical metal Dewar vessel unn is 23-l/2" deep and has an 

inside diameter of 4-l/4tt. It was specially construeted for this project by 

the Hofman Laboratories, 212 Wright Street, Newark 1 N. J. It shows an evapo-

ration rate of 0.125 lb. of liquid nitrogen per hour when somewhat over 

half filled. 
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The detailed design of the charcoal and silica gel traps is 

shown in Figure 3. The only difference betv7een the two ty~es of traps is 

that the silica gel trap is 32" long and the charcoal one 12u long. All 

parts of the trap, vrith the exception of the ~opper inlet and exit tubes 

11A" and the brass screens "ST 11 a:::1d "SB 11 are of monel. All joints were 

brazed using "Easy-Flo" silver brazing alloy. The tube "r.:J" was construe-

t~d of 1.75" x 0.~2" v:all (No.5 gauge) normalized cold-drawn sear.1less 

monel tubing. The threaded mon-:;1 plugs, "iT" and 11EE 11 ( 24 threads per 

inch), were made of hot-rolled monel. The screens 11 ST 11 and "SB" were con-

structed of 1/32" brass sheet drilled with numerous 1/6411 diameter holes. 

They are held in place by peening over the of the recess provided in 

the plugs 11 ET" and "EB 11 respectively. The screans are intended to prevent 

the charcoel (or the silica gel) frorr~ leaving the trap, while permitting 

free passage of g2s. 

Aftc-;r brazing, each trap was hydraulic.slly tested to 5000 psi 

using oil. The average increase in dia.r112ter at 5000 psi v.ras 0.-.000) 11 • Ho 

permanent set was observed. No oil leaks appeared. Aftc;r thG test the 

cap 11 C" vras cut off the filling tube "T" (3/Sn O.D. x 0.065" monel), and 

the trap was thoroughly cleaned with carbon tetrachloride. The trap vras 

then filled either l'ri th 119 grams of activated charcoal (Colwnbia Acti va-

ted Carbon, Grade 6G, C3/14 mesh, obtained from CarlJide and Carbon Chemicals 

Corp., New York, N. Y.) or, 52 2 grams of activated silica gel ( Gomr~ercial 

~_;rade, Type 3, obtained from the Davidson Chemical Corporation, Baltinore, 

Maryland). This material was introduced through the filling tube 11 T" 

,Nhic h passes through the screen 11ST 11 • The cap ''C" w:1s then replaced using 
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Easy-Flo. 

The silice. gel trap "S" (Figure 2) is provided with a 44-oh:m 

bare nichrm;!e vvirc (!Jo. 22) heatc;r, "El" and "E2u, wound onto a thin-wallrod 

brass tube but separated from it by a layer of electrically insulating 

cement (Sauereisen Insa.-lute Cement No. 1). The heatar tube fits over the 

trap. The heater is then thermally lagged vri th asbestos. 

2. Activation of Adsorbents. 

Activation of the silica gel and charcoal is carried out by 

simultaneously pumping at 11b" and ncu, using a small vacuum pump protected 

by a trap cooled vd th liquid nitrogen or other refrigerant. Both the 

silica and the charcoal traps are heated to 140-150° C. for several 

-1 -2 hours at a pressure of about 10 to 10 mm. Hg (absolute). Tho charcoal 

traps are heated by a removable furnace into ·which the trap assembly slips. 

After the traps have cooled to room tenperature again, the vacuum is bro-

ken by admitting hydrogen gas. 

B. The Hydrogen Liquefier. 

The production of liy_uid hydrogen on a small scale can be carried 

out quite expeditiously using commercially available cylinders of compres-

sed electrolytic hydrogen gas of high purity as a source of high pressure 

gas, in place of the conventional compressor-gasometer arrangement. Small 

liquefiers employing this method have been described12 ' l), l4, l5, 16 by 

a number of experimenters. 

(12) 
(13) 
(14) 

(15) 
(16) 

DeSorbo, 
Latimer, 
Latimer, 
(1925). 

w., Milton, R. M., and Andrews, D. H., Chern. Rev., 39 403 0946). 
W. M., J. Am. Chern. Soc. h4, 90 (1922). -
w. M., Buffington, R. M.,and Hoenshel, H. D., ibid. 47, 1571 ---

Keyes, F. G., Gerry, H. T., and Hicks, J. F. 
Ahlberg, J. E., Estermann, I., and Lundberg, 
ments £, 422 (1937). 
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A major factor in achieving compactness of design and simplicity 

of construction has been the development of the Nelson 11tvvisted tube" 

heat exchanger described by Bichowsky17 for use as the main heat exchanger. 

l. General Description 

The general design of the liquefier which has been built is 

similar to the anparatus described by DeSorbo, Milton, and Andrews18 which 

the writer helped design. The design of that liquefier vras ::KJdeled after 

an apparatus described19 by Ahlberg, Estermann, and Lundberg. 

The Georgia Tech liquefier differs i:1 one important respect 

from that described DeSorbo, ~t al., in thot provision has been made 

l"d thin the liquefier for cooling the incoming hiGh pressure hydrogen to 

65° K. instead of only to 77° K. (the normal boilin13 point of liquid ni-

trogen), by passing it through a cooling coil immersed in liquid nitrogen 

boiling undey- reduced pressure. Thi.s has tho effect of increasing the 

average theoretical liquefaction efficiency from about 17. to a value 

of 26% at operating pre~sures of 1)00-2000 

A second difference of a more practical nature lies in thG 

construction of the twisted tube ~nain heat exchanger between the high 

pressure and low pressure hydroGen gases. This interchanger operates in 

the range between 65° K. and about 20° K. In the Georgia Tech liquefier 

this is constructed of a flattened l/8" O.D. x 0.010" wall annealed cop-

per-nickel alloy tube, which, after twisting, was soft-soldered inside a 

(17) Bichowsky, F. R., J. Ind. Eng. Chern. 14, 62 (1922). 
(18) DeSorbo, Eilton, and Andrews, loc. ci't: 
(19) A11lberg, Estermann, and Lundberg, loc. cit. 
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J/l6n o.D. x 0.010" wall annealed copper-nickel alloy tube in a ::1anner 

suggested by ~vir. William Asher of the Johns Hopkins University Lovr 

Temperature Laboratory. 

The hydrogen liquefier is a compact, r2latively portable unit, 

so designed that its principal parts ar0 readily accessible for inspection 

and repair. The as sembled liquef:Ler occupies a floor space lh" x 23" and 

is 48•1 tall. Figures 4 and 5 of App.::mdix A show resnecti vely, the as sem-

bled liquefier (rear view) and the liquefier nroper. Figure 6 presents 

a schematic detail of the liquefier. 

Briefly, the liqu.efier consists of two pots, and N2, for 

the liquid nitrogen which is used as the refrigerant; four heat exchangers 

El, E2, EJ, and X; t·wo cooling coils, Fl a~d and th;:.; expansion valve 

V. The liquid hydrogen nroduced i::; collect:-:::d in the Dewar vessel 

J and can be removed therefrom throuL~h th9 vacuum-jacketed trans.fer system 

HT which extends to the bottom of this vessel. 

The t·wo nitrogen pots operate at temperature lev8ls. 

Pot Nl, which is filled through K and has a vent R, 

the normal boiling point of nitrogen at one pressure. The 

liquid nitrog2n -~n Pot ;·~2, ,,'.:hich is 2.dmitted to Pot N2 from Pot Nl by 

means of the n8edle valve JJV operc.tted the valve ~teE 0, is made to boil 

under rednced pressure ;::~t 65° K. by means of n vacuum pump (Welch Duo-Seal 

No. 1400B) connected at 1. 

The liquid level in Pot Nl ts cont~:·olled by means of the thermo-

couples Tl and T2 so that it falls betvreen these tv-ro courles. The cooling 

coil Fl is thus always intrnersed in the refrigerant. The spac·3 betvreen Tl 
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The liquid level in Pot N2 is not directly measurable, but can 

be regulated sufficiently W8ll by means of the thermocouple T3 and the 

behavior of the vacuum pump. This oat has a volume of 300 cc. <Jnd needs 

to be filled only about once an hour during a run. 

l • ' d 9° 8-f. r' t 2000 Compressed electro ytlc ny rogen ge_s, ~. 7. Jo pu.re, a -

commercially available in standard l. 528-cubic foot cylinders, is 1.::.sed as 

the source of high pressure gas. This gas is first passed throuc;h a pnri-

fier consisting of an activated silica gel trnn followed by three 3eries 

connected activated charcoal traps irrunersed in liquid nitrogen. The high 

pressur8 hydrogen gas from the purifier enters the liquefier at HP, pass-

ing in turn tl1rou~~h the 2::-:ternal heat exchnn~er El, the heat exchanger 

1:!.;2, the cooling coil Fl, the heat tJXC!1anger E3, &nd tho cooling coil F2. 

The high pressure gas then enters the main heat exchanger X at a tempera-

ture of 65-77° K., dependinf on ~he efficiency of the cooling and operating 

temperatures of Pot N2. After passing through the exchanger X the cold, 

high pressure g:lS then reaches the expansion valve V where its pr2ssure 

falls to about 10-15 psig and a part oi' the gas is liquefied. A thermo-

couple T4, soldered to the body of the valve V, permits the tem-

perature of V to be follov.red. About one li tcr of' liquid hydrogen can be 

collected in J before the liquid level reaches tha exnension valve. 

cold low pressuro g::.~s r·as;:;es in countercurr·.3nt flovr through 

the various exchangers outlined above, emerging from El at LP. This gas 

is passed through a flmv rr1eter before discarded. 

The space bebveen th~: bot tom of Pot and the lovmst coil of 
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the exchanger X vras packed loosely ...-·ith :.·roolen bl~:~nket cloth. Insulation 

here is important since otherwise the cold, low nressure hydrogen gas may 

become heated before entering X, with the result that the efficiency of 

liquefaction is greatly reduced. 20 The spaces (a) between the bottom of 

Nl and the top of N2, (b) betv;een the brass dome W and the outside sur-

face of Nl in the region of the heat exchanger E2, and (c) the space sur-

rounding the heat exchanger El were all packed Ydth this same ;nat·2ri2l. 

The importance of insulating the outside surface of the upper part o.f Pot 

Nl is considerable since the Dewar vessel does not extend into the brass 

dome. Even so, a large amount of troi~turo condenses on the outside sur-

face of the brass dome. 

The-; exposed high and lovr pressure lin2s connecting El and E2 

were also "?IT at) ned vri th 1Poolen bla.nket cloth. During operation those lines 

become heavily frosted if not insulc:Jt:;d. Vfi th thec.:-:e lines insulated the 

low pressure El is only ;:;,bout C. below room tempera-

ture. Thes2 facts f,ho~·r the importance of this oxternal exch.:1nger. 

A number of controls fo-r· op:3rating the liquefier, as well as 

for diagnosing troublE~s, are provided. L>".:.asur2nents of high pressure are 

made at the entrance to the heat exchant;er El and at a point G2 just be-

fore the cold gas enters the expansion valve. At flmv rates of cfm 

no appreciable pressure drop exists across these points. A third gauge 

G3 measures the hydrogen pressure after expansion, ,shich j n normal opera-

tion is 10-15 nsig. The Devrar vescel is protected by a safety valve (not 

(20) Ahlberg, J. E. Esterr::ann, I., arJ.d Lundberg, W. 0., Rev. Sci. Irtstru
ments Q, 422 (1937). 
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shown) connected to G3 which is set to blow at SO psi. 

A bourdon-type vacuum gauge in the pumping line L to Pot N2 

permits the pressure in Pot N2 to be measured. A Kerotest diaphragm-

type valve in the rumpin;: line allows the :-'ressure in this pot to be 

maintained at the desired value. 

Four copper-constantan thermocouple junctions (BCr.S Ho. 36 

double nylon enameled ·wire) Tl, T2, T3, and T4 permit the temperatures 

in various parts of the liquefiar to be measured. Junctions Tl and T2 

are soldered to the 1/Btt O.D. x 0.035'' wall copper tube which serves as 

the high pressure line in Pot Nl. When the nitrogen level in lJl falls 

below the first turn of the eooline eoil Fl, a temperature rise is indi-

cated by T2 due to the fact that the incoinint:, high pressur3 gas is con-

siderably warmer than 77° K. The liquid level in this pot may therefore 

be maintained by means of these two thermocouples. 

Provision has been made for thawing out both the expansion 

valve V and the heat exchanger X. This is aceo~lished by directing a 

stream of warm hydrogen gas against the body of the expansion valve. 

This is adrni tted to the liquefier through a 0.040" O.D. x 0.010" 

wall Cupro-nickel capillory tube (visible in Figure 5, but not sl1m~m in 

Figure 6) which passes along the outside surface of both Pots JJl and N2. 

This device is of great help in rapidly warming up the expansion valve 

and heat exchanger X, an almost irrLmediate response being indicated by 

thermocouple T4. The small heat capacity of the partf..: involved permits 

a rr.1pid return to hydrogen liquefaction conditions when expansion is re-

sumed. 
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2. Construction Details. 
t 

A more detailed descrintion of the materials and the method 

of construction may be of interest. Certain of these details are sho;Hn 

in Table I, II, and III of Appendix 3. 
21 

The materials of construction consist primarily of Cunro-nickel 

(30% Ni, 70% Cu), copper, and brass tubing. All tubes pas~_;ing through 

the brass and plates A-A, 13-B, C-C, and D-D, v;ith the exception of the 

copper high and low pressure h;:rdrogen lines, p.re Cupro-nickel. The two 

nitrogen pots Nl and N2 were made of the 30% copper-nickel alloy materia122 • 

Longitudinal strains werE-; thus minimized, and the low ther.:nal C:)nducti vi ty 

of this alloy 1.vas used to advantage. 

All .joints and sealr:i were made using either 60 Pb-40 Sn solder 

or "Easy-Flo'1 silver brazing alloy. All .joints at section~3 A-A, C-C, 

and D-D vrere soft-soldered, with the excertion of the joint bet1'reen 

D-D and N2 vrhich was brazed. All joints in the high pressure hydror;en 

circuit were brazed 2nd tested :for leak~:; at 2000 nsi before final assembly. 

Th-s joints in the; low -rressure hydro sen line are for the most part nade 

with soft solder. 

The .)oint between the brass tube which surrounds the De-war 

vessel and the plate which supports the liquefier (compare Figures 4 and 

5) is a soft-solder seal. This seal can be broken quite easily, when 

necessary, by heating the joint simultaneously vvi th two small hand 

torches. 

(21) Obtained from Superior Tube Co., Norristown, Pa. 
(22) Made available to us by Dr. D. H. AndrevJS, The Johns Hopkins Uni

versity, to whom 1J're vvish to express our thanks. 
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The main heat exchanger ·was modeled after the so-called 

Nelson "twisted tube" heat exchanger23 , which has been used successfully 

by others. The present design, as stated in the general description, is 

modeled after one proposed by Mr. William Asher of The Johns Hopkins Uni-

versi ty Low Temperature Laboratory. The tl~risted tube, which conc.:ti tutes 

the high pressure side of the exchanger, was made by first flattening a 

1/811 o.D. x 0.010 11 wall vrell-annealed Cupr·o-nickel tube to a thieknes:.:; of 

0.088 11 for a longth of 30 inc~les by through a set of hand rolls. 

About 3 inches vras left round at either end and the endE; were soft-.solder-

ed to brass plugs. The plugs were then clamped betvmen the head a.:1d tail 

stocks of a lathe. The flattened portion of ·::,h:; tube vms then tvristed, 

with the tail stock locked in position, until the E.~ntlre flattened por-

tion had assumed a spiral for.ill. A pi.tcL ol' 20 turns ner .I"oot was obtain-

ed in this manner. The effective dia;neter" of the fini5hed vras 

0.164 inches. This fitted ea::;:Lly. into a 3/16n O.D. :x 0.010" wall v·rell-

annealed Cupro-nickel tube (I.D. = 0.167") v·•hich was to surve as the out-

side wall of the exchanger. 

Pieces of 1/32 11 so-so solder wire 'Here wrapped in the grOOVdS 

of the spiral, a light coat of flux applied, and th•J '.vhole sli9ped into 

the 3/16" ~ilie. The length of the 3/16" tube was such that the spiral 

portion protruded about l/4H on each end. Th:Ls was done to reduce the 

pressure drop which might other';rise be present if the round section of 

the 1/8" tube came at the ends. The assm:1bly vm.s then heated in a tube 

furnace to about 220° c., turned in a vertical position, and the excess 

flux and solder forced out by the application of nitrogen gas under low 

(23) BichovlSky, F. R., loc. cit. 
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V~lwn the soldering was complete, the exchanr.;er vras thoroughly 

vrashed vii th carbon tetrachloride, water, and acetone to remove flux. 

Th.:.; a.ssembly was th.sn wound on a 2-1/8 11 mandrel ~'ri thout any difficulty. 

This tY.risted tube heat exchanger has proved to be considerably 

more efficient than an oar1ier one (See Pro~!ress Report i'To. 5, Aucust 1, 

1947) made by soft-soldering a flattened 1/8 11 ).D. x 0.010 11 \'Tall Curro-

nickel tube 30 inches long, (thickness after flattening was 0 .. 061 11 ), be-

tvveen tvro round tubes of the same kind. Aft2r three runs the flattened 

high prcs:::uro tubf':: "ras found to hav2 bo~ome; more nearly round, having a 

thickness of 0.066 11 • This latter co!lstruction •,v-as used for the two-turn 

exchanger, EJ, however. 

The liquid hydro~en tranBfor system is shown in schematic de-

tail in Figure 7 of Appendix A. It conslsts ess~3ntially of a Cuprc-nickol 

tube "a" surrounded by a vacuum jncket formed by the tubes 11b 11 and "d n. 

The materials used have been listed in Table III of Appendix B. Flow of 

liquid hydrogen is controlled by the valve V, actuated by the stem S. 

The valve body is made of brass, the nc~edle of monel. All joints in the 

liquid hydrogen line are brazed with "Easy-Flo"; vli th a few except:ion3, 

all joints in the vacuUJ'TI .jackc3t ,,vere soft-soldered. 

3. gperating Characteristics of the Liquefier. 

Six runs of varying duration have been made with the hydrogen 

liquefier. The runs of .July 3, ~July 25, and August 1 were made 1ri th the 

flattened tube heat exchanger, Y!hile those of September 5, 11, and 22 v:ere 

made vii th the twisted tube exchanger.. Unfortunately, the runs of September 

5 and 11 yielded only incomplete information, due to the use of unsuspec-

tedly impure hydrogen gas which resulted in plugging difficulties in the 
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liquefier. The run of September 22 yielded very good results. 

The liquefier has given trouble-free perforr,ance except whcm 

insufficiently pure cas was vsed. The valve needed only occasion-

al adjustment a:3 the pressure in the cylinders fell. The hydrogen transfer 

system worked smoothly. The consumption of nitro£0en was not .found to be 

excessive. After liquefaction bt3gan, the upper ni trogc:;n pot Nl required 

filling about once every 12-15 n:inutes; the lower pot N2 required filling 

about once per hour. 

From ~m of all the runs to date, the cowposite run 

given in Table IV of Appendix 3 h2s been prepared. The production rate 

is essentially that observ8d in th:; run of September 22. It is believed 

that this table represents a .fairl~r accurate evaluation of the performance 

of the liquefier. 

The rate of Droduction of liqui·::l hydrogen vras measured as 

follovrs: The liquefier wac first drained oa c::.ll liquid hydrogc:m ancl then 

allowed to run for a pE~riod of 20-30 minutes. .~t the end of this tim·.:;, 

vessel '<Yhich contained li-.1uid hydrozen from a transfer. 

The increase j_n height of the liquid level ,:ras measured by m0:)2.ns of a 

thermocouple probe surrounded by an elc;ctrical heater. This ~nethod ner-

mitted measurement of the level to an accuracy of about 1/8'1 • The pro-

duction rate quoted in th:; summary of Table IV of Appendix B vras measured 

in this fashion. The actual production rate in the liquefier is someishat 

greater than that mea.sured by thL::. collection procedure since losses are 

experienced due to transfer nnd to th,:; pressure drop at the transfer valve. 
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f calculation of the of liquefaction has b~en nade 

from the volume of liquid hydrogen coller;ted and t.he in presEure of 

the cylinders during the s~me period. In this calculation the vollli'Tle o!.' 

the standard hydrogen cylinder was taken as l. ft. 3 The actual average 

efficiency in the range 1900 to 1200 rsi was found to be 10~. transfer 

losses, etc., are taken into ~ccount, this n-~ay be raised to perhars 12 or 

13/b. In this run the temperature of the lower 
0 

1;ras o.bout 66 K. 

as determined from the vanor nres:::.oure of the nitroi:Sen when the 

pwup v.ras shnt off. The av·;rage theoretica.l effi.ci,ency of li::fuefaction
24, 2) 

in this pressure ran~e is 2 < .• t T = 66° K. and a.t T - '17. 3 ° K. 

It remains to be seen how the efficiency of liquefe.ction is 

affected by flow rate. 

C. The Heli UL~ Cryostat. 

The heliuin cryost;:;t which is l)U ·1' l t ( ·~ nd l. ·:· n ··)o.'r 
~ ~· - r.:. . .:. .... .~-. \... ,,; com-

?6 ?? 
pletion) is modeled after one built by Dr. F. H. Horn'- ' ._ and the writer. 

This cryostat utilizes design features w~;ll-tested in the very lovr tem

perature field~8 

The liquid heliu:n is produced viithin the cryostat in tv.-o separate 

processes. The main charge of liquid helium. is produced by suddenly re-

leasing the pressure of hi pre:...:sure (say 2SOO ) helium gas, 

ly cooled to about 12° K. by the; use of solid hydrogen, conteincd in a 

thi ck-'Nalled copper vessel. This vessel is susnended in an evacuc~ted space 

to decreacc l1oat l'Jak to it. The vrork done by tho hc;lium gas on expand-

ing results in sufficient coolin[; 30 thc::t a considJrable ainount of liquid 

(24) 

(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(2tJ) 

Johnston, H. L., I. I., and Hood, C. B., J. Am. Che~. Soc., 
68, 2367 (1946). 
Keyes, Gerry, and Hicks, loc. cit. 
Horn, F. H., loc. cit. 
Horn and Ziegler, loc. cit. 
Simon, F., ,:~ctes du VIle Congres Int.:;rnational du .Fro:i.d, Vol. II, p. 
367 (1937). 
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helium is obtained in the copper vessel. Under the cortditions mentioned, 

a copper vessel havinr, 2 volume of 100 cc. ·will be Pbout 70 per cent 

filled with liquid helium. 

lS suspt.mded from the above-m8ntioned copper vessel. Liquid helium is 

cond,:;nsed in the experimental chcu!lber oy r"assing helium gns at l.S-30 

t:brough a tub·3 vround about the copper vessel and connected at its lower 

end to the experL:;ental cho.mber. This process results in the evaporation 

of an ey_uivalent amount of liq_uid helimn from. the copper ves::.:el. T1le ad..: 

vantages of this lower t2Xpt3rimental char:lb'3r ar2 twofold: (l) the experi-

mental chamber, beint; susr.c;nded fro:!t the ::;or·per vessel v:hose temperature 

is 4.2° K. (the normal boiling point of h8lium), is thermally protected 

so that a lowsr temperature may he re,,ched for a ~i ven pumping capacity 

than would be possible if the copper vessel ·were used as th2 8Xperirnental 

chamber, and ( 2) the samDles- mCJy be placed insid'~ the experimental chamber 

and hE:;nce in ::iirect contaet l'ri th the cooling rnediuo, a procedure which is 

not feasible with the hoavy-walled copper containen. 

The experimental chamber is so constructed that n-:teasurements of mag-

natic induction may be made on pov;dered smnples and electrical resistance 

measuremonts can be wade on m2terials obtainabl8 in wire form, 

D. The Helium Cycle. 

Liquid helium can be made by the method outlined above (tho .Simon 

expansion method) using helium pressures available in commercial tanics 

(i.e., 2000 psi). Howover, the percentage of liquid helium inc~easos 
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considerably with increasing pressure. It is, therefore, desirable to 

have a helium compression system for raising the prassure of the purified 

helium gas to about 2800-3000 psi. Such a compression cycle, consisting 

of a compressor and gasometer, can also be used for recompressing low 

pressure heliw~ gas not liquefied in the cryostat. 

Considerable proGress has been made in setting up such a h8lium 

compression cycle for obtaining purified helium Gas at 3000 psi. The 

Ingersoll-Rand l~.J:odel ? 33 10 G three-st2ge air compres ::;or, which wos a 

component part of a J\iav;:v Torpodo Topping Compressor supplied to us, has 

been set up, fit ted ·with a 10 H. P. electric rr.otor, and instrumented for 

use with helium. A fifty-cubic foot rubberized fabric gas for use as 

a low pressure helium reservoir has been received. The helium purifying 

traps, similar in design to the charcoal traps u~~ed on the hydrosen puri-

fier, are largely completed. Cylinders for the of the purified 

high pressure gas have been obtained. 

E. The Electrical 1Ieasuring System. 

The electrical measuring systems consist of (1) potentior:1etric 

raeans for measuring temperature using th:;rmocouples and resistance therr:-om-

,~ters and for the measurement of electrical resistance, and ( 2) a ballistic 

system for the r .• 2asurei-11ent of induction. Tho electrical equip-

ment for carrying out t112se measurements is now on hand. The equipment 

includ(;;s a Leeds and Northrup 100,000 microvolt White double potentiometer. 

F. The Liquid Nitrogen Plant. 

Considerable quantities of liquid air or nitrogen are required for 

carrying out very lov1 temperature res·2arch on even a modest scale;. Liquid 
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nitrogen is greatly to be preferred, due ot i.ts inertness and t!1e re-

sul ting elimination of possible explosion h8,zards encountered v.:-i th 

liquid air and, particularly, with liquid oxygen. 

On October 1, 1946, 1·b.en this project st.arted, there vras no source 

of liq.uid nitrogen in the "·~tlanta area, and liquid air could be obtained 

only in very limited amounts. T!le r1earest sources of liquid 

·lJI.rere in Birmingham, .i~labama and Chattannooga, some':Ih2t 

over one hundred miles distant. 

In view of thef;e facts, th,3 Office of Naval Research made~ available 

to the proj<:.~ct a Linde Liquid Oxygen Generating Plant (Linde :.~odel 

SM-L0-P270) for conversion to a ljquid producing The 

major components of this plant arrived from the Norfolk rrc:.val Ship:rard on 

I.:arch l 7, 194 7. The , 1:1rhich had been used, vras found to lack many 

parts essential to its initial ion. Snb:3e-iuontly, a considerable 

number of the misc.:int; and nt3Ces~;r:ry spare neculiar to the plant were 

received.(May 29, 1947). Further efforts by the Plant Facilities Section 

of the Office of Navc~l Hcsearch t.o locate tlw remainder of the 

and necessary spare parts was without avail. It was finally decided to 

send to us another used plant of th2 sc;me description, :::o that by cowbining 

the two used plants one complete plo.nt could b obtained. ~.t the present 

time this second plant has not yet arrived. 

While efforts to locate the rr.i~sing parts wc;r;-:' proceedin2, the; plant 

was set up in suace provided in a ne111.r addition to the Chemical En3ineering 

Building. Figure 8 o.f .:,.ppendix shows thc1 floor of this space, 

v.rhich amounts to more than 1000 squa:-e feet. The tvro .~Tif1 ,jor units of t~1e 

plant, n0.mely, the compressor--100 H .P. motor combination unit--and the 
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liquid oxygen generator, have been mounted on their bases. Three 50-

KVA 2300/2400 - 120/240, 60 cycle single phase transformers for supply-

ing power to the plant were obtained through the efforts of the Plant 

Facilities Section. These have been installed. 

,~ small cooling system for supplying cooling wat8r at the rate of 

30 gallons per minute to the co.mpressor was desi.gned and installed. The 

cost of this cooling system, other than design and supervision, was borne 

by the Chemical Engineering Department. The system was so designed that 

it could be used by the Unit Operations L~boratory in the Chemical Engi-

neering Department when it was not being used by the liquid nitrogen 

plant. Figure 9 (n.ppendix A) gives a schematic vievr of the cooling system. 

Figure 10 (Appendix A) is a photograph of the Marley #105W redwood atmos-

pheric cooling tower which was mounted on the roof of the Chemical Engi-

neering Building. 
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VI. RiulE EAHTH 1~1ETALS Al\~ COI.U")OUNDS 

Progress to date in the procur!::mcnt and preparation of rare earth 

metals and compounds has been directed largaly toward procurement and 

spectrographic analysis of the materials obtained. Dr. W. M. Spicer, 

using the AHL-Dietert c:;rating spectrograph '.Vi t r1 2. of 
y 7 .a per 

mm. The instrw11ent used is an improved model of that desc.rib2d by 

d 1 . dh t Tl k ·~ -30 l d an ln urs • 1e copper spar me"C110<i was emp aye • The wave length 

0 
range covered in these tests was 2250-h350 A. 

Sa.11plc;s of lanthanum, ceriw11, neodymium, and praseod:lmium I~letals, 

obtained from the Cooper I.:etallurgic?l Laboratory, Division Acne .\lu:minum 

;~lloys, Inc., 213.5 Columbus Road, Cleveland 13, Ohio, a,..o analyzed. 

Preliminary studies of the naodymiurr1 raetnl, pure ncwdyn1i um 

oxide, lJd 0 , obtained from the 
2 3 

Company, 165 Newbury Street, 

Boston 16, Lassachusetts (Hilger's standardized material) 

as a standard, shov.r that somewhat over o. 5% lc:.ntham.L11 is pres2nt in this 

material in addition to the 2. iron reported the vendor. 
,, . 
o amar lw~,, 

gadolinium, yttrium, and praseodymitL'Tl are present in amounts than 

0.1%, but less than 0. 

li.pparatus and equipmc:nt for prt3parj_ng the nure rare earth metals and 

compounds are being assembled. Efforts to obtain pure rare earth materials 

through the Atomic :bnergy Com.t'Tlission aro contemplated. 

(29) Hasler and Lindhurst, Metal Progress 30, 59-63 (1936). 
(30) Fred, Nachtrieb, and Tomkins, Journalof the Optical Society of 

America 37, 219-288 (l9h7). 
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VII. NEW RESEAnCB QUARTERS 

In ,July, 1946, ground wo.s broken for a ne1"' addition to the research 

facilities of tho Engineering Experiment Sta.tion. ,~bout 1600 square feet 

of space, :nost of it. laboratory space, :;vas set aside for a Lov·J Ter:1perature 

Laboratory. ;\t that time it was hoped that occupancy of the building 

could be obtained about March, 1947. Circumstances beyond our control 

prevented this, with the re su1 t that th0 space dL'l not Lecome available 

until October 21, 1947. 

Figure ll of .,pp;;;ndix :~ shovrs a floor plan of the new laboratory. 

The low temperature work will be carried out :)rir:1arily in th2 br.rc roo:ns 

marked "Experimental Low Temp,:'!rature Laboratory" and the "Helium Com-

pressor Laboratory". i:cll electrical mec:,sursmr.:;nts to the cryo-

stats will be made in a central instrumt~nt room. Provision is made for 

connecting apparatus in any room to the central instru:1ent room. The 

rare 3arth work will be ce.rried out in the ch£;;::aical laboratory desic;na-

ted ''Sample Preparc:-1tion Room". 

in these nevr quart(3rs t~1e equiprnGnt v:hich h&s been built. These include 

the designing of special fixtures such c.1.s: (1) tables, sup-

ports, optical , etc., for the instrument room; (2) liqu2fier 

and cryostat supports, and (3) a ventilation syst.e;;1 for the experimental 

room where the liquid hydrogen will be used. Provision is being 1n2de 

for approximately one change of c:1ir per mirmt·~~ in this room, which has 

a volw~e of 3000 cubic feet. of this room in v.rintGr pres8nts a 

problem because our proposed movcment of air (3000 CFM) greatly exceeds 
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the air brought into the room through the hot air heating system. It was 

therefore necessary to plan for the installation of a special heating 

unit, using steam coils and thermostatic control for this room which 1;Vill 

bring in fresh air from outside the building. The necessary heating and 

ventilating units and accessories have been ordered. 
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Durine the past year the following individuals hav8 been associated 

with the pro,iect on either a part-time or full-time basis: 

Na..me Position Time 

Dr. w. T. Ziegler Director 2/3 time 
Mr. 'IV.. A. Phi.llips Research Assistant full-time 
Dr. w. M. Spicer Professor of Chemistry part-time 
Dr. J .. E. Rhodes Acst, Prof. of Physics part-time 
1~;lr. O:::vrald Newell, Jr. Graduate Student part-time 
Mr. T R. Daniel Graduate Student part-tiPle l.J• 

Mr. w. c. Giegold Student part-time 
Mr. J. r.l. Ziegler Student pJrt-tirne 
Mr. George Cook Machinist y:.art-time 
Mr. F. A. Peede Student y;art-time 

Dr. W. M. Spicer of the Chemistry Dep~'!lrtm,3nt has carried out the 

spectrographic of the rare ::-~arth materials. Dr. t.T. E. D.hodes 

of the Physics Denartment has El.ided in the de~ of the electri.cal equip-

ment to be used fo1· Lhe r:1eac:,rcenents for detecting r:uper-

conductivity. 

Messrs. IJewell and Daniel a.re graduate students v.rorking towards the 

Master's degree in Chemical Engineering. They are doing their thesis ~ork 

in helping vrith the construction of the hydrog8n liquefier and heliw11 cryo-

stat, respectively. Ur. Phillips is doing his ~/laster's thesis work in 

Chemical Engineering on the project by setting up the liquid ox:n_;en plant 

and its associated controls. 

Approved: 

Gerald A. Rosselot 
Director 

Respectfully submitted: 

Y:. T. Zie 
Project Dir,:;ctor 
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Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 

Figure 5. 
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Figure 7. 
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Figure 10. 
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Schematic i~.rrangerm;nt of Low Tc:mperature 
Apparatus and AssociRted Equipment 

Front Vie-;n.r of 1-Iigh Pressure Hydrogen Gas 

Dotail of High Pressure Purifier Tra.ps 

R(:;ar Vimv of H~rurogen Liquefier 

Hydrogen Liquefier Proper 

Schematic Detail of Hydrogert Liquefier 

Liquid HydrogtJn Transf3r Valve 

Liquid Qxygon Plant Layout 

of Cooling Ylatt..;r S:rst8m i'or Air Compre::;sor 
of Liquid Oxygen Plant 

View of Coolinz T0r:c;r fn:;:· Cooling WEtter 

Layout of Lovr 
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List of Progress Reports 

Table I. 

Table II. 

Table III. 

Table IV. 

Details of Construction of Cooling Coils and 
Hec:.t Exchangers of Hydrogen Liquefier 

Specifications for Parts of Hydrogen Liqu2fier 

Construction Mater~ .. als for Hydrog ·m Transfer 
Valve. 

Composite Run of Hydroeen Liquefier 
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A List of Progress Reports 

Annual ReporT 
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Progress Reports on Project No. 116-18, Navy 
Department, Office of Naval Research, Contract 
N6-ori-192, Task Order I. Inve~tigation of 
Fundamental Properties of the Elements and Their 
Compounds Including the Rare Earths at Very LoYJ" 
Temperatures with Particular Empha~; is upon Super
conductivity, by W. T. Ziegler. 

1. Progress Report No. 1, November 27, 1946. 

2. Progress Report No. 2, January 28, 1947. 

3. Progress Report No. 3, March 31, 1947. 

4. Progress Report No. 4, May 31, 1947. 

s. Progress Report No. 5, Aut::ust 1, 19h7. 

6. Progress Report No. 6, September 30, 1947. 
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DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION OF COOLING COILS AHD HEAT EXCt~ANGERS 
OF HYDROGEN LIQUEFIER 

All tubing was of "dead-soft" tenper. 

-IH~ Before flattening. 

~HH*- Before twisting. 
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Symbol 

Nl 

N2 

K 

1 

M 

0 

HT 

R 

G3 

TABLE II 
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR PARTS OF HYDHOGEN LIQUEFIER 

\ 

I 0 D . 
Tubing 

Description Material I __ ._. ln t Viall Thick- Length in 
I Inches i1eSS in In- Inches 

ches- --
! 
i 

Upper pot Cu-Ni (h)~~ 3 0~042 15 

Lm~rer pot Cu-Ni (h) 3 0.042 3 

Nl filling tube Monel (h) 1/2 0.010 8 

N2 vacuum line Cu-Ni (h) 3/8 0.010 18-1/2 

Expansion valve Cu-Ni (h) 5/32 0.020 26 
stem 

Sleeve tube Cu-:,Ti (h) 3/16 0.010 2)-1/4 
for stem 

Stem for }.fV Cu-Ni (h) 5/32 0.020 16-1/2 

Sleeve tube Cu-Ni (h) 3/16 ' 0.010 16-1/2 
for stem 

Tube between Nl Cu-Ni (h) 1/4 0.010 1 
and NV 

Tube between NV Cu-Ni (h) 1/8 0.010 l-1/2 
and N2 

Hydrogen transfer 
tube 

Vacuum jack8t Cu-Ni (h) 3/8 0.010 28-1/2 
Inner tube Cu-:1Ti (h) 3/16 0.010 36-1/2 

Nl exhaust Cu-f,Ti (h) 3/8 0.010 
; 

Dewar vessel Copper (a); 3/16 1! 0.032 2 
pressure 

(Contin~ed) 

~~ 
The letters (a) and (h) refer to "dead-soft" and "hard-drawn" temper, 
respectively. 
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Symbol 

None 

None 

J 
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TABLE II (Cont'd) 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR PARTS OF HYDROGEN LI CJUEFIER 

j 
I 

Description 
I, ____ __;T;,..u_b_i~n~g;:...' -~~-

Material j O.D. in 1 Wall Thick
Inches J ness in In-

l --- l CFleS - ---

I 
I 

I Brass dome Brass 

i Circuit for Tl and 1 Cu-t·Ji 

I T2 

I Conduit for T3 and Cu-Ni 
I T4 

! Dewar vessel Pyrex 
Outer tube 
Inner tube 

: 4 I o.o65 

(h) ! l/16 
I 

0.010 
I 

(h) I l/16 0.010 

. 100 (mm) I 2.h (nun) 
85 (mm) 2.4 (mm) 

I 

i 

Length in 
Inches 

4-3/8 

12 

17 

30 
29 

it 
The letters (a) and (h) refer to 11 de2.d-soft '' and "hard-dravm" temper, 
respectively. 

TABLE III 

CG>NSTRUCTION MATERIALS FOR HYDROGEN TRANSFER VALVE 

Symbol Haterial l Dimensions 

a Cupro-nickel J 3/16 11 o.D. X 0.010 11 wall I 

b Cunro-nickel l 3/8 11 o.D. v 0.010" vrall .... 
c Cupro-nickel t 1/4" O.D. X 0.010 11 wall 
d Brass ! 7/8" O.D. X 0.03) 11 wall 
e Copper (evacuation line): 
f Bakelite (spacers) I 

i Monel insert i 
s Cupro-nickel j 5/32" o.D. x 0.020" wall ! 
v Brass i 

I 
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TIME (hours) OPERATION 

o.oo 

0.25 

0.27 

0.33 

o.5o 

0.75 

0.77 

1.22 

1.9 

3.2 

Three tanks on at 1900 psi. Began cooling char
coal traps o.f purifier Vl.r:i. th liquid nitrogen. 

Charcoal traps at liquid nitrogen temperature 
(6.2 literf; required to cool and fill raetal 
Dewar surrounding charcoal traps). 

Be~an slow floy.r of hydrogen through liquefier. 
(l cfm). 

Began transfer of liquid N2 to Pot Nl. 

Began transf2r of liquid N2 to Pot N2. 

Both pots full (2.0 lit2rs liquid N required). 
T4 reads 0.8 millivolt. 2 

H flov.r increased to 4 cfm. 
2 

T4 reads 6.7 millivolts liquefaction of hydro
gen began. Tank pressure = 1500 nsi. Flow 
rate: 3 to 4 c.fm. 

Tank pressure at 800 psi. Tanks replaced by 
three full cylinders at 1900 psi. 

Pressure in tanks at 700 psi. Run stopped. 

SUMliiARY 

Total volume liquid hydrogen produced = l.S liters. 
Collection rate in external Dewar= 0.75 liter per hour at 3-4 cfm. 
Liquid hydrogen produced per set of three cylinders (1900 to 700 

psi) = 0.9 liter. 
Consumption of liquid nitrogen: 

(l) To cool charcoal traps = 6.2 liters. 
(2) To cool liquefier to hydrogen liquefaction tempera

ture = 3.0 liters. 
(3) To produce 1.5 liters liquid hydrogen: 

a. Purifier= 4.7 liters. 
b. Liquefier = 4.4 liters. 

Total nitrogen consumption = 18.3 liters. 
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I. PROPOS!1L FOE. EXTENSION OF CONTRACT 

A proposal for extending the contract under which the project is 

being carried out (Contract No. N6-ori-192, Task Order I) from October 1, 

1947, to ;.1arch 31, 1949, has been submitted to the Office of Naval Re-

search. The following research problems have been proposed,as objectives 

for the period indicated; in each case, particular emphasis will be placed 

on evidence for possible superconductivity of each substance investigated: 

(1) Completion of any unfinished wrk on praseodymium and 

neodymium metals and lanthanum hydride or nitride. 

(2) Reinvestigation of lanthanum and cerium metals for super-

conductivity. 

(3) Investigation of cadolinium metal for possible super-

conductivity. 

(4) Investigation of cerium hydride and nitride for possible 

superconductivity. 

(5) Investigation of such other rare earth metals as may be 

obtainable for possiblo superconductivity. 

These research objE:ctives are a continuation of the general intent 

of Task Order I of the above contract; namely, that the contractor shall 

" carry out research at very low temperaturEs upon the fundamental proper-

ties of the elements and their compounds including the rare earths, with 

Psrticular emphasis upon superconductivity. 11 

I I. NEW HESE..ARCII QUAl1TERS 

During the past yeor, the construction of a new Research Annex has 

been under way J in v1hich space for tho sotting up of the Low Temper£tture 

Laboratory in a pennanont fashion WEJS to be provided. 
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This space became available on October 21, 1947. It consists of 

1,600 square feet, most of which is laboratory space. Hereafter tho Pro-

jcct' s research activities will bt; O<.mterod in this spece, to wl1ich the 

trt:~nsfcr of equipment has been completed. The setting up of tho ch<.!mical 

equipment for preparation of ror0 earth metals and tho low temperature 

apparatus nnd ncccssory devices is well underway, along with tho installa-

tion of special service lines. Considerable work romcins to be done, how-

ever, before all phases of actual experimentation can begin. 

I I I. LIqUID NITROGEN PLANT 

Work on tho setting up of the liquid oxygen pl~mt (Lindo :rodol SM-

LO-P270), which is to bo converted to c liquid nitrogon producting plant, 

wo.s continued. The throe 50 kvc 2300/2400 - 120/240, 60 cycle single 

phose transformers, for powering the 100 h.p. motor of' tho compressor, 

hnvo been installed. 

A shipping notice hns not, os yt.;t, boon received for tho ports still 

missing from this plant. However, notification wns received ~Tovcmbor 26, 

1947) that such a shipment wus being roquGstod of tho Bureau of Ships by 

tho Office of N~val Hcseorch, Plo.nt Facilities Section. 

IV. TRIPS 

Dr. W. T. Ziegler attended the Third Cryogenic Conference, which wo.s 

hold und0r the sponsorship of' tho Office of Naval Hesearch nt Ohio State 

University on October 27 and 28, ond reported upon the program of work at 

Georgia Tech. This report included ~ detail0d description of the small 

hydrogen liqucfiur described i.n tho lust Progress REJport (dntod September 30, 

1947). 
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Papers describing this hydrogen liqu0fier wore also presented by 

Dr. Ziegler bof'orc recent meetings of the local sections of tho Arnericr,n 

Chomical Society held in Chattanooga, Tennessee and Atlcntc, Georgia. 

Approved: 

Gerold A. Rosselot 
Director 

Respectfully submitted: 

w. T. Ziegler 
Project DirGctor 
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I • S 1J _._1 , 1 ~· ·;~ ~-y 

J?ro c... :cess :{epor·t .c fo. E3 
ProjEct ~o. 116-18 

A cryostat for carry_Lng ou .. t LXperLr t:nts at liquld 

helium temperatures bas been cumpleted, and liquid 

helium has been produced. 

t;ha t tiJ.e s arnp le of lan thunum met a l t E:. s te; d unde rv1e r:.. t 

a su;Je rc undue t inb trc:J11s 1 t ior.:. at 4. d ~) ± J. 15 °h.. in a 

field of 10-20 gauss. 

on this projc,ct has beeu conver·ted, for' the time 

being, to a liquid air producing plant. Ihis plant 

has been operatEd tvJicc, once on Ji1 .. n·il 27 and a ~.:. ain 

on h.ay •1. Certaln adju:..:tments in ti1e 1)lant v,eT'e 

indicated. l 1h ese preliminarj te:.:.ts vvere consldered 

o os e rve d t 0 be; cons ic:J.e :-ea bly oe lov, tEe rated yield c,f 

tne plant. 
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Considerable probress has been made en the 

cons tr·uc t ion and ass embl:y of -c.t1e lov;· temperature 

a;_Jpnratus since the lDst iJrosress report (?rot:_r•ess 

Report j o. 7~ November 30, 1947) was issued. 

The co.miJonent partri of tllc heliur.', cr·yostat, 

namely, the Jy~·droe:;en liquefier, the helium cryostat 

proper d n d 1. t :::; a c c e s s or i e s , and the e l e c t ric a l 

measuring sys t c ~s have been coTpleted and tested. 

11l:Le hydrogen liquefier hns been described in a 

pr·c vious r•e :JOI't ( Frogr·es s He!)Ort Jo. 6, ~)eptcmber 

30, 194 '1). ihe heliu~ cryos~at, ~hich contains 

appa2atus for producing liquid hellum by the 

Simon expansicn method, v, ill be oescribed in a 

subsequent techilical re ;) ort. ~t lS very sin llar 

id des l. sn and cons true t ion tu une cie s c1·iue d by 

Born and ~iesler1 . 

l' i l ures l and 2 of the Appendix t;i\iG tv.o vie ··,3 

oL the lov" tempe.1·ature assembly. In 1' igure l the 

hydrogen liquefier can be seen in the left center, 

with the helium cYyostat ( .ith case removed) in the 

lov,er cen-cer. l 1he varlous controls for operating t.L::.e 

liquefier and helium cryostat D~e located on the t~o 

(l) :~iorn, .r. H . anc1 Zlet_lcr, ''• ·1.·., Jour. Am. Chem. 
0oc. 69, 2762 (1947). 
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panel boards. ~he entire assembly 1s mounte6 on a 

raised platform (about four feet above flodr level) 

to facilitate removal of the long 6lass Lev.ar vessel 

v.;hich surrounds the cryostat during ope1·ati.on. 

Figure 2 gives a view of the hibh vacuum system 

used for evacuatinb the cryostat. 

Figure 3 gives a vie'iv of the svvitchboard in 

the instrument room which is adjacent r;o the room 

containing the experimental apparatus. hll electrl-

cal measurements relating to the cryostat are con-

trolled fron~ this svJi tchboard. 

Liquid helium was produced in the first test 

run on .h..fJril 20 and again on .April 29 ,. All parts of 

the apparatus operated satisfactorily. briefly, the 

expansion method for protiuclnG liquid helium works 

as follovvs. Helium e:sas is compressec.i and coolE::d :i.n 

a contalner to the tempe~ature of solid hydrogen. 

The container is then thermally isolate6 by means 

of an evacuated space. lhe ccld hich-pressure 

helium gas is then allo\Jed to discharge throu[h a 

small-bore tube to a lo~-pressure (l atm.) space 

our;side tl.1e cryostat. In so doing, tt1e helium gas 

in the container does work, thereb~ reducing its 

temperature with the result that; a cons1dorable 

portion of the helium may remain behind in the 

container as a liquid. 
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'l\1e main hel1um reservoir in vvh..Lc.l. .. the liquid 

helluill is produced has a v0lume of 101 cm
6

• In the 

3 
run of April 20th, 45 em of liquid helium was 

produced; in the run of ApPil 20th, vvas 

produced. l 1he;Jc yields co111pare favorably \vith yields 

reported by Simon using the same temperature and 
0 

pressure conditions.~ 

'I' he y i e l d of l i q u i d he l i urn p Pod u c e d .t n this 

expansion process is a ~ajor foetor in determining 

the length of time available for experimer1tation 

in the range 4.2°K (normal boilinc point cf helium) 

ana bclo\v. · In the experin~ents of ~~pr·il 20th and 

April 29th, l.Lquid helium temper·atures here main-

tained for 1.4 aud 2.5 hours, respGctivcl~. l'hese 

provsd adequate for, carrylnt., out a nunj)er of' experl-

mental tests i'or superconductivity. 

The helium gas ometGl--.-ccmpre s s or· eye le for· 

c om pres s in g and pur 1 f- L 1 G he l i um g.a s to 3 0 0 0 p s i is 

nearly finished, and awaits only the installotion of 

a r·elay bsfore its flnal testing. The u~:e of this 

hi~her pressure gas will enable still higher yields 

of liquid helium to bo produced in the expansion 

pr-ocess. 

( 2 ) Ke e s om, \. . • H • , he l i urn, .w l s e vie r Publishing 
Cion;.pany, Amster·dam, Holland, lDL12. P. 160. 
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Samples of pure lead anu tiu metals, toGether 

with a sample of lanthanum metal, labeled as con-

taining 0.8~ iron, were studied on April 20th and 

April 29th. Transitions into superconductivits 

were observed for all three metals. i'he lan thar-1um 

metal was obtained from the Cooper hlotallurgical 

Laboratory, Acme Aluminum Alloys, Inc., Clsveland, 

Ghio. 

The method of measurement i~ similar to that 

described by Horn and ~iecler3 • In this method a 

d. c. pulse is sent th.cough a primary coil, vvound in 

the form of a solenoid, alone the axis of which are 

located tt1e samples. .Cach samp'le is surrounded 

by a secundary coil. ln addition, there is an 

empty or s~andard secondary c0il. The standard 

coll is connected to each sanple in turn in such a 

manner that the e.m.f. i11duced .in -che coil surrounding 

a given sample opposes the e.m.f. induced in the 

standard coil. A variable inductance in tho standard 

coil circuit outside the cryostat pennits the e.m.f. 

in the standard coil circuit to .be va~ied, wlth the 

J'esult that a sensitive galvanometer in the secondary 

circuit can be made to sho~ zero deflection. If 

such a balance is made for the salliple in its normal 

(3) Horn and LJiegler, lo~. cit. 
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state, tl10n, when a sample becomes superconducting, 

the large change in permeability accompanying the 

transition causes an unbalance of the coils which is 

observed as a talvanometer deflection. 

At the present time the calib~ation of the 

tempe.cature scale is not complete. ho\vever, it 

appears that the sample of lanthanum metal tested 

undergoes a superconducting transition at 4.85 f O.l5°K 

in a field of 10-20 gauss. The transition appeared 

to be quite sharp, probably occurring over a range of 

less than O.l°K. 

Mendelssohn and Launt 4 reported a transition 

temperature of 4.71°K for a sample of lanthanum 

containing 1% iron. Shoenb6rg5 reported a super-

conducting transition in lanthanum, Hilt:,er (7259), 

0 
at a tcmporature above 4.2 K. 

ln adoition to further studies on lanthanum 

metal, samples of c0rium, nood~mium, and praseod~nium 

are on hand and will be test0d for superconductivity in 

the near future. 

(4) Mendelssohn, h. and Daunt, J. G., Nature 139, 
473, (1937). 

(5) Shoenberg, D., Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 33, 577 
(1937). --
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III. LIQUID ~ITRGGE~ ?LANT 

un l' 'ebruapy 29, 1948, certain components of a 

second liquid oxygen producing plant (Linde 1~iodel 

SM-LC-P270) ~ere received from Clearfield, Ggden, 

Utah, Naval Supply Depot under buships Shipm0nt Grder 

1-Io. 100510. l 1hese components were usE:id to obtain 

parts nece~sary to complete an incomplete plant of 

the sa!ile typ6 already on hand. 

The orisinal liquid oxygen plant has now been 

completely set up for operation as a liquid oxygen 

or liquid air producing unit, with the exception that 

a vacuum pump is still n0ed~d for the 150-gallon 

liqu~fi~d gas storage conta~nGr. The lack of this 

pump will not hamp~r opbrations for the present. 

Fit;ures 4, 5, and 6 ,sivt- thrse vi8ws of the 

liquid oxygon plant. l• igure 4 is a vicnv of' thli large 

air compressor which is powsr~d by a 100 H.P. motor. 

:b'igure 5 is u view of the control panel of the 

liqu~fac tion unit. ~ · igurc 6 is a rear vicvv of the 

liquefaction unit. In i:''igure 6, the 150-gallon 

storage tank can be sben on the extreme l~ft, while 

the temporary liquid transfer line can be seen 

extt.;nding into a 25-litC;r mEJtal liquid air sto.L"'age 

can. Tho expansion engine ~hich producC;S the major 

portion of the rcfrigGration in this liquefaction 

cycle can be seen at thu right center. 
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The plant has b~en operated twice as a liquid 

air producing plant, once on April 27th and aGain on 

May 4th. Both of these runs ~~ere made for the purpose 

of tbsting the plant and training the operators, rather 

than to obtain a largo supply of liquid air. During 

the second run a production rate of at least 10 

liters of liquid air pur hour was achiovtd. Further 

experience with the idiosyncrasi8s of the plant, 

togeth~r with some additional mechanical work, is 

expected to increase the yi0ld considerably. 

Mr. 'J',j. A. Phillips has b0en largely res pons iblc 

for the installation and testing of the plant. 

Mr. Phillips, who is cmploy~d full-time on the ProjGct, 

is also enrolled as a graduate student in Chemical 

Engineering. He has selcct~d as h1s thesis problem 

"Tho ErE:ction of a Liquid 0xygen Producing Plant and 

He-Design of This Plant to Produce Liquid l'litrogcn." 

The dosign of the column which will be requirud will 

be finished about Junb 1st. It hns not y(;t been 

decided whether this work of Mr •. Phillips will b0 used 

as a basis for building tho nitrogen column at 

Georgia Tech or whothor an attempt will be made to 

have the column built els6where. 
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IV. PEI1SON1~EL 

At the present time the following individuals are 

employed by the proj8ct: 

Name Position Time 

Dr. vv. T. Zi8glor Dir0ctor 2/3 time 
Mr. Vw • A. Phillips Research Assistant full-time 
Mr. B. F. Smith Student part-time 
li'ir. G. s. Baird Student part-time 
iv1r. J. !Vi. ZioglC;r Student part- t irile 
Mr. George Cook Machinist part-time 

Mr. Oswald Ncwoll, Jr. and Mr. L. R. Daniel, 

graduat0 students in Chemical Engineering, have 

helped with certain phases of the work. Mr. F·. A. Poedc 

has traduated and left for othEir umploym~;;;nt. 

Two graduate students, one in chemistry ond 

one in physics, will be added to the group for the 

suwn~r months to aid in the research on the pr8paration 

of pure rare earth metals and compounds, as well as 

to assist in the low temperature program. 
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Dr. W. T. Ziegler attende~ the CryoGenics 

Conference, which was held under the sponsorship 

of the Office of Naval Research at Yale University 

on April 5 and 6, where he reported upon the work 

being carried out at Georgia Tech. 

Approved: 

Ge r ald A.- Rosselot, -
Director 

Respectfully submitted; 

~v • 'r • Z i e g 1 e r , 
Project Director 
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F'igure 2. 

}'igure 3. 

F'igure 4. 

}'igure 5. 

1-igure 6. 

VI. APPENDIX 
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View of Helium Cryostat and Associated 
Apparatus 

Vie~ of High Vacuum System for Helium 
Cryostat 

View of Switchboard in Instrument hoom 
for ~he Low Temperature Laboratory 

Vie w of Air Comp r essor of Liquid Nitrogen 
.Plant 

Vie ~ of C0nt ro l Panel of Liquefier of 
Liquid Nitrogen Plant 

Rear Vic~ of Liquefltr of Liquid 
Nitrogen Plant 
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Figure 1. View of Helium Cryostat and Associated Apparatus 



Figure 2. View of High Vacuum System for Helium Cryostat 



Figure J. View of Switchboard in Instrument Room for the . 
Low Temperature LaboratorY 



Figure 4. View of Air Compressor of Liquid Nitrogen Plant 



Figure 5. View of Control Panel of Liquefier of Liquid 
Nitrogen Plant 



Figure 6. Rear View of Liquefier of Liquid Nitrogen Plant 
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Magnetic measurements have been carried out on 

commercially available samples of lanthanum, cerium, 

pra seodymium, and neodymium metals from 300° to 2°K. 

in order to determine if these metals exhibit the 

phenomenon of superconductivity. Only lanthanum metal 

was found to exhibit a magnetic transition into super-

conductivity. 

The study and development of methods of analysis 

of rare earth materials are being actively pursued. 

These studies include spectrophotometric, spectre-

graphic, and X-ray diffraction methods. A high 

vacuum apparatus for the preparation of metal hydrides 

and nitrides is nearing completion. 

A liquid nitrogen column for separating liquid 

nitrogen from air has been designed. Engineering 

drawings are being prepared for constructing the 

column in the shops of the Georgia Tech Experiment 

Station. 
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II. LOW TE!ViPERATUHE 1iESI~ARCH 

In the last progress report (Progress Report No~ 8, 

May 7, 1948) a report was made on the first two liquid 

helium runs made with the new helium cryostat. In these 

runs a sample of lanthanum metal was found to undergo 

a magnetic transition into superconductivity at 4.85 I 
0 0.15 K. in a field of 10-20 gauss. Since that time 

two further runs have been made, one on JI'Iay 27 (Run 

No. 3) and another on July 2 (Run No. 4). 

In Run No. 3 two 

La2 and La3 (Hilger,
2 

1 ,, 
of cerium metal Awere 

1 
samples of lanthanum metal, 

Lab. No. 7259), and one sample 

studied down to about 2°K. using 

the magnetic technique described in the last progress 

report, The samples La2 and Cel were in the form of 

cylinders approximately 20 mm. long and 4.8 mm. in 

diameter. The sample La3 was 11.5 mm. long and had 

a l'~ectangular cross section 2.6 mm.. x 4 :rnm. Sample 

La2 was observed to undergo a magnetic transition into 

superconductivity at 4.85 ~ O.l5°K. while Sample La3 

underwent a similar transition at 4.45 t O.l0°K. In 

0 
each instance the transition range was less than 0.1 • 

Cerium metal did not become superconducting down 

(1) Obtained from Cooper Metallurgical Laboratory, 2135 
Columbus Road, Cleveland 13, Ohio. 

(2) Obtained from Jarrell-Ash Company, 165 Newbury St., 
Boston 16, Mass. 
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to about 2°K., the lowest temperature obtained in these 

studies. It is estimated that a transition of l07b of 

the cerium from the normal to the superconducting state 

could have been detected. A letter describing these 

results has been accepted for publication by the Editor 

of the Journal of Chemical Physics. 

Lanthanum metal has previously been studied by 
3 

Mendelssohn and Daunt using a magru:tic method. These 

investigators reported a transition temperature of 

0 4.71 K. for a sample containing about l% iron. Shoen-

4 berg, also using a magnetic method, r3ported that a 

lanthanum sample (Hilger, Lab. No. ?259), presumably 

identical with our Sample La3, was superconducting at 
0 5 

4.2 K. On the other hand, McLennan, Allen, and Wilhelm 

have measured the 0lectrical conductivity of "pure" 

samples of lanthanum and cerium from 300 to l.9°K. 

and reported that neith8r substance became super-

conducting. 

In Run No. 4, samples of praseodymium, 1 Prl, 

2 neodymium, Nd2, and lanthanum, Lal, were studied down 

to 2°K. using the same techniques. Neither praseodymium 

(3) Mendelssohn, K., and Daunt, J. G., Nature 13£, 473 
(1937). 

(4) Shoenberg, D., Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 33, 577 (1937). 
(5) McLennan, J. C., Allen, J. F., and Wilhelm, J. 0. 

Phil. Mag. (7) 10, 500 (1930). 
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nor neodymiu~ exhibited any magnetic a r:_ ,x flaly doV·ln to 

0 
2 K. The lanthanum sample, Lal, was found to undergo 

a transition at 4o85 ± 0.15 K., a result which had 

previously been obtained for this sample iG Runs No. 

l and 2. 

The purity of the metal samples which have been 

studied is not high. Tentative analytical results 

obtained so far for the metals obtained from the 

Cooper Metallurgical Laboratories are summarized in 

Table I. 

TABLE I 

APPROXIl\:ArE ANALYSIS OF RARE EARTH l\lli TALS 

Impurity Metai 
.Lenthanum Cerium Praseodymium Neodymium 
-· 

Iron (%) ~:- 0,8 2.5 1.3 2.7 
Neodymium(%) ? 3 
Other rare trace small sm8.ll small 

earths amount amount amount 
Silicon, 

aluminum present present pre3ent present 

*Analysis supplied by Cooper Metallurgical Laboratories. 

The Hilger sample (Lab. No. 7259) was reported to contain 

between 0.5 and 1% aluminum, silicon, and tungsten, with 

the rare earths other than lanthanum virtually absent. 

Further quantitative analysis of these materials 

is being carried out. 
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III. STUDIES Il'~ ~HE CHEMISTRY OF THE RARE EARTHS 

Work on the chemistry of the rare earths is 

proceeding along se7eral lines. Mr. J~ B. Downs, Jr., 

a graduate student in chemistry, has joined the project 

to carry out quantitative analyses of rare earth ma

terials. Spectrophotometric meth.ods of analysis are 

being worked out using a quartz Beckman spectrophoto-

meter. Spectrographic methods, as well as more con-

ventional methods of analysis, also are being studied. 

A high vacuum apparatus for the pr8paration of 

rare earth hydrides and nitrides is rea~ing completion. 

It is anticipated that the preparation of several rare 

earth metal hydrides will begin shortly. 
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IV. X·-l.AY DIFPRAC~1 ICN STUDIES 

Mr. A. L. Floy~, a graduate student in physics, 

has joined the project for the summer to carry out 

X-ray studies of the structure of rare earth materials. 

A General Electric Company "XRD" Unit located in the 

Physics Department is being used for this work. Powder 

diffraction pictures have been taken of a number of 

substances chosen to give a familiarity with the 

structures likely to be encountered. X ·-ray diffraction 

studies of the rare earth metal samples ~sed in the low 

temperature work will be sta2ted shortl7. 

An additional diffraction camera ha~ been orderedd 

which will nearly double the number of exposures 

possible per unit time. 
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V. L!Q."JID NITROGEN PLANT 

The completiol: of the erection of the llq_uid oxygen 

plant (Linde Mode~ E. I-LO-P270) and the results of two 

trial runs were reported in the last p~ogress ~port 

(Progress Report No. 8, May 7, 1948). These tests 

indicated a need for a partial overhaul of the com-

press or. This "vork has now be en comple. ted. 

The design of a "packed tower" licr:-.1id nitrogen 

column for use with this plant has been completed. 

It has been decided to construct this - ~oJ.umn in the 

Experiment S~ation shops. Engineerinz ~~awings are 

now being prepared, and bids on materiHls are being 

obtained. It is planned to begin construction about 

July 19. 
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VI. PERS01\INEL 

At the preso11~ time the following individuals are 

employed on the p~oject. 

Name Position Time 

Dr. w. T. Ziegler Director 2/3 time 
Dr. u.· 

• J • M • Spicer Research Associate part-time 
Mr. Vv. A. Phillips Research Assistant full-time 
Mr. A. L. Floyd Research Assistant full-time 
Mr. J. B. Downs, Jr. Research Assistant full-time 
Mr. Hugh D. Ivey Research Assistant part-time 
Mr. J. M. Ziegler Technical Assistant full-time 

Mr. Floyd and Mr. Ivey are graduate students in 

physics, while Mr,. Downs is a graduote student in 

chemistry. It is hoped that all three men will decide 

to carry out research for their Master's theses while 

associated with the project. 

Mr. W. A. Phillips and Mr. Oswald Newell, Jr. re-

ceived the M.S. degree in Chemical Engineering in June, 

1948. Their thesis research was carried out as part 

of the work of this project. Mr. Phillips' thesis 

problem was "The Erection of a Liquid Oxygen Producing 

Plant and the Re-Design of This Plant to Produce Liquid 

Nitrogen." This design will serve as a basis for the 

nitrogen column to be constructed for the present 

oxygen plant. IJlr. Newell's thesis problem was "The 

Construction and Testing of a Hydrogen Liquefier." 
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This liquefier is being used to produce the liquid 

hydrogen used in the low temperature oxperiments of 

this project. 

Mr. Newell has left the School for other work. 

Mr. G. S. Baird and fur. B. F. Smith, seniors in chemical 

engineering who helped part-time on the proj8ct, have 

also graduated and left for other work. 

Approved: 

Gerald A. Rosselot, 
Director 

Respectfully submitted: 

W. T. Ziegler, 
Project Director 
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I. SillvlMARY OF REPORT 

This is the second annual report describing progress on 

the project being carried out under Contract No. N6-ori-192, 

Task Order I. It covers the period October 1 1 1947, through 

September 30, 1948. The general intent of this contract has 

been to carry out "research at very low temperatures upon the 

fundamental properties of the elements and their compounds in

cluding the rare earths, with particul ar emphasis upon super

conductivity." The more specific inunediate objectives have 

been to set up a laboratory in which such work could be carried 

out, to investigate the metals lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, 

and neodymium for superconductivity, and to set up a chemical 

laboratory for the preparation and analysis of rare earth 

metals and compounds. 

Facilities necessary to carry out tests for superconduc

tivity by magnetic means down to 2°K have been completed and 

are now in operation. Equipment which has been constructed 

or assembled includes a hydrogen liquefier, a helium cryostat, 

a helium gas cycle, and the necessary electrical measuring 

systems. This equipment, together with the chemical labora

tory, is housed in a new addition to the Research Building 

where about 1,600 square feet of office and laboratory space 

has been assigned the project. The space became available 

October 21, 1947. 

A Linde Liquid Oxygen Producing Plant, Linde Model Sm-LO

P270, Portable, which has been supplied by the Navy Department 
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for use on this project, has been installed~ Conversion of 

this plant to a liquid nitrogen producing plant is nearing 

completiono 

Research at low temperature has been carried out on com

merciB.lly available specimens of lanthanum, cerium, praseo

dymium, and neodymium. Of these metals only lanthanum was 

found to become a superconductor above 2oK, the lowest temper

ature reached in our experiments. 

Facilities are at hand and have been used for determining 

the crystal structures of the above rare earth metals by means 

of X-ray diffraction techniques. 

A chemical laboratory has been set up with facilities 

for carrying out chemical nnd spectrophotometric analyses of 

rare earth materials. Spectrographic analyses have been made 

of a number of these matePinls, utilizing facilities located 

in the Department of Chemistry, 

Research has been carried out on the preparation of pure 

rare earth materials, particularly praseodymium and neodymium, 

using the technique of ion-exchange, with s view to obtaining 

adequate amounts of materials of high purity for use in the 

preparation of the pure metals and for analytical purposes. 

Two graduate students who received their Master's Degree 

in Chemical Engineering in June, 1948, submitted as their 

Master's theses research carried on by them on the project. 
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 

Task Order I of this contract reads as follows: 

"The Contractor shall furnish the necessary personnel 

and facilities for and conduct, in accordance with any in-

structions issued by the Scientific Officer or his authorized 

representative, research at very low temperatures upon funda-

mental properties of the elements and their compounds includ-

ing the rare earths, with particular emphasis upon supercon-

ductivity." 

More specifically, the experimental objective of this 

work has been the testing, by electrical and magnetic means, 

of certain rare earth metuls and compounds for superconductivity. 

The reasons underlying this research have been discussed in 

.d bl d ~ .1 . . t 21 ' 22 . fl h cons1 era e eual 1n prevlous repor s. Br1e y, t ese 

reasons may be summarized as follows: (1) none of these metals 

have been studied previously more than superficially, if at 

all, at vel''Y low tempe r·a tures; ( 2) lanthanum, cerium, praseo-

dymium, and neodymium (and perhnps other rare earth metals) 

exhibit two or more crystalline structures which may be stable 

at low temperatures, thus permitting n possible study of the 

effect of structure on superconductivity; (3) the hydrides 

and nitrides of some superconductors (e.g., columbium) are 

themselves supe~conductors, the transition temperature vary-

ing with the hydrogen and nitrogen content. Similar relations 

may also be true for a superconductor such as lanthanum. 
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The prosecution of this research program has, in its 

first phase, been largely devoted to the design, construction, 

assembly, and testing of the necessary low temperature facili

ties. These facilities are now sufficiently complete so that 

experimentation down to 2°K can be carried on. The first 

liquid helium was produced on April 20, 1948. 

Simultaneously, with the construction of the low tempera

ture facilities, it was necessary to equip and instrument a 

chemical laboratory for the preparation and analyses of rare 

earth metals and compounds. The chemical laboratories are now 

sufficiently complete so that spectrophotometric and conventional 

chemical analyses can be performed. In addition, research on 

the preparation of pure rare earth compounds by the use of 

synthetic ion-exchange resins is proceeding in order that the 

metals themselves may be produced. The analytical facilities 

are of great importance in characterizing the materials being 

studied at low temperatures, as well as in analysing the materials 

being purified. 

Both the low temp6rature facilities and the chemical facili

ties are housed on the second floor of a new addition to the 

Research Building, where 1,600 square feet of laboratory and 

office space has been alloted the project. This space became 

available on October 21, 1947. 

Progress for the period Octob8r 1, 1947 to September 30, 

1948 is reviewed in the present report. A technical report 
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covering in greater detail the low temperature results pre

sented in the present report will be issued shortly. A more 

detailed description of some of the subjects discussed may be 

found in the quarterly progress reports listed in the Bibliog

raphy.22, 23, 24, 2~ 

III. LOW TEMPERATURE RESEARCH FACILITIES 

Research at temperatures in the neighborhood of 2°K neces

sarily implies the availability of considerable specialized 

equipment. The principal pieces of apparatus which have been 

constructed, or assembled from commercially available component 

parts, are: (1) a high pressure hydrogen gas purifier, (2) a 

hydrogen liquefier, (3) a helium cryostat, (4) a helium gas 

cycle, and (5) an electrical measuring system. 

The production of liquid helium is accomplished by the 

so-called Simon adiabatic expansion method and is carried out 

directly in the cryostat in which the samples are studied. 

The production of liquid heliilln by this method presupposes 

the availability of liquid hydrogen, the production of which, 

in turn, requires the use of a refrigerant such as liquid 

nitrogen or air. The above mentioned pieces of appar·atus are 

now all in use. 

In the present section, a brief description of the facili

ties will be given. These facilities have been used to obtain 

the results on superconductivity discussed in Section VI of 

this report. Figure l gives a view of the low temperature 
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assembly, The hydrogen liquefier can be seen in the left cen

ter, with the helium cryostat in the lower center. The various 

controls are located on the two panel boards. The entire assem

bly is mounted on a raised platform (about four feet above floor 

level) to facilitate removal of the long glass Dewar vessel 

which surrounds the cryostnt during operation. ·A short paper 

describing the low temperature facilities of the laboratory 

has been accepted for publicntion in the November, 1948, issue 

of Re frigerating Engineering. 

A. High Pre ssure Hydrogen Gas Purifier and Hydrogen Liquefier 

These units huve been described in detail in the last 

annual report22 and will not be discussed in det~il here. 

The hydrogen liquefier has been altered somewhat so as to per

mit the level of liquid hydrogen in the liquefier to be observed 

visually. With a flow rate of nbout five cubic feet per minute 

(N.T.P.) a liquefaction rute of 1.5 liters per hour is currently 

being obtained. 

B. Helium Cryostat 

1 . General Descr iption 

The helium cryostat which has been constructed in 

shown schematically in Figure 2. It differs only i~ detail from 

one described by Horn3 and Horn and Ziegler. 4 Liquid helium 

is produced within the cryostnt in two separate processes, the 

helium produced in one reservoir serving ns the thermal dam 

for the experimental helium chomber.l6 Briefly, the apparatus 

consists of ~ heavy-walled copper vessel, A, in which the main 
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charge of liquid helium is produced. Suspended from A is the 

experimental chamber, con:Jisting of the sections B and B', in 

which the samples to be studied are located. The experimental 

chamber and helium reservoir are surrounded by a case, D, vvhich 

can be evacuated at will~ All tubes and wires leading to the 

helium reservoir and experimental chamber pass first through 

a liquid nitrogen bath, N, and then through a liquid hydrogen 

bath, H, which serve as thermal dams" The entire apparatus 

is surrounded by a glass Dewar vessel, F, supported in the 

brass case, w. A vacuum tight seal is formed at the joint, J, 

by means of Apiezon Q putty. 

The main charge of liquid helimn is produced in the helium 

reservoir, A, by the Simon expansion method. This reservoir 

has a volume of 101 cubic centimeters. Starting from a tempera

ture of 11.5°K, and a pressuro of 2,300 psi, a filling of 70-BO% 

can be achieved. The yd.elds obtained thus far are in good 

agreement with those reported by Simon for similar starting 

conditions.l6 The yield of liquid h6lium produced in this 

expansion process is the major factor governing tho length of 

time available for experimentation below 11°K. Seventy-five 

cubic centimeters of liquid helium provide about 2.5 hours 

time for experimentation. 

Helium is condensed into the experimental chamber, B and 

B', by bringing gas at about 20 psi into contact with A in the 

condensing coil, C. This condensation results in the loss of 
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an equivalent amount of liquid heliu."n from A. The cold gas 

from A passes through the heat exchanger, E, thus cooling the 

incoming low pressure helium before it reaches c. 

The temperature of the reservoir, A, is measured by means 

of the gas thermometer, GTl, and the constantan resistance 

thermometer, RTl. 

2. The Expe rimental Chamber 

The all-copper experimental chamber consists of two • 

parts, an upper section, B, having a volume of 12 cubic centi-

meters, and a lo·wer section, B', having a volume of nine cubic 

centimeters, in which the sc::mples are placed. The section, 

B', was constructed by boring and machining a single piece of 

copper rod. It hns an inside diameter of 5/16 in. (eight mm) 

and n wall thickness of 0.047 in. On the outside of B' are 

wound four secondary coils which are used in the magnetic 

measurements. It is closed at the bottom snd by a cap, K, 

sealed on with ~cod's metnlo 

The temperature of the experimental chamber is measured 

by menns of the constantan resistance thermometer, RT2, and 

the gns thermometer, GT2. 

The pumping line leading to B contains a constriction, 

X, 0.50 in. long and 0.029 in. in inside diameter, which is 

introduced to reduce the "creep" of liquid heliumo 1 

3. Temperature Measurement and CDntrol 

The temperuture of the experimental chamber was 

measured using a gas thermometer of the type described by 

-10-
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Mendelssohn, 11 the bulb of which is attached by means of a 

supernickel capillary (one rrrrn i.d.) to a bourdon gauLo and a 

closed-end mercury manometer made of two mm capillary glass 

tubing. The volume of the gas thermometer bulb is 1,67 cubic 

centimeters, and the external volume (bourdon gauge and manom

eter) at room temperature is approxima tely 20 cubic centimeters. 

The thermometer system was filled with helium gas at one atmos-

phere pressure while at room temperature and then sealed offo 

This system was quite sensitive in the range 3.2 to 8°K, 

a change of 0.1o being detectable, Below 3oK the gas ther-

mometer acted as a vapor pressure thermometer. 

The pressure measurements made with this system were con-

verted to temperatures by assuming that the connecting capil-

lary had a negligible volume. If this be done, it can then 

be shown that the tei.nperatuPe of the bulb is given by on ex-

pression of the form 

1 
T 

[ Po (1 + a) - ~ ]c 
PT0 Tt 

where 

T - temperature of the bulb in OK 

p - observed pressure in mm 

Po == filling pressure in mm 

To - filling temperature in OK 

T' - temperature of external volume at time of 
experiment in OK 
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a = ratio of external volume, Ve, to volume of 
bulb, Vb 

c = the compressibility factor c = Pv/RT. 

For practical purposes, a can be taken as a parame ter to be -
determined at : a known t emperature. In our experiment this 

parameter was found to be 12 . 2, using the norma l boiling point 

of helium as a fixe d point. 

Gas i mperfection was taken into account by utilizing P-V-T 

data from which values of the compressibility factor, c, were 

either calc~late d or es timated.? 

Comparisons of this temperature scale were made against 

the vapor pressure of helium in the experimental chamber in 

the range 4.2 to 3.2°K and agreement to! 0.1° was found. 

Samples of pure lead and tin were run in the apparatus in the 

manner described later and were found to unde rgo magnetic 

transitions at 3.6o and about 70K, r8spectively. The general-

ly accepted values for these transition temperatures are 3.69 

and 7.26°K, respectively.l5 The transition range in each case 

was less than 0.1°. 

The resistance thermometer, RT2, was constructed of No. 40 

BandS constantan .wire. It had a resistance of 1 1 069 ohms 

at 40K, a dR/dT of 0.96 ohm per degree, and could be read to 

0.05°. It was useful for interpolation purposes and for judg-

ing the sharpness of transitions. 

The main ht:lium reservoir is fitted with a s imilar t·empera-

ture measuring system except that pressures we re reQd with a 
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bourdon gauge only. In this instance t he boiling point and 

triple point of hydrogen were used to f ix the parameter of the 

gas thermometer. 

More detailed descript ions of the magnetic circuits are 

given in Section IV where -the experimental measurements are 

discussed. 

c. Electrical Measur ing Systems 

The ele ctrical measuring s ystems· consist of (1) standard 

potentiome tric means f or measuring tempera ture us ing thermo

couples and resist ance thermometers and f or t he measurement 

of electrical r es istance and (2) a null-point system for measure

ment of magnetic induction. Thi s system is des cribed in greater 

detail in Section IV B. The equipment includes Leeds and Northrop 

Company Type K-2 and White potentiomete rs. Figure 3 gives a 

view of the switchboard which is ad jacent to the room contain-

ing the low temperature apparatus . 

D. Helium Gas Cycle 

The production of liquid helium by the me thod outlined 

above requires the use of high pressure helium gas, the per

centage yielo of liquid helj 1xm increasing cons iderably with 

the use of pressures above 2,000 psi. It was desirable, there

i'ore, to havEl available a compression system for raising the 

pressure of purified helium gas to about 2,800 psi. Such a 

cycle, consisting of a hish pressure helium purifier, a gasom

eter for storing low pressure gas, a aompr£ssor and three 

-13-
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storage cylinders has been completed and put into use. The 

compressor is an InEersoll-Rand Model P-33-10-G three-stage 

air compressor, h~ving a pumping capacity of seven CFM, which 

was a component part of a Navy Torpedo Topping Compressor. 

The compressor has been instrumented for its present use with 

helium. Figure 4 is a view of the completed cycle. 

IV. LOW TEMPERATURE RESEARCH 

Liquid helium was first produced in the helium cryostat 

(see previous section) on April 20, 1948. The apparatus was 

found to function satisfactorily, permitting studies for 

possible superconductivity to be made down to 2°K. During 

the period to September 30, 1948, commercially available 

samples of lanthanum (from two sources), cerium, praseodymium, 

and neodymium metals have been studied by magnetic means down 

to 2°K. Samples of lead and tin of high purity were also 

studied to check the operations of the apparatus, since these 

metals are known to become superconductors, having well-estab

lished transition temperatures of 7.26 and 3.69°K, respe.ctively. 15 

A. Sources and Purity of Materials 

Samples of lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, and neodymium 

were obtained from Cooper Metallurgical Laboratory (now Cooper 

Metallurgical Associates), Cleveland, Ohio, in the form of 

irregular pieces from which small cylinders having the approxi-

mate dimensions 5 mm x 20 mm were cut. 
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A second sampl'3 of lanthanum, obtained from Adam Hilger, 

Ltd., London, E cgla~d, and designated by them as Lab. No. 7359, 

was reported to ~ontain a total of between one-half and one 

per cent of allt~inr.m, ~ilicon, and tungsten and to be substan

tially free of othc~r rare earth metals. 

The rare earth metals obtained from the Cooper Metallurgi

cal Laboratory wera aLalyzed qualitatively using a spectrographic 

method employing t .':le (,;opper spark technique. 2 Using the spectro

graphic results as o. guide, the metals were then analysed quanti

tatively by spectrop~otometric und chemical methods for insoluble 

mntter (reported as silicon), iron, praseodymium, neodymium, 

and in some instances, lanthanum nnd cerium. Calcium, magnesium, 

aluminum, and traces of other rare earths, which ~lso were shown 

to be present in ~11 samples by spectrographic annlysis, were 

not determined ql.:antitotivily• The r~esults of these analyses 

are shown in Tabie I. 

B. Magnetic Method of Detecting Superconductivity 

The system for carrying out the mognetic measurements will 

be described briefly by referring to Figure 5. It consisted 

of a primary coil, P, wound upon the lower end of the vocuum 

case, D, and four equally spaced secondary coils Sl, S2, S3, 

and S4, wound on the outside of thb experimental chamber, B', 

co-axial with the primary. Figure 5 also includes a diagram 

of tho superconduction detection circuit used. 
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TABLE I 

ANALYSES ')}!, COMMERCIAL RARE EARTH METALS a 

... - ·--·~-- · 

La n·~honura Cerium Praseod~ium Neodl!!!ium 

La, % 95.5 b 37.0 ca 5 

Ce, % b 88.4 b b 

Pr, % (<1) 0.4 54.8 15 

Nd, % ({1. 5) 1.4 3.5 78.7 

Fe, % o.s 2.5 1.6 2.8 

Si, % 0.7 o.s 0.9 1.2 

Total 97.0 93.2 97.8 102.7 

Unaccounted 3.0c 6.8c 2.2 -2.7 
for 

(a) Obtained from Cooper Metallurgical Laboratory, Cleveland, 
Ohio. 

(b) Not determined. 

(c) It is possible that a portion of the unaccounted for balance 
may have been the parent metal~ in which coso the lanthanum 
and cerium contents may have been as high as 98 and 95 per 
cent, respectively. 

In all experiments described in this paper, coil Sl was 

always empty, with the samples to be studied contained in coils 

S2, S3, and S4. In order to prevent air-oxidation of the rare 

earth metnls all samples were sealed in small glass capsules, 

made of seven mm o. d. Pyrex glass tubing, under helium gas 

at ten em Hg pressure. Three capsules were then separated by 

-18-
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lucite spaceras and the entire assembly held together with 

cellulose acetate ce~0nt. This assembly was then slipped into 

the experimer:.ta 1 ch:x·n-oer, B', after which the cap, K, was sol

dered on with Wood's metalo The spacers were so made that each 

sample was properly positioned in the center of its secondary 

coil. 

The experimental procedure was as follows. With the samples 

in place and at a fixed temperature coil Sl and another coil, 

for example, coil S2, were connected by means of a suitable 

switching arrangement outside the cryostat in such a manner 

that the voltages induced in them when the tap key, Kl, in 

the primary circuit was closed opposed each other. With the 

tap key, K2, closed, the galvanometer, G, usually showed a 

deflection when the primary was energized, due to some unbalance 

between Sl and S2. (Opening K2 prior to de-energizing the 

primary was found to be helpful in restoring the galvanometer 

to its zero position quickly.) This unbalance was removed by 

adjusting the variable external compensating coil, CS, until 

the galvanometer sho\'ved no deflection. The temperature of the 

experimental chamber was then lowered (or raised) slo~ly. 

With K2 closed, Kl was tapped every few seconds and any un

balance of the coils observed as a galvanometer deflection. 

In passing from room temperature to a temperature just above 

the transition, a single setting of the external compensating 

coil, CS, usually sufficed, an unbalance corresponding to only 
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one or two mm galvanometer deflection beihg observe·d, The transi ... 

tion of a sample from the normal to the superconducting state was 

easily recognized by the appearance of a sudden large unbalance. 

In these experiments a galvanometer deflection of three to seven 

em was observed, depending upon the sample being studied and the 

magnitude of the current in the primary circuit. For instance, 

a deflection of 5.0 em, using a primary current of 260 milli

amperes, ·-Jvas obtained when a sample of lanthanum (La l, Run 

No. 4) underwent a transition from the normE1l to the super

conducting state. 

In a given experiment time-temperature and time-galvanom

eter deflection measurements were made from which temperature 

vs. galvanometer deflection data wero obtained. Such measure

ments were made both on ' wnrrning and cooling through the trons i

tion range, though cooling was usually preferred since this 

process was controllable. Measurements were made on warming 

by allowing the experimental chnmber to warm up due to the heat 

leaks present. 

Controlled cooling in the temperature range 8° to 4.2°K 

was achieve;d by incrcnsing the prlessure of the helium gas in 

the experimental chamber. This resulted in the condensation 

of some helium in the condenser coil in contact with the main 

helium reservoir, with the result that the liquid helium so 

formed flowed down to the experimental chamb~r where it re

evaporated, thus cooling tho snmples. Cooling rates of 0.2 
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to Oo3° per minute were obtained, and no difficulty was en-

countered in making deflection measurements once every ten 

seconds. However, this method of cooling is not wholly satis

factory, since much depends upon the skill of the operator. 

C. Magnetic Measurements 

Specimens of tin, lead, lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, 

and nuody.mium have been studied by means of the technique out-

lined above, the last four metals down to 2oK. Of these, only 

tin, lead, and lanthanum wore found to undorgo a magnetic transi

tion into superconductivity, the transition taking place in e 

range of 0.1° or less in each instanco. Tin and lead were 

studied, primarily, to observe the behavior of the mugnetic 

circuits, since the transition temperatures of these metals 

are well established, Tnblo II su~~arizos the results obtained, 

together with other pcrtinont datu. A brief report of the 

results obtained for lanthanum and cerium has already appeared.~0 

The expE:rimental results obtained show that the two dif

ferent lanthanum metal samples studied underwent magnetic 

transitions in the neighborhood of 4.7°K. The transition 

temperature of the samples obtained from the Cooper Metallurgical 

Laboratory (La 1 and La 2) was definitely higher than that of 

tho Hilger sample (La 3). While it is possible to ascribe the 

observed difference to tho existence of a temperature gradient 

along the oxperimbntul chamber, it is felt that the actual 

experimental conditions largely obviate this possibility. 
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Furthermore, the good ogreement obtained from samples La 1 and 

La 2 in Runs 2 and 3 in which coils S4 end S2, respectively, 

were used indicnte that the temperature grudient was probably 

too smell to be entirely responsible for the observed differ-

ence in transition temperatures for the two different samples. 

TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS 

Run Sample Source 

1 Sn 1 a 
Pb 1 b 
Lo 1 c 

2 Sn 1 a 
Pb 1 b 
La 1 c 

3 La 2d c 
Ce 1 c 
La 3 f 

4 Nd 1 c 
Pr 1 c 
La 1 c 

Dimensions 
Dia .. Length 
(mm) (rpm) 
6.9 22.5 
6o6 22.4 
4.4 19.0 

6o9 22.5 
6,6 22.4 
4-..4 19.0 

4o8 20.3 
4.8 21.2 

g 

4.8 20.0 
488 17.8 
4.4 19.0 

Coil 
Used 

S2 
S3 
S4 

S2 
S3 
S4 

S2 
S3 
S4 

S2 
s~ 
S4 

Transit1.on 
Ten:.E,. 

3&6 + o.o5 
7c0 + 0.2., 
4.6-5.1 

4.85 + o.l5 

4.75 + 0.15 
<2:oe 

4.45 + o.1o 

<2.06 

<2.09 

4.9 .!. 0.15 

(n) Bureau of Standards, Standard Freezing Point Snmple No. 42d. 

(b) Johnson, Matthey and Co., Ltd., London, England. 

(c) Cooper Metallurgical L~borstory, Cleveland, Ohio. 

(d) La 1 and La 2 were both cut from same piece of metal. 

(e) Lowest temperoture reached in these experiments. 

(f) Adam Hilger, Ltd., London, England. 

(g) A roughly rectangular piece 4 x 11.5 x 2.6 mm 
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Lanthanum sample La 2 was studied down to 2oK. No further 

changes were noted in its magnetic behavior once it had become 

superconducting. 

The samples of cerium, praseodymium, and neodymium 

studied did not exhibit any detectable magnetic anomaly down 

to 2°K, the lowest temperature reached in these experiments. 

D. Comparison with Work of Other Investigators 

The superconductivity of lanthanum metal has previously 

been studied by Mendelssohn and Daunt,l2 using a magnetic 

method.These investigators reported a transition temperature 

of 4.?1°K for a sample containing one per cent iron. Shoen

berg,l4 also using a magnetic method, has reported that a 

lanthanum sample (Hilger, Lab. No. 7259), presumably ide~tical 

with our sample La 3 (which will be discussed below), was 

superconducting at .. 4.2°K. On tho other hand, McLennan, Allen, 

and Wilhelm9 have measured the 8lectrical conductivity of 

"pure" samples of lanthanum and cerium from 300 to 1.9oK and 

reported that neither substance became superconducting. Cerium 

has been reported to remain i.q. the normal state down to 1.43°K.6 

McLennan, Howlett, and WilhelmlO have studied the electri

cal conductivity of "misch" metal down to 2.3oK and found no 

evidence of superconductivity. The sample was free of iron 

and had the following composition: cerium-35%, lanthanum-20%, 

neody.mium-20%, samarium-10%, gadolinium-6%, praseodymium-5%, 

europium-2%, and yttrium-2%. 
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Our results are in substantial agreement with the work 

of previous investigators where comparison is possible, with 

the exception of the work of McLennan, et a1. 9 It is of in

terest to note that lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, and 

neodymium all exhibit both hexagonal close-packed and face

centered cubic structures.l9 ,26 

There is some evidence that lanthanum may exist in three 

allotropic modifications 5 and cerium in four modifications. 5 , 18 

The rates of transition between the various allotropic modifi-

cations are only imperfectly known. In view of this multiplici-

ty of structures, there would seem to be some uncertainty as 

to the actual allotropic modifications of the metals which 

have been investigatBd for suporconductivity. 

V. CHEMISTRY OF THE RARE EARTH METALS AND THEIR COMPOUNDS 

During the past year considerable effort has been devote& 

to a study of the chemistry of the rare earth metals and their 

compounds. This effort has been directed along several lines, 

including (1) development and testing of methods of analysis, 

(2) the preparation of pure rare earth salts from which the 

• 
puro metal may be subsequently obtained, and (3) construction 

of a high vacuum :system for heat-treating tho metals at about 

1 1 000° C and for preparing tho hydrides and nitrides of several 

of the metals. 

A. Analytical Methods 

The necessity for analysing the lanthanum, cerium, neodymium. 
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and praseodymium samples which were studied for superconductivity 

required that a considerable amount of time be spent in investi

gating the analytical methods to be used. The methods which 

have been employed to date include spectrographic, spectrophoto

metric, and conventional chemical procedures. Both qualitative 

and quantitative analyses have been made using these techniques. 

The spectrographic method used here made use of the copper 

spark technique, 2 already applied to similar problems. A new 

application of this technique to the determination of lanthanum 

in impure praseodymium has been worked out. A brief description 

of this new application has been submitted for publication in 

Analytical Chemistry. 

Spectrophotometric methods of analysis have been carried 

out using a Beckman Model DU quartz spectrophotometer which 

permits the absorption spectrum of a solution to be studied in 

the range 380 to 1,000 millimicrons. Tho methods used have 

generally followed the techniques described by Roddcn13 and 

Spedding, et nl,l7 with certain modifications peculiar to our 

own problems. 

B. Preparation of Pure Rare Earth Salts 

A considerable effort has been devoted to the prepara-

tion of pure neodymium ond praseodymium salts from crude 

concentrates, utilizing the methods of ion-exchange on synthetic 

resins.l7 These methods provide a powerful new technique for 

separating the rare earth metal ions from each other. So far, 
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our experiments have been confined to the purification of 

neodymium and praseodymium, using the resin Dowex 5o,17 

Further work along these lines is planned. 

The technique of ion-exchange also permits the development 

of new analytical methods. Thus, certain experiments which 

have been carried out indicate that it is possible to separate 

lanthanum quantitatively from praseodymium and neodymium using 

Dowex 50 as the ion-exchange resin. 

Experiments to prepare th~ pure metals are planned but 

have not yet begun. 

c. Preparation of Hydrides snd Nitrides 

A high vacuum systom for preparing those materials has 

been completed. It has been used so far to study the effect 

of heat treatment on the crystal structure of the lanthanum, 

cerium, praseodymium, and neodymium samples described in 

Section VI of this report. It is hoped that experiments on 

lanthanum hydride and nitride can be started shortly. 

VI. X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES 

As was pointed out in Section IV, tho rare earth metals 

(La, Ce, Pr, Nd) each exhibit two or more crystalline struc

tures. In order to provide information as to the structure 

of the materials being studied for superconductivity, X-ray 

diffraction m~thods of analysis have been used. 

The equipm0nt available consists of a G~n~ral Electric 

"XRD" unit, a copper and a molybdenum tube, and two cameras 
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for this unit. The equipment is located in the School of 

Physics. 

Early studies included the taking of powder diffraction 

pictures of a n11mber of substances of: known structure to ob

tain a familiarity with the structures likely to be encountered 

among the rore eQrth metals and their compounds. 

The chief result of' the work during the past summer has 

been the determination of the crystal structures of specimens 

of lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, and neodymium. These 

specimens had previously been studied for superconductivity 

as described in Section IV of this report. Powder diffraction 

picture;s of the specimens, both in the flas received" state 

and after heat tr8atment in a vacuum furnace at 3500 C, were 

taken using copper K-nlphu radiation. The results of these 

investigations nrc shown in Table III. 

These experiments indicate that both lanthanum and corium 

can be converted by hoot treatment from the hexagonal close

packed to the f3ce-contcrad cubic structure. Tho results for 

praseodymium and neodymium wer8 inconclusive. 

Experiments to study the offoct on crystal structure of 

cooling the lnnthanwn end corium s&mples to liquid helium 

temporntur8s are planned. It is also planned to examine the 

heat treated samples for superconductivity. It will be noted 

that the lanthanum sample which bccnmo suporconducting at 

4.85 ~ O.l50K had a predominantly hexagonal close-packed 
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TABLE III 

STRUCTURES OF RARE EARTH SAMPLES AS SHOWN BY·X~RAY DIFFRACTIO~( 

Metal 

Lan thanULila 

C 
• a er1um 

Proseodymiurn3 

Neodymiuma 

Purity 
{Per Cent) 

95.5-98 

88.4-95 

54.8 

78.7 

Major ·Impurj.ty 
(Per Cont) 

37.0 (La) 

15 (Pr) 

Structure 

After Heating at 3500 C 
As Received for 96 Hours 

h~c.pG, lines diffuse f.c.c., lines sharp 

:I' .c. c.,~ lines diffuse. 
h&c.p.,o lines diffuse 

Only n few diffuse lines 
obtc.inod 

Similar to Pr 

f.c.c., lines sharp 

Many sh1rp lines of 
unidontified 

structure 

Similar ·to Pr 

(a) ObtainGd from Cooper Metallurgical Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio. 

(b) ApproximatGly throe parts f.c.c. to one part h.c.p. 

h.c.p. =hexagonal close-packed; f.c.c. 

1-? 
""-l 

0 . 
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structure, whereas tho cerium, which did not become suporcon-

ducting - down to 2°K, wns predominantly face-centered cubic. 

Whether those structural relations apply to tho metals in 

question at low t8mperaturos remains to be seen. 

VII. LIQUID NITROGEN PLANT 

Considerable q_uantitios of liquid air or· nitrogen ore re-

quired for carrying out research at low temperatures on even 

a mod0st scale. Liquid nitrogen is greatly to be preferred, 

duo to its inertness, lower boiling point, ond the resulting 

elimination of possible explosion h~znrds encountered with the 

use of liquid air and, particularly, with liquid oxygen. 

On October 1, 19ll6, wh0n thd project wns started, there 

was no source of liquid ~itrogen in the Atlanta area, and 

liquid air could be obtoinod only in very limited amounts,. 

Tho nearest sources of liquid nitrogen wor0 in Birmingham, 

Alabama, and Chattanooga, Tennessee--each somewhat over one 

hundred miles dis tnnt. {} 

In view of thoso facts, tho Office of Novel Research made 

available to the project a used Linde Type Liquid Oxygen 

Generating Plant (Linde Model SM-LO-P270) for conversion to 

n liquid nitrogen producing plant. This plant has o rated 

production of 50 lb. of liquid oxygen per hour. 

~~ Liquid nitrogen has now become;, avo.ilnble in Atlanta in 
moderate quantities. 
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During the period covered by this report, the installation 

of the oxygen producing plant was completed. Final erection 

of the plant was c0nsidernbly delayed due to the fact that the 

original plant lacked a number of parts essential to its opera

tion. On February 28~ 1948, certain components of a second 

liquid oxygen prod~cing plnnt of the same type were received 

~rom which the parts necessary to complete the original plant 

were obtnined. 

The plant was first operated (Bs a liquid air producer) on 

April 2, 1948, and egain on May 4, 1948. Both of these runs 

were made for the purpose of testing the plant and familiariz

ing personnel with its operation. During the second run, a 

production rate of ot least ten liters of liquid nir per hour 

wns achieved. 

With the information gained from operating the plant, to

gether with o thermodynnmic und mass flow analysi~ - o~ the plant, 

a distillation column for producing liquid nitrogen was designed. 

Construction of the column wus begun in tho shops of thb Experi

ment Station on July 19, 1948, and the work of installation was 

well along by Septumber 30, 1948. 

Tho design of the distillation column was based on the most 

recent data availablc. 8 The column is of the "packed" rather 

than "tray" type, the distillation section consisting of four 

parallel copper tubLs, 3-5/8 inch o.d. and 32 inches long, 

packed with aluminum shoe eyoluts. The overall length of the 
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column is about 5-1/2 feet. It is expected that the column 

will produce about 20 liters of liquid nitrogen per hour, 

having a purity of 99~5+, provided the liquefaction efficiency 

of the original oxygen plant is as great as 50 lb. of liquid 

oxygen per hour (its rated capacity). 

Figure 6 gives a view of the nearly completed column 

installation. Figure 7 is a flow diagram of the present plant, 

showing the relation of the colurnn to the plant. 

A mor6 detailed description of the plant will be given 

after operating tests of the column, scheduled in the next 

few months, have been completed. 

VIII. PERSOID~EL 

During the period covered by this report the following 

individuals have been employed by the project in a scientific 

or technical capacity. 

Name Position Time -
Dr. w. T. Ziegler Director 2/3-time 
Dr. w. M. Spicer Research Associate Part-time 
Mr. w. A. Phillips Research Assistant Full-time 
Mr. J. B. Downs, Jr. Research Assistant Part-time 
Mr. A. L. Floyd Research Assistant Part-time 
Mr. B. F. Smith Technical Assistant Part-time 
Mr. G. s. Baird Technical Assistant Part-time 
Mr. J. M. Ziegler Technical Assistant Part-time 
Mr. George Cook Machinist Part-time 

Dr. Spicer, Professor of Chemistry, has been responsible .. 

for the spectrographic analyses. 

Mr. Phillips has had charg~ of the erection of the liquid 

nitrogen plant, as well as·the design of the liquid nitrogen 
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FIGURE 6. VIEW OF NEARLY COMPLETED DISTILLATION COLUMN 
FOR PRODUCING LIQUID NITROGEN. 
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column and the supervision of its construction in the shops.: 

of the Experiment Station. Mr. Phillips received his M. s. 

degree in Chemical Engineering in June, 1948, using as his 

thesis problem some of the work which he has carried out on 

the project. 

Mr. Downs, a B. s. graduate in Chemistry, was with the 

project full-time during the summer of 1948 and carried out 

most of the chemical and spectrophotometric analyses of the 

rare earths. He plans to leave the project in October for 

other work. 

Mr. A. L. Floyd, a graduate student in Physics, has carried 

out tho X-ray diffraction studies on the r£re earth metals and 

related substances. Mr. Floyd plGns to continuo this work as 

his thesis problem for the M. s. dogroe in Physics. 

Messrs. Smith, Baird, and J. M. Ziegler ore undergraduate 

engineering students who have contributed to various phases of 

the program, including help with measurements. 

Mr. George Cook has been responsible for much of the 

mechanical construction and ass~mbly of the various pieces of 

low temperature equipm~nt. 

Mr. Oswald Newell, Jr., a graduate student in the Department 

of Chemical Engineering, but not employed by the project, re

ceived his M. S. in Chemical Engineering in June, 1948, his 

thesis problem being "The Construction and Testing of a Hydrogen 

Liquefier." This liquefier with certain modifications is the 

one now being used to produce liquid hydrogen for the project. 
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IX. CONFERENCES 

During the year Dr. W. T. Ziegler attended Cryogenics 

Conferences, held under the sponsorship of the Office of 

Naval Research, at Ohio State University on October 27 and 28, 

1947, and at Yale University, April 5 and 6, 1948. At both 

these meetings a report of work in progress was given. He 

also attended the Conference on Low Temperature and Nuclear 

Physics held at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on August 7 and 8, 1948. 

X • FUTURE P L~!JS 

The design, construction, assembly, and testing of the 

very considerable amount of equipment necessary to carry out 

research at low temperatures and to perform satisfactorily 

the chemical analyses described has been a more time-consuming 

operation than was anticipoted. Certain objectives, such as 

the preparation and study of the hydrides and nitrides of 

lanthanum and cerium have scarcely been begun. ~owever, with 

most of the facilities in a reasonably complete state, present 

plans are to pursue the preparation of these materials with 

great vigor. Efforts to prepnro and obtoin from other sources, 

by loan.a~.or purchase, purer specim8ns of lanthanum, cerium, 

neodymium, and praseodymium will be continued. 

A study of the relation of superconductivity to crystal 

structure, work which is now in its preliminary stage, will 

be continued. During the next year it is hoped that it will 

be possible to prepare both lnnthanum ond corium in fo.ce-centeroc 
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cubic and hexagonal close-packed structure and to compare 

the two forms of each metal as regards superconducting proper-

ties. 

Plans are also being made to investigate the electrical 

conductivity of the samples studied so that the change in this 

property with tvmperature may be correlated with any magnetic 

transition into superconductivity. 

Further research on the separation and purification of 

rare earth salts is also planned. 

Approved: 

Respectfully submitted: 

W~ T~ Zie~ler, 
Project Director 

Stat~on 
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XI. APPENDIX 
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I. SUMMAHY 

Progress Report No. 10 
Project Noo 116-18 

Chemical analyses of the lanthanum, cerium, prase-

od~nium, and neodymium metal specimens which have already 

been studied for superconductivity, have been largely 

completed. These show that the commercially available 

metal specimens were not very pure. The purities were 

as folloVIiS: lanthanum, ~5.5;~; cerium, 88.4/o; prase-

o d ymi um , 5 Ll u B% ; and ne o d ymi um , 7 8 • 7% , 

Considerable progress has bben made in the prepara-

tion of preseodymium snd neodymium oxides of high purity 

(99.5+%) for use in the pr•t:;paration of the pure metalse 

Powder X-ray diffraction studies of the metal 

specimens referred co above have been made both before 

and after heat tre8traent in a vacuum furnace at 350° C. 

These studies indicate that it may be possible to prepare 

lanthanum and cerium metals in both hexagonal close-

packed and face-center8d cubic structures for study at 

lovv temperatures. 

A distilling column for separating liquid nitrogen 

from liquid air has been built for use with the large 

liquid air plant supplied for use on the project. 

II. LOW TEMPERATURE RESEARCH 

During the past three months no additional low 

temperature experiments hnve been made, pending chemical 

analysis of the metal samples already studied, nnmely, 

lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, end neodymium. A short 
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paper reporting the results obtained for' lanthanum and 

cerium appeared recently in the Journal of Chemical Physics 

16, 828, 1948. Reprints of this paper have not yet become 

available. 

Further experiments on heat-treated samples of lantha 

num 8nd cerium are planned in tho near futur~. These are 

described briefly in Section IV. 

A short paper describing the low temperature f'Gcilit:.~.·' 

of the laboratory h8s been accepted for publication in the 

November, 1948, issue of Refrjgerat~ng Engineering. 

III. S'rUDIES IN THE Cl.TE~,li~./J.lRY Gli THE RAHE EARTHS 

During the past four months intensive work on chemi-

cal, spsctrograpnic, and sp£ctrophotometric m8thods of 

analysis of rare eorth moterinls havG been curried on. 

This work h3s had u two-fold objective: (1) to permit 

the chsmical nnalysis to be mt?.do of the rneto.l samples 

already subjected to low temperature studies, and (2) to 

aid in the purification of rare earth salts from which 

pure metals are to be prepared. Good progress has been 

made. A paper covering some of this work, entitled 

"Spectrochc;mical Determinstion of Lunthanum in Praseodymium 

Metal" by W. M. Spicer o.nd V1. T. Ziegler, has been sub-

mitted for publication in Analytical Chemistry. 

The chemical analyses of the rare earth metal samples 

already studied at low temperatures are no% .essentially 

complete, und the results, to date, are shown in Table I. 
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The·se DnDlyses reveo.l that the mc<t6ric:ls 'vvhich have been 

studied were, unfortunately, not pcrticulsrly pure, This 

wo.s especially true of the prnseodymium end neodymium. 

It s8cms quite possible that the nonappearnnco of super-

conductivity in the cerium, pr,oseodymium, und neodymium 

samples studied moy have b6en due to the largo nmDunts 

of impurities present. The nonoppearancu of supercon-

ductivity in the praseodymium s ample, which contained 

about 37?1a JDnthnnum, shows tho.t one must be cnutious 

about deducing the properties of th~ pure metal from the 

alloy, since, if the lonthcnurn in this so.mplc had bGcome 

supcrconducting aboY·e· 20 K., tLis effect could hnve been 

detected. 

TABLE I 

ANALYSES CP COMllliRCIAL RARE EJ\ RTH METALS~:-

Lanthanum CE-rium Pr-3. s e od ymi um Neodymium 
P0r Cont · Per Gent· Per Cent Per CtJnt 

La 95.5 37 o 6-:H:- ca 5~H~ 

Ce 88.4 
Pr (~ 1) 0.4 54o8 15 
Nd (<lo5) 1~4 3o5 78.7 
Fe 0118 2.5 1.6 2.8 
Si 0"'7 Oo5 Oo9 lr-2 

Total 97.0 93.2 98.4 102o7 

Unaccounted 
for 3 .. 0 6.8 1~6 

Obtained from Cooper Metallurgical Laboratory, 
Clevelnnd, Ohio. 

Spectrographic determination. 

Pnge 3 of 7 pcgos 
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Explornr.ory experiments leading to th8 production 

of moderate amounts (about 50 gm) of highly pur»c (99.5+%) 

neodymium 8nd praseodymium oxides for use in the prepara-

tion of the pur8 metals hov6 bcun carried out. The 

methods 81Jiploycd involved the usc of the new ion-0xchangc 

techniqu8s devclopbd for this purpose during th0 war on 

the Manhatt3n Projoct .. l So far the follovwing mntcrials 

have bcon produced: ?r6o11 , 3~5 gm> 99a9+% pure, 7 gm, 

98% pure; and Nd 2o3 , l2 gm, 991)5/o pure . Thes0 scpuration 

methods ~ovG also proven useful. as me thods of analysis of 

commc:.rcinl m:Jtcrials of dubious purity .. 

IV. x ... RAY D!FFTtACTION S'l,UDIES 

Powder X-rny diffroction ~;tudics {using copper K 0<\ 

radiation) of the metals nlr0ody studied for supcrcon-

ductivity hove buun co.rrit:.d out by Mr. A-. L. F'loyd, a 

graduat~ student in physics. An X-ray tube having a 

molybd0num target hss been purchased to give shortE..r wave 

l6ngth radi~tion, 

Th8 work don~ to dote has been swmnarizcd in Table 

II. Powder X-ray diffraction studies hnve been made of 

l8nthanum, cerium, neodymium, and prosuodymium m0tals 

both in the "os r0c0ived 11 sto.te and after hGat trco.tmcnt 

in a vacuum at 350° C. Thcsu experiments indicated that 

both lanthanum and cerium c:Jn bt; converted by heat treatmGnt 

(1) "Symposium on the Sopo.ration of Rare Earth, Fission 
Product, and Other Metal Ions and Anions by Adsorption 
on Ion-Exchnnge Rosins," Jour. Am. Chern. Soc. 69, 
2769-2881 (1947). --
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Per Cent 
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TABIE II 

Structure 

As Received 

h.c.p., lin~s diffuse 

f.c.c. ,-::--;:- lines diffuse 
h. c. p., ~Hi- lines diffuse 

0 n 1 y n f c vv d if fu s c lin c s 
ol:ltoincd 

Sim:..lor to Pr 

After Hooted nt 350° C 
for 96 Hours 
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f.c.c., lines sharp 
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unknown structure 

Similnr to Pr 

from Coop~r Metallurgical Laboro.tory, Cleveland, Ohio. 
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from the h0xagonol clos~-pnckcd to the face-centered 

cubic structure. The results for proscodymiu.rn ond ncodymilL'Ti 

were inconclusive. 

Experiments to study th~ effect on crystal structure 

cooling the: lanth0nun1 ond cerium somlJl.;;s to liquid holium 

tempcrnturcs o.rv- pl r:n.r:cd. It is also pl:J~n10d to EiXDminc 

conducting had o. prncominGntly }-; c xo. ~_/> r.:.cl closc,-pockod 

conducting down to ~° K., wos p~cdo~~~antly foce-ccntcrod 

cubic.. \;'be tht.ir thss E; s true turu1 ru J ,_ t ions hips cpply to 

the nwtnls in qu t.;st:~on ot low tcmpcr~turcs romoins to be 

V. LIQUID NI'TRGGE.l-_f PLANT 

Construction ond in~to.llntion of D li~rgc liquid 

nitr,ogcn distilling column for usc 11vith the liquid oxyg0n 

plo.nt (Linde Model SM-LO-P270) hQve been essentially com-

plt::tt;d. This column w2-s designed by Mr. v •• A. Phillips, 

who ~lso supervised its construction in the Experiment 

StCttion shops. The column w3s dcsign()d to produce liquid 

nitrogen o.t 99.5+j'~ purity nt c. rate of opproximotcly 20 

litt;rS per hour~ This column is of the "pecked" type; 

employing nluminum shoo-GyclGts for p~cking. A compl8tc 

description of the installstion ~ill be giv0n after ope:r-

o.ting tusts nrc complotcde 

Page 6 of 7 pngc.:s 
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VI~ PLRSONNEL 

At the prGscnt time the following individu~ls are 

Gmploy~d on the project. 

Nun1u Position Time 

Dr. w. T. ZicgJcr Director 2/3 ti.me 
Dr. w. M •. Spic0r Research .h.ssociotc Part -t ir1c 
Mr. Vi. A( Phillips Research Assistant Full-time; 
Mr. 1~. L .. Ployd Ruse arch l! ,s s is t n n t Port-time 
Mr. J. 0 .. Blomckc Res8nrch £1 s sis t2 nt P'Jrt -·t imo 
Mr. N. Me :-rall~an i~o s c c rch l~·.S sis t ont PDrt-timo 
Mr. J. IvL Ziegler Rcscnrch i~,. s J i s t o n t Port-tim(; 

rvir(j J. B. :Jowns, Jr .. ~, vvho vcr~,. ~blj· e;o.rr1sd out much 

of thu [ll:.:~<,_yticol v.ork on the r::.;rt:~ L2rth metals this 

summer, 1-.:· .s lc ft the Pro j c c t t c_,r otL0 r work., 

W. T. ZicglGr attended the Confercnc~ on Low 

Tcmpcratur~s and Nuclc3r Physics hGld at Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee, on hugust 7 ~nd 8, 1948~ 

Approvc;d: 

Respectfully submitted: 

W. T. Ziegler, 
Project Director 
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I. GEllliRAL l~CTIVITIES 

During the past two months some minor chnng0s hove 

been mado in the hydrogen liquefier which will incroase its 

ease of op8rDtion. 

Several opcr·ational tests on ths liquid air• separation 

column for producing liquid nitrogen, which has been built 

for use with the liquid oxygen pln.nt, hDve been made. The 

r~sults of th8se tests hove bsen encouraging insofar as tho 

operation of the column has been concerned, but havE. r·:.-veslcd 

a low ovGrall efficiency for the plont, arising from po0r 

performance of the compressor and low tempurature exp3nsion 

engine. The so units have since bocn ovcrhaulod nnd f'u.rther 

tests plonned. 

Furth(,r work on th8 preparation nnd anal;;sis of rsrc 

earth materials has been carried out. ~ilor•k on thG prsp.~1ra-

tion of lsnthanum m~tal from its chloridb is in pr0gruss. 

Studies of m0·ans of pr·oducinr::,, by huat treatment, lsnthanum 

and cerium having a dssirbd crystol structure ars contirruinge 

Tho h~at trcgtcd sampl~s will be subjectGd to tests for 

superconductivity. 

A very considerable effort has bEen devoted to the 

examination of much of the V'~oPk done during the p8st six 

months. A technico.l poper SUllliil<J rizing the; low tcmpc.ro. turc 

researches on lanthanum, ccriwn, pr8sGodymiur:l, and neodymiu.1n 

has b8en complctt..d snd will bu released shortly. An annual 

- l -
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report covering the work from October l, 1947 to October 1, 

1948 is in prepQration~ 

n brief description of the low Temp6rature Laboratory 

was published in thG NovombGr, 19.:±8 issu£ of REF'RIGER.i1.'riNG 

ENGINEERING. T~o research papers cov~ring work donE i~ 

conn6ction with some analytical asp0cts oi rar~ earth 

chemistr·y- v~6re presented ~-t a 11 Moeting-in-lVIininturc" of the 

GGorgio Scctio11 of the A~eric~n ChLmical Society held in 

Atlanta,_ Georgia, on November 19, 1948. The titles of thGso 

p8pers vvere "Spcctrochemical Dctermin3tion of Lanthc:.num :in 

Prascodymj_um Metal" b:y ·1:,. M. Spicer rJnd \iv. To 2ieglor o.nd 

"Spectrophoto:nc;_;tric Dcturmlr:.s tion of I)r8seoc1ymium r~nd 

Nc odymlum" by V}. T. Ziegler and J. B. Downs, Jr e 

II. PDRSO::·TNEL 

At the present time the following individuals s re 

employ6d on thu project: 

Dr. 
Dr. 
Mr. 
lv'Ir. 
Mr. 
lVir. 

Name 

~~~ . T . ,. 
M. ~-.1 . 

J. c. 
.L). • 

T 
J.Je 

H. f!I. 
J . l.'vL 

Zis glcr 
Spicer 
Bloml;ke 
Floyd 
Ha ll1,1nn 
Zieglt:;r 

Position 

Diroctor 
Rasearch~associste 
Rbsuorch Assistant 
Roseerch Assistant 
H0search J.lssist::.1nt 
hesunrch 11-s s lS tent 

Time 

2/3-time 
Ps.rt-timu 
P .srt ·-time 
P&rt- tL:1o 
Psrt-time 
.PDrt-time 

Mr. Blomeke is a candidate for the Ph.D. degree in 

Chemical ~nginGering and will probably do research on a 

problem r·elated to the project fer his doctorate thesis~ 

- 2 -
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Mr. A. L. Floyd, a grndu3tu stud~nt in physics, will 

c&rry out X-ray diffrsction studiLs of thG rare earth mGtnls 

for his M. s. thesis problem. 

Messrs. M. A. Turnbr and H. I. Turver, graduate students 

in Chemicsl Engin~ering, have undbrtoken M. S. thesis problems 

involving tht.:: concentration and purificotion of samarium 3nd 

scandium, r5sp0ctively; work which is closely r~lated to 

that being carrisd out on the present project~ 

Mr. \•. A. Phillips, vvho h:ls cuntributed much to tho 

engineering aspvcts uf thG project to dato, especiully the 

setting up and o~crntion of the liquid oxygen plant, and 

the design and con.structlon of the nitrogen column, h~lS 

left the project for other work. 

-'. / .r"V' - I 

,.0 Gernld A. Rosselot, 
v Director 

- 3 -

Respcct~1lly submitted: 

v •• rr. ZieglE.:r, 
Frojuct Director 
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I. SUMMARY 

The present report presents a brief sun~ary of the ac-

tivities of the Project during the past three months (January 

l, 1949 to March 31, 1949). Work during this period has been 

directed primarily toward a study of the relation between the 

crystal structure and superconductivity of lanthanum. The ex-

periments are not yet sufficiently complete to warrant a de-

tailed description and discussion of them. 

II. LOW TEMPERATURE RESEARCH 

Previous workl, 2 has shown that two test pieces (des-

ignation La l and La 2) cut from a sample of lanthanum metal 

having the composition~~ 97.1% La, 0.8% Fe, 0.7% Si underwent 

a magnetic transition into superconductivity at 4.85 ~ O.l5°K. 

Filings taken from this sample gave an X-ray powder diffrac

tion photograph with copper K•alpha radiation corresponding 

to a hexagonal close-packed structure. A second sample of 

lanthanum, obtained from a different source (designation La 3, 

and reported to contain a total of between one-half and one 

per cent of aluminum, silicon, and tungsten and to be substan-

tially free of other rare earth metals) has bean found to 

undergo a similar magnetic transition into superconductivity 

A redetermination of the lanthanum content of this samp~e 
has shown that it contained 97.1% La instead of the 95.5-
98% previously reportect.l,2 

-1-
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at 4.45 + O.l0°K. This sample now has also been found to have 

a hexagonal close-packed structure. 

1 2 Previous work ' has also shown that is was possible to 

convert lanthanum filings from the hexagonal close-packed to 

the face-centered cubic structure by heat treatment in a fur-

nace at 350° C for 96 hours. 

During the past three months, sample La 1, heat treated 

under the above-mentioned conditions, has been tested down to 

2oK and found not to be superconducting, whereas sample La 2 

which had not been heat treated in the same experiments was 

found to be superconducting, as before, at about 4.8oK. The 

presumption is that face-centered cubic lanthanum. is not a 

superconductor above 2°K, vvhereas lanthanum having a hexag-

onal close-packed structure is a superconductor below approxi

mately 4. 8°K. Considerable effo:r~t hns been made to convert 

lanthanum from the face-centered cubic to the hexagonal close-

packed structure, so far without success. 

Similar experiments are being conducted with cerium. At 

the present time it appears that cerium, having the face-cen-

tered cubic structure, is not superconducting down to 2oK. 

Efforts to convert cerium to thE: hexagonal close-packed struc-

ture have not, as yet, been successful. 

A technical report2 covering low temperature work carried 

out to December 31, 1948, has been distributed. 

-2-
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III. CHEMISTRY OF THE RARE EARTHS 

Work on the preparation of pure neodymium, praseodymium, 

and samarium oxides has been continued. A new Beckman quartz 

spectrophotometer, Model DU, has been purchased by the Experi

ment Station for use in this pr6ject. 

A note on analytical procedures entitled "Spectrochemical 

Determination of Lanthanum in Praseodymium Metal" by w. M. 

Spicer and W. T. Ziegler has been accepted for publication in 

Analytical Chemistry. 

The annual report for the period October l, 1947, to 

September l, 1948, has been completed and will be distributed 

about April 15 .. 

IV. FUTUHE PROGRAM 

During the next year it is planned to conduct further 

work on the preparation of pure rare earth metals, particular

ly lanthanum, cerium, praseod~~ium, and neodymium, and to pre

pare nitrides and hydrides of some of these metals. These 

metals and compounds will be tusted for superconductivity. 

Experimental studies of the relationship between crys

tal structure and superconducting transition temperature for 

lanthanum will be continued. 

It is also planned to redetermine, by the magnetic method 

previously described, 2 the supLrconducting transition tempera

ture of a number of substances, such as lead sulfide, which 

have heretofore been studied only by the measurement of change 

in electrical resistance. 

-3-
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V. CONFERENCES 

Dr. W. T. Ziegler attended the Cryogenics Conference 

sponsored by the Office of Naval Research at the University 

of California on February l and 2, 1949, and gave a report of 

low temperature work in progr6ss under Contract No. N6-ori-l92, 

Task Order I. 

Approve~---~·--J 

uera~a A. rtosse~o~, Direc~or 

Respectfully submitted: 

W. T. Ziegler, 
Project Director 

State Engineering Experiment Station 
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I. SUMMARY 

The study of the relation between crystal structure and 

superconductivity for lanthanum metal has continued. In the 

last Progress Report 1 it was tentatively reported that where

as lanthanum in the hexagonal ~lose-packed structure was a 

superconductor at 4.85 ~ O.l5°K, lanthanum in the face-centered 

cubic structure was not a superconductor at temperatures down 

to 2°K. These conclusions were based on samples of lanthanum 

from two different sources. During the past three months ad

ditional experiments on these same samples have been carried 

out with conflicting results. These experiments, while by no 

means conclusive, cause some doubt as to the correctness of 

the conclusion that lanthanum having a face-centered cubic 

structure is not a superconductor above 2oK. Explanations 

which account for these discrepancies in termB of poor heat 

transfer do not appear to be convincing. A hypothesis is 

presented which attempts to explain the observed results in 

terms of a third (unknown) structure of lanthanum which may 

exist at low temperatures. Further work designed to elucidate 

questions raised by these experiments is planned. 

Work on the purification of neodymium and praseodymium 

oxides has continued and approximately 15 grams of each mate

rial have been obtained in a very pure form. 

II. LO '! TF_ PERA TURF, R.BS"F:ARCH 

The study of the relation between crystal structure and 

superconductivity of lanthanum metal hns continued. 

-1-
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A. Previ ous '"ork 

1-' re v iously it was reported2 that l nthanum metal in t e 

hexagonal close-packed structure became a superconductor in 

t he r ange 4. 5-5oK. These conclusions were based on experi-

ments c rri ed o t with s amp les o f J .c:Jnthanu.m metal obtained 

f rom t vo diff rent source!:: • 1 ' 2 One of' these samp les, ob-

t a ined from the Cooper Metallurgi cal Laboratory (now Cooper 

~t all, rgi c a l ssoc i a tes) Cleveland, Ohio, had been found to 

have the following comp osition: q7 .1 per cent, La, 0. 7 pe r· 

cent S i , 0 . 8 p er cent Fe, alum inum, ca lciutn, and tr:=1.ces of 
1 n 

othe r r are ea rths. ' ~ The second sample, obtained from Adam 

Hi l ger , Ltd ., London, !f'n~ land, · s r eported by the supplier 

to co J.t a in ' tot a l of bet if e e n onE ha lf 6\nd one p e r c ent of 

a l umi num , Sllicon, n d tungsten, an d to be substsnti8lly free 

0 other r are e a r ths .2 

Exami.·u t ion of these s amp le s in t h e '' a s received" condi -

tion b y A.-ra owder diffraction t echniques has shown them 

to h ave a h ex a g nal cl s e-packed structure. It has also been 

shown t hat lanthanum m ...... t a l f'ilings having a hexagonal close-

pa ck e d s ructur e could be converted to the face-centered cubic 

st ruc t ure by hea t treatment in a vacuum furnace at 350 + 200 C 

for g -- h ours . 2 

In the last Pr ogress Report1 it s s tentatively reported 

that lanthanum metal having a face-centered cubic structure 

s howe d no magnetic t ransition into sup e rconouctivity down to 

2 °K , the lov:est temper ture ree:ched. The method of me9SUI1e. ent 
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used was t h e s ame as the employe d i n prev · ous :rni:;j gnet i c stud i e .... . 

'2:he cor elusion. relative t o the nonsuper•c nducting proper-

t1es ' · L' e fac e-centered cubic s true t 1; re were a s ed on tV\ o 

separ~t o experime nts carrie d out on aru r y 26, 1949 (Run ~ . 5 ) 

and Febr uaPy 1 6 , 1949 ( LUn No. 6) on a s i ngle specimen (d s ig-

nated as La 1 ) cut f rom t h e Coop er mat eria l. Thi s s pec imen, a 

cylinaer ha ving the di _ens ions 4.4 x 19.0 mm, wa s heat trea t ed 

while sea l e in a pyrex capsule containing helium gas at ap-

proxima .ely t e n em (Fig ) pr essure a ccord ing to the above-menti oned 

sch e dule. La l h ad previa s ly2 been used in the "as receive d" 

(hexagona l close-packed) structur,e for low temperature studi es 

and f ound to exhib it a magnetic transition into superconductiv-

The caps ule wa s not actually o e ned after the heat treat-

ment so that no f i lings we r e taken from it . However, fil i ngs 

from the origin 1 Cooper s amp l e i n the hexa gona l c lose- ac1 e d 

structure, whi ch we r e heated i n the furna ce at t h e same time 

as the capsule containing La 1, we e fo und to h ave been trans-

formed to the ~ac e - centered cub i c s t ru t re . I t was on this 

basis that t h e Co o er spe cimer us ed i n t h e l ow t e pera ture 

studies as assumed to be ~n th face-ce ntered cubic s truc t u r·e .. 

In one instance (Run No . 5 ) La 1 wa s kep t f or 29 m~nutes at 

~~· This trans it ion a s reported in e rller L1 0 k as be ing a 
4 85 + O. l 5°K e More r ec ent work has indicat ed that the 
temperature s ale in uc·e i n · · ns ~o. 1-4 was somewhat in 
error , and that the mi dp o i n t of the ma gnet i c t ransition f or 
the Cooper material i s nea r er 5. 0 + O. l OKe 
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4 . 2o ( or below without any det ect ab le magnet ic anomal y , whereas 

a n unt r e t ed s pec i me n La 2 (cut from th ~ o i g "na l Cooper ma er i al 

and hence in the hexagonal close-packe6 structure) showed s. 

sha r p magne tlc tr,ansition into superconductivity a t 5. 0 5 ~ 0 .1° ~ 

with n o not i ceable hysteresis. 

I these low temp erature expe r iments se parate, sealed glas s 

cap illary tubes containin g Coo er lanthanum metal filings in 

the hexago a l and f a a-centered cubic s tructures were also 

coo led t o 2°K . After wa rming to room tem era ture a a in the 

s am les e r e re-examined by me a ns of - r ey diffraction and found 

to have the ssme structures As prior to cooling. It was con

clud ed, therefore, that transition between these two structures 

did not occur in the bulk specimens due to cooling alone. 

0 he r t est s showed tha t Coo per lanthanum metal filin s 

whi ch had been c onvert ed to the f ce-centered cubic structure 

b y h ea L t re tment a t 350° C did not show any de tecteble amount 

of t h e h ex agonal close-p eked structure a f er t re e wee ks a t 

room t empera ture. 

B. Recent ork 

During t he pas t t ee months a dd i' iona l low t emr erature 

exp eriment~ h a v b n ca rrliod out · i th a v ie v.- to further ex

amining the apparent nonsuperconductivi~y of the f ace-centered 

cub ic fo r o f lanth num. Furth r vvork h~· 1 o bee n car ried 

out o t he - r a y s truc t r e of 1 nth m meta l . The r esul t s 

obtaine ha ve not been c onc lu s ve an ~ n sam i nst ances ap-

pear to co ntr diet t 1- e p r e vio1 c nc l usion r e l tive to the 

nonsuperco nduct i vit y of 1 nthanum in t h f.q ce cent e Ped str•uctLl e. 
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i. ve a onrl.e ud s u1n.rnc r·y t· the l ow mperature 

n n d d ring t e as t t hree mo _ths 

(Runs thro gh 9) , t o eth e r with severa l pre vious experi ents 

whjch ·e oert inent t t h o present di sc ss on . Th ese exfer -

ments . re disc1 ssed in gr J t er deta il i n the fol lowi g a r a -

graphs . Al exp .r i me nt s h a ve been conducte d us i n the cry st~t 

nd mettod ~ previ us l 
0 

es crib ed . ~ Th· mea s urement of the 

r.ns i~ 1 on l c:: based 1 on t 1 ch nge i n i nd c t ion oecurring 

v 1en a .:. C:.L e , p s 1om the norma l to the s upe r cond ucting 

state r vic e versa. . Th i s unb l ance a ppe · r s ex •erimentc. lly 

as a ga l vano 1eter defle ction. The di f f erenc e ln a lvanon e t e r 

def e c ti w obtaine d when the s pe c imen is in these t~o state s 

is taken as 100 pe r cent. On this basis the t r ansition tem-

ratJU e i re ort ed as th tempera t1.u')e a t which 50 per, cent 

f t i f' ' . nee . n, been reached . 

.t n appro i~a t e l 
l 

ro ct a e:,ula :t'"' ( 4 X 11. 5 X ~~ . 6 m.rn ) s eci en 

(La ::S) c {; ro th Ii l c-e samry le v 1. cb. he pre vio ly )eon 

s } _ n to h ve the ~ exagona cl o -p ked str ctu r e 1 and t 

undergo _ m bne tic trr n s i t i on i nto s ~p erc ond cti vi t y2 a t 

4 . 6 ~ J e l 0 .Run No . 3) * wa s heat t r ea t ed in va cuum fu r na ce 

at 35Qv G for fo ur days . T.e specimen d been s ea le d "n a 

p~rex cansule und r n i ne m (Eg ess re of h l i um ga s fo 

1 lo e··p...~r nt .. and W· o o · ned 

. I: n the i ght of late runs in '\v:bich the tempera t ure sca le 
·a s kno~n nor a c curat e l y i t is be l eved t hat t h is temp era 

ture is more ne a r l y c or r e ct t ha n t h e t emp era ture prev"ous ly 
reported , namely , 4 . 45 + lOoK . 
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I 
(j) 

I 

~nNn1i!w.~ED SUMM.:\RY OF LO\ T~r.f.'PER.I\.Ttrd RUNS ON LANTH.t\NUM METAL SPECIMENS 

S-oecimen Source 

4 La 1 Cooper 

5 La. 1 Cooper 

La 2 Cooner 

r 
b La 2 Cooper 

La 1 Cooper 

7 La 3 Hilger 

Lal Cooper 

Structure 

h.c.p.a 

f.c.c. b 

h .c.n.a 
~. 

h.c.:p.a 

f.c.c. 0 

f.c.c. b 

11 ,... -r. a 
"' •"-'. -~. 

so:rre f .c .c. 

Superscripts are explained on page 8. 

Warming Bate 
deg./min. 

0.15 

Transition 
Tem])_., OK 

Transition 
Ra.I4q:e • de .a:. 

Not ~perconducting down to 20K 

0.3 
0.22 

s.o4 0.15 

0.18 

Xot ~perconducting down to 2.27°K 

Not superconducting down to 2.25°K 

Su.perconducting belo 1'1 apl"'r oximately 
5.5oK with strong hysteresis 

(Continued on 'Page 7) 

Coll4-nents 

Specimen in "as re
ceived" condition 

Run made ten ~s 
after heat treatment 
of spec~en for 96 
hours at 350° C 

Specimen in "as re
ceived" condition 

Same specimen as in 
Run 5 

Same specimen as in 
Run 5 • Run made 21 
~s after original 
heat tre·?~tment. 

Run made 12 ~s 
after heat treatment 
of specimen for 96 
hours at 3500 C 

Between Run 6 and 7 
La 1 was treated so 
as to convert it to 
h.c.p. stTucture 

~ 
0 

CD 
0 
c1" 

~ 
0 

1--' 
1--' 
CJ) 

I 

I ~ 



I 
-J 
I 

T. ~.uB I ~continued) 

Run 
No. 

·: .... :1~ing 3ate I'ransi tion rans:!. t.i::ln 
;:)-pecimen 

7 La 1 

g La 3 

La 1 

La 4 

Source 

Hilger 

Co-.,per 

Cooper 

Stru.cture 

h.c.p.a 
trace f.c.c. 

h.c.p.8 

some f.c.c. 

, a n.c.p. 

Superscripts are explained on page 8. 

, . 
:.1eg ./ml.n • Temn. , °K Ra.."'lf.'e • d.e,£:. 

0.12 

0.07 
0.065 

5.16 
4.99 

SUperconducting belo 
hysteresis. 

0.17 

with a,~ - ..&.~ 

(Conti~ued on nae.e 8) 

Coatr.ents 

Treatment was judged 
unsuccessful on basis 
of sunultaneous tests 
on filings c..aving 
f.c.c. structure. 
On com~letion of Run 
7 filin s taken from 
s ecinen were fotL~d 
to be :nixt1.tre of h.c.p. 
and f .c.c. str ... ;J..ctures. 
Ela , e ,i ""i~"t e since 
ori~ inal eat treat-
ant (prior to Run 5) 

was 60 days. 

3oth La. l a.nd La 3 
were resealed in cap
sules at ten em -cre s
sure {Hg ) of helium 
gas just prior to Run 
8. No 1~rsteresis ob
served. 

''As receiv-3d11 co:1. i tion 
Speci~en sealed i n cap
sule under hig~ v. cu~. 

• 



I 
(X) 
I 

Run 
No. S eci:::nen Source Structure 

9 La 3 Hilger f.c.c. b 

La 1 Coo r f.c •• b 

TABLE I (cont inued) 

OF LOW TEMPERATURE S ON LANTHANUM METAL SPECIMENS 

...,. 'lrming Rate 
de • :nin. 

0.18 
o.os 
0.09 

.15 

.16 
0.16 

Transition 
Tern • OK 

5-45 
5-45 
5-51 

0.07 
0.14 
0.13 

0.10 
0.12 
0.12 

Comments 

Following Run 8 both 
La 1 and La 3 were 
again beat treated 
fo·r 96 hours at 
3500 C to convert 
them to f.c.c. 
structure. After 
heat t reatment cap
sule s ere reseal ed 
UL~der ten C · pres e 
(Hg) o hel um a • 

a Structure based on f lings t -- e f o speci n . 

b truc t ure of speci men i nf rrei f rom ob ervations made on filings which were heat reated simu taneous
ly i th specimen . 

c St t e of spec en a ed to b he n 

~ 
0 
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prior co or after heat treatment. A thin wedge of the original 

ma t ria l was heat treated a t the same time and wa s found to be 

converted from the hexagona l close-packed to the face-centered 

c ub ic t r v.c t ure. It waE: , t h e r efore, ass ume d t h at the s .)ee imen 

La 3 a s o .had been conve rt e . t o t he face-cent e red c ub ic s t ructure. 

Specimen La 3 wa ~ c 0 1 t o 2.250K on pril E, 19 L9 (1un 

No . 7 ) twelve days aft er lt h~ d been heat t reated. Al t lo·1gh 

the spe cimen wa s l{ept a t or b e l ow 4. 2 0 for a t least ~ .... minutes, 

~o agne tic transition i n to sup erconductivit y cou d e de t e c te d. 

This re ~ ult was in a gre ement with those p reviot s l f ·" nd f or 

t h e Co op er specimen in tlc 1a ce-cent e r e d cubic s tru c t ure . 

e t wee n Runs No . 6 .:.1d ? t he s pecimen La 1 ( c aps l e un-

opene' s ince heat tre a tm 1.t of t h e ... p eci n on eJa nuary 11-17) 

· a.s su··· ject e d to a nurnb e r" of t reatments des i gne r-1 to c on e rt 

i t fr om the face-cent e re d C1 b ic to the hexa gonal c los e-p sckeJ 

struc ture. f hese tre t me 1t s c onsi s ted primarily in re~eated 

cooli _g and warming be t v ee · room t emp era t ure a n~ uOO - ~ . I n one 

se ·ies of exp er•iments th · spec i me n a s h e l d in a va c, l f urnE'<ce 

at 100' C for four Ci a s .1.·t r ··hich i t v. a s c ' cled b t Je e n 

li .uid itrogen t emperat i-.. a nd 8 50 C. Each s pe ci ic t ... eatment 

v s c o:r ied out simul t anoo ~1\ on cap illary t u 1 s contai 1ing 

C o e l anthanum filin~ s o~ n to be in t h e fa c -c r ~ cu ic 

s truct JT'e. en t t he c a ex -

b y me a ns of ~ - ra . c t ion. In no c- .;. · .e re f.in 

·abs rva . le change to t l _ · ... onB l c l o t:r · ture . 

ro. ver , hen La l ~ ac t f o r s pErc undv c t j i y it 1J n No. 
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7 a magnetic transitioil wa s observed wh ich exhibited a very 

strong hysteresis. This hysteresis ~ a s so marked that no 

satisfactory measurement of the transition temperature was 

possible. ·rhus, the s pecimen vvas tested m.sgnetically at 10-15 

second interva ls as the t emp e r a ture of the cryostat was lowered 

from 4.2 to 2.3°K over a ten minute period. Superconductivity 

was observed to begin only at the lowest temperature. A sim

ilar temp erature lag was observed on warming. 

rrhe unexpected hysteresis encountered suggested a nossi

ble lack of thermal equilibrium between the sample and the 

cryostat, due to the loss of helium by diffusion from the 

pyrex glass capsule during heat treatment at 350° C. This 

possibility was examined as follows: 

( 1) 'rho lanthanum specimen, La 1, was removed from it 1 

capsule, resealed in a new capsule under ten em pres

sure (Hg) of helium, and again examined for supercon

ductivity (Run No. 8, April 15, 1949). The sample 

was found to undergo a magnetic transition into super

conductivity at 5.05 + O.l°K with a transition range 

of O.l6o. Similarly the La 3 ( ilger) specimen, which 

was found not to be superconducting in Run 7, was re

sealed under ten em pressure (Hg) of helium gas and 

re-examined .fo P .s u pe r conductivity in :iun No. 8. 'l1his 

s p ecimen no' exhi.bi.ted a ma gn e tic trons it ion into 

superconductivity at 5.4 + O.lo with a transition 

ran ge of O.l6o. This later temp erature ~as 0.8° 

-10-



higher than that previously ob s erved for this speci

men in the h ex agona l close-pa cked stru c t u re (Run No. 

3) • 

Filings were taken f rom spe cimens La 1 and La 3 

immediately f ollowing un No . 7 an d ana lysed by means 

of K-ray diffraction. The s e ana lys es sho ed tha t both 

La 1 and La 3 consisted of both hexa gona l close-packed 

and face-ce ntere d cubic struc t ure . 

(2) A new specimen, La 4, in t he form of a c y linder h a ving 

the dime nsions 4.4 x 13 . 8 mm,was cut f r om the original 

lump of Co op e r l a n thanum. Th i s spe cime n wa s sealed 

i n a pyrex c apsule unde:r a i r a t a press u r e of J.o-5 mm 

Hg . 1J hen cooled t o he lium t emperature s in Run No. 8 

this specimen also w s found to e xhibit a hysteresis. 

Thus, the s mp le , on cooli ng , remained in the normal 

state for three minutes with the cryostat at 4.2o 

(i.e., 0. 8 ° below the transition t emper ture usually 

observed) before the transition occurred. A similar 

behavior was observed on wa r ming. These observations 

are explainable a s therma l l a g resultin · from the 

absence of an exchang e g a s in the c ap sule, the cooling 

of the specimen being accomp lished by the metal-to

glass contact po ints only. 

( 3) Ca lcu.lat ions were made of the loss of he lium to be 

expected at 350° C b e cause o f ~iffusion t hrough the 

walls of the pyrex capsule. These c a s u les we re all 

-11-
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constructed from seven ~n o. n. p yrex tubing having 

a wall thickness of approximately one mm. The cal

culations were made using the data of Urry3 and re

quired an extrapolation of his results from 283° C 

to 3500 C. The calcula tions indicated that only a

bout ten per cent of the helium LBS present ~auld be 

los ·c b-:yr diffusion. 

The experiments listed in (2) and tho calculations outlined 

in (3) above both make it seem doubtful that the failure to ob-

serve superconductivity in La 1 and La 3 in Ru~ Nos. 5, 6, and 

7 was because of the loss of helium as an exchange gas from 

the capsules. The observation of superconductivity of La 1 in 

Run Nos. 7 ond 8 and of La 3 in Run No. 8 could be explained 

by the presence of some of' the hexagonal close-packed structure 

in each specimen. The hysteresis in the transition of La 1 

in Run No. ? is not explained nor is the much higher transition 

temperature of La 3 in Run No. 8. 

A fact which has some bearing on this problem involves 

the rate of transition of La 1 and La 3 from the face-centered 

cubic to the hexagonal close-packed structure when stored at 

room temperat11re. Previous experiments had shown thnt filings, 

taken from the original Cooper sample, ~hich had been converted 

to the face-centered cubic structure showed no detectable transi

tion to the hexagonal close-packed structure when examined by 

X-ray diffraction after three weeks storage at room temperature. 

On the other hand, a thin wedge cut from the original Hilger 

-12-
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s ample and converted to the face-c entered cubic structure did 

give evidence of the presence of the hexa gonal close-packed 

structure after about three weeks at room temperature. The 

presence of the hexagonal close-packed structure in La 3 

(Hilger) sample used in Run No. 7 can therefore be explained 

as the result of slow transition occurring over the 21 days 

which had lapsed since the sample w ~ s originally heat treated. 

The appearance of the hexagonal close-packed structure in the 

La 1 (Cooper) sample used in Run No. 7 probably is caused by 

a similar, but still slower, transition which had occurred 

during storage since Run No. 6, a lapse of 60 da.ys. This 

transition may have been hastened by the cooling cycles to 

which La 1 was subjected between Run Nos. 6 and 7. 

The slow transition of the face-centered cubic structure 

to the hexagonal close-packed structure has previously been 

observed by Zintl and Neumayr,4 who noticed that in a pure 

sample of lanthanum the transition was detectable after several 

days storage at room temperature. It see~s reasonable to sup

pose that the obs~rved differences in the rate of phase transi

tion is caused by the differing purities of the Cooper and 

Hilger samples. Mahn5 has observed that as little as 0.08 per 

cent magnesium will greatly retard this phase transition in 

cerium, ::1n otherwise quite s i :mi lar me-tal. i\ similar retarda

tion is produced in cerium by C8lcium impurity.6 Both calcium 

and magnesium were shown by spectrographic analysis to be pr~es

ent in small amounts in the Cooper sample. 
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~ he resul tu ob t a i ned i n Run os . 7 and 8 suggested t at 

spe cim .ns a 1 ad L3 3 be re onverte d to Gh e fa c e -center ed 

cubic str cture , the ca psule s contai ing them being f :ll ed 

v·th h e l i um gas at ten em r essu · (H_) follolli ng he'"'t trea t-

ment , a nd the s pecimens · e di a tely subje cted · o tests for 

sue conductivity. ccordin~ y , thes e t~o s p ec ~ menw , nlo g 

with t he filin? S t aken f rom them aft r Run 1 0. 7, were he t 

trea ted for four days at ~ 0° C. Af t e r h e a t treatment X-ray 

di f f raction photographs s howed t he f il i nas to h ave the f ce

cent e red cubic structur • Af t e r r emova l from t he vacuum 

furnace the specime ns La 1 and La 3 we re r e sea l e d nder ten 

em pressure (Hg) of he lium gas a nd test e d for superc onduc

t i vity in Run No. 9 (April 21 , 1949 ) . Both spec ime ns we re 

f ound to under o a ma gneti tra ns i ti on into s upe rconductivity. 

The . ilger s pecinen, a 3 , as stud i ed carefull y ove r t he 

r a nge 4.5-5.6°~ and a s i n l e magnet ic t r a ns it i on f ound at 

5 . 45 + O.l°K. The Cooper spe cime , La l, ~as stu ie ver 

t he range 4.9-5. 3 0 a nd e:hib it e d a singl t rans i t i n aL 

5. 22 + O.loK. In both c a ses t he transit ion r ange was ap -

r ox imately O.l5o. 

Th e re <"ults of R n No. \':""" r e u . . xpe cted b e caus e i t h ad 

been su pposed th t in v i ew of the re sults of u n ~ os. 5, 6 , 

and 7 n tr ns iti ons vo l d b e obse r ve d in t h ese s ampl,s . Th e 

fac t: tha t t h e hea t t r a t ne nt use d i n p r e "r nz t he e s pe cimens 

fo r Ru n Nos. 5 , 6, and 7 was identi c ql with tha t us e d in the ir 

prep r a tion for Run ~ . 9 a ke it s e em 1 nl i ke l t hat the~e 
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was any essential difference between these samples at the 

start of their respective low temperature runs. It is con

ceivable that these bulk samples were primarily in hexagonal 

close-packed structure even though the filings, which were 

treated simultaneously, were known to have been transformed 

to the face-centered cubic structure. If the bulk specimens 

had actually remained in the hexagonal close-packed structure, 

then the explanation for their failure to exhibit supercon-

ductivity in Run Nos. 5, 6, and 7 must lie in extremely poor 

thermal contact between the cryostat and the sample. However, 

explanations which account for these discrepancies in terms 

of poor heat transfer do not appear to be very convincing. 

It is possible to advance the following working hypothesis 

which will explain the results. This hypothesis is based upon 

a survey of the literature dealing with phase changes in lan

thanum and cerium.7 Briefly the hypothesis assumes that: 

(a) lanthanum having a hexagonal close-packed,~, structure 

is a superconductor at 5.0 ~ O.l°K; (b) lanthanum having a 

face-centered cubic, r' structure is not a superconductor 

down to 2°K; (c) under certain conditions (not clearly de

fined)f-lanthanum can transform too(-lanthanum (structure un

known) at low temperatures; (d)o(-lanthanum is stable only at 

low temperatures; and (e) 0( -lanthanum exhibits a magnetic 

transition into superconductivity in the range 5.1-5.40K. 

The results of most of these studies have been used by 

Mr. A. L. Floyd as part of his thesis for the degree of Master 
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of Science in Physics. 8 Mr. Floyd carried out the X-ray 

structure studies and the heat treatments, and assisted with 

the low temperature experiments. 

C. Future vVork 

Much work remains before the seeming inconsistencies in 

these experiments are removed. Future work will include a more 

detailed examination of the rate of transition of the bulk sam

ples from the hexagonal close-packed to the face-centered cubic 

structure, further experiments on the problem of thermal lag 

because of possible loss of helium gas, and an attempt to meas

ure the electrical resistivity of lanthanum as a function of 

temperature down to 2oK in order to see if any evidence can 

be found for the occurrence of an anomalous phase transition. 

III. THE CHE 1ISTRY OF THE RARE EARTHS 

During the past three months work on the preparation of 

pure neodymium and praseodymium oxides by means of ion exchange 

techniques has continued. Approximately 12 and 15 grams, of 

extremely pure praseodymium and neodymium oxides, respectively, 

have been prepared. Final sp~ctrophotometric and spectrographic 

analyses of these materials are now in progress. 

It is hoped that preliminary experiments on the production 

of lanthanum and its hydrides can be started in the near future. 

Mr. M. A. Turner, a graduate student in Chemical Engineer

ing, has carried out as his Master's thesis problem9 an attempt 

to prepare pure samariurn oxide from a mixture rich in gadolin

ium using Dowex-50 as the ion exchange resin. The eluting 
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solution used was a five per cent citric solution, adjusted 

to pH= 2.85-3.0 with concentrated ammonium hydroxide. Mr. 

Turner found that under these conditions the separation of 

samarium from gadolinium was not accomplished. This result 

was in agreement with a similar experiment using the resin 

Amberlite IR-100 carried out by Spedding et al., J. Am. Chern. 

Soc. 69, 2812 (1947). 

IV. PERSONNEL 

At the present time the follo~ing individuals are em-

ployed on the Project: 

Name Position Time 

Dr. w. T. Ziegler Director 2/3 time 
Dr. \l!r u • M. Spicer Research Associate Part-time 
Mr. J. o. Blomeke Research Assistant Part-time 
Mr. B. R. Vvi lle ford, Jr. Research Assistant Full-time~} 
Mr. J. T. Roberts, Jr. Research Assistant Full-time~:-
Mr. R. A. Young Research Assistant Part-time 
Mr. George Cook Machinist Part-time 

Messrs. A. L. Floyd, N. M. Hallman, and J. M. Ziegler have 

graduated from the Institute and left the Project for other 

work. 

1:- For the summer 
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V. TRIPS 

Dr. V. T. Ziegler visited the Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory on June 10, 1949 to examine the low temperature facilities 

being set up there under the direction of Dr. L. E. Roberts. 

He also visited the chemical laboratories where Dr. B. H. 

Ketelle is carrying out rare earth separations using ion ex-

change techniques. 

Approved: 

Gerald A. Rosselot, Director 

Respectfully submitted: 

1 . T. Ziegle~, 
Project Director 

State Engineering Experiment Station 
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I o S UMlVIARY 

Further studies have been made of the conditions under 

which the transition of lanthanum metal from the hexagonal 

close-packed ( oi ) to the face-centered cubic ((3 ) structure 

occurso It has been found that, whereas it is possible to 

convert lanthanum metal filings from the o( to the (3 struc

ture at temperatures varying from 250 to 400° Co, this has 

not proven possible, as yet, with bulk specimenso These ob

servations have thrown considerable doubt on the tentative 

conclusion reached earlier, namely, that lanthanum metal in 

the face-centered cubic modification is not a superconductor 

down to about 2°K, since there is now some doubt that the 

bulk specimens tested for superconductivity had the face

centered cubic structure as was believed at that timeo 

A brief review of the large amount of chemical work car

ried out during the past fifteen months is presented and re

lated to the work of the past three monthso This work has 

been concerned with (1) the preparation and analysis of high

ly pure rare earth oxides, particularly neodymium and praseo

dymium oxides, from commercially available concentrates, and 

(2) the preparation of rare earth metals from the oxideso 

The separation experiments have yielded about 30 grams of 

Nd203 and 20 grams of Pr6 o11 having a purity estimated to be 

greater than 99o5 per cent, as well as 20 grams of Nd2 o3 and 

100 grams of Pr6o11 having a purity greater than 95 per cento 

Preliminary experiments to produce rare earth metals from 
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their salts have been carried outo So far only the problem of 

producing lanthanum metal has been studiedo While a few tenths 

of a gram of lanthanum metal has been produced, considerably 

more research will be necessary before the method can be con

sidered satisfactoryo 

The liquid oxygen plant assigned to the Project has been 

converted to a liquid nitrogen producing planto This plant 

has been found to have a low production rate (about 40 per 

cent of rated capacity)o 

A list of the personnel currently associated with the 

Project is giveno 

IIo X-RAY STRUCTURE STUDIES OF LANTHANUM METAL 

As has already been indicated in previous reports 14 ,lS,lS,l?,l8 

a study is being made of the phase transition of lanthanum 

metal from the hexagonal close-packed structure (stable at 

room temperature) to the face-centered cubic structure (ap-

parently stable above about 250° Co). It is the purpose of 

these experiments to prepare bulk specimens of both structures, 

so that these two structures may be tested for superconductiv-

ityo As indicated in the last status report 18 the structure 

of all heat-treated bulk specimens used in the previous low 

temperature studies was inferred from the structure of fil-

ings heat treated simultaneously with the bulk specimenso 

During the past three months further heat treatment ex

periments designed to convert bulk samples of lanthanum from 

hexagonal close-packed to face-centered cubic have been carried 
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outo Heat treatments were carried out for about four days at 

350 and 400° Co, conditions previously found satisfactory for 

19 the conversion of filings by Zintl and Neumayro Filings taken 

from the bulk specimens before heat treatment were heat-treated 

simultaneously with the bulk specimenso These filings were 

examined by means of the X-ray diffraction powder technique, 

both before and after heat treatment and were found to have 

been converted from the hexagonal close-packed to the face

centered cubic structureo Filings taken from the bulk samples 

after heat treatment were found still to have the hexagonal 

close-packed structureo 

It was thought that perhaps the strains set up in the op

eration of obtaining the filings from the heat-treated bulk 

sample might have altered the structure of the filings so as 

to convert the originally face-centered cubic structure to 

the observed hexagonal close-packed structureo Experiments 

to test this point were made by taking X-ray diffraction pic

tures of a thin bulk sample directly without filingo The re-

sults of these tests, while not conclusive, indicated that the 

structure of the heat-treated sample was primarily hexagonal 

close-packedo 

Thus, it seems that the heat treatment experiments so far 

carried out by us on lanthanum samples~~ obtained from three dif-

ferent sources successfully converted filings from the hexagonal 

~} These samples contained 97 to 98 per cent lanthanumol5, 17 
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close-packed to the face-centered cubic structure, but that 

there is no evidence that more than a small per cent of a bulk 

sample has been made to undergo this transitiono 

Careful measurements have been made on filings to obtain 

the crystal parameters of the face-centered cubic and hexag-

onal close-packed structureo The results are shown in Table Io 

TABLE I 

CRYSTAL PARAMETERS OF LANTHANUM METAL 

Structure Parameters Reference 
ao a c/a 0 0 

kx units kx units kx units 

Face-
centered 
cubic 5o285+0o005 This re-

search 

5o296+0o002 Zintl and 
Neumayrl9 

Hexagonal 
close-
packed 3o74+0o01 lo62+QoQl This re-

search 

3o72 lo63 McLennan 
andc:: 

McKay0 

3o757 lo61 Rossi7 

It will be seen that the results obtained in our research a-

gree reasonably wel~ with results obtained by other investi-

gatorso It is possible that the differences which exist may 

arise from the differing purities of the samples used by dif

ferent investigatorso 
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Further attempts to obtain bulk specimens of lanthanum hav

ing the face-centered cubic structure are planned. 

III. LOW TEMPERATURE RESEARCH 

One of the objectives of the low temperature research be

ing carried out under this contract has been to study the re

lation between crystal structure and superconductivity in the 

rare earth metals. To date most of our experiments have been 

carried out using lanthanum metal, primarily because of its 

availability. Experiments previously reported indicated that, 

whereas lanthanum having a hexagonal close-packed structure 

was a superconductor, the face-centered cubic structure was 

not.l7, 18 

During the past three months further experiments on the 

X-ray structure of lanthanum metal have indicated that bulk 

samples previously inferred to be in the face-centered cubic 

structure might not have been. Thus, the nonsuperconductiv-

ity previously reported may not have been associated with a 

change in structure but rather with some other factor such as 

lack of thermal equilibrium in the low temperature experiments. 18 

Studies to elucidate these discrepancies are continuing. 

One further low temperature experiment was carried out on 

a specimen of lanthanum metal (La I), previously heat-treated 

for 96 hours at 3500 Co This specimen had been found (Run No. 

9) to exhibit a transition into superconductivity at 5.22°K. 

After heat treatment for 96 hours at 400° Co the specimen ex

hibited a transition into superconductivity at 5o3l+0.02°K. 
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This latter result probably agrees within experimental error 

with the previous result, indicating that heat treatment at 

this higher temperature had no significant effect on the transi

tion temperatureo The transition occurred in each instance 

over a range of about Ool0 o X-ray structure studies of filings 

taken from the bulk specimen both before and after this heat 

treatment showed that the structure of the specimen was pre

dominantly hexagonal close-packedo 

IVo CHEMISTRY OF THE RARE EARTH ELEMENTS 

When the present investigation of the properties of the 

rare earth metals and their compounds was begun in October, 

1946, it was fully realized that no adequate sources of high

ly pure materials of this kind were availableo Furthermore, 

it was obvious that facilities must be at hand for the iden

tification and analysis of the various rare earthso These 

two facts have resulted in a very considerable effort along 

several lines of purely chemical worko 

One of these lines of study has been the development and 

testing of methods of preparing in a pure form the rare earth 

oxides which serve as the starting materials from which the 

rare earth metals are prepared, and, from which metals, in 

turn, the rare earth hydrides and nitrides are to be prepared. 

A second series of studies has been concerned with the 

problem of preparing anhydrous chlorides from which the metal 

could be prepared by electrolysiso 

A third series of studies has been concerned with the 
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preparation of the metals themselveso 

A fourth line of endeavor has been the calibration and 

testing of spectrophotometric and spectrographic methods of 

analysis of the rare earths, and the use of these methods in 

following the separation and purification of the rare earth 

oxides mentioned aboveo These methods of analysis have also 

been used to determine the composition of such rare earth 

metals and compounds as were suitable for the present investi-

gationo 

The progress of these problems has been discussed in earli

er reports 14 ' 15 , lB, 17 , 18 only briefly, largely because of 

the incomplete character of many of the experimentso It seems 

appropriate to give in the present report a somewhat more de-
/ tailed picture of the results obtained to date, with a resume 

of the work carried out during the period July 1 to October 

1 1 1949o 

Ao The Separation of the Rare Earth Elements 

The separation of the rare earth elements from one another 

has always been recognized as an extremely difficult chemical 

problemo The great similarity in the chemical behavior of 

these elements has made the preparation of pure compounds dif-

ficult and expensiveo In September, 1947, a new method of 

separating the rare earths was described11 which was the result 

of research work carried out on the Manhattan Projecto This 

method of separation, known as the "ion-exchange method," takes 

advantage of the ion-exchange properties of certain synthetic 
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resins, together with the ability of the tripositive rare 

earth ions to form complex ions with citric acid solution. 

This method has proved to be much more rapid in operation than 

older separation methods and yields highly pure products. 

An important aspect of the problem was the use of radio-

active tracers as a means of following the course of the sepa-

ration. Indeed, much of the work reported upon dealt with the 

separation of milligram and microgram quantities of radioactive 

materials~ while only a few papers dealt with the separation 

of multigram quantities of the rare earths.lO, 11 

With this background, work was initiated here in June, 

1948, with a view to gaining experience in the use of the ion-

exchange method for the preparation of multigram (20-200 grams) 

quantities of the pure rare earth oxides necessary to serve as 

starting materials for the preparation of the metals. At the 

same time work was begun on setting up methods of analysis. 

The methods of analysis will be discussed in another place in 

this reporto 

Up to the present time this study has -been con~~rned pri
.;. 

marily with the separation, by means of ion-exchange, of neo-

dymium, praseodymium, and lanthanum from commercially available 

rare earth concentrateso Some work has also been carried out 

on the separation of samarium and gadolinium. The choice of 

the conditions employed for carrying out these separations was 

based, in part, upon the results obtained by Spedding and his 

co-workers 8 , 9 , lO using the Amberlite resins IR-1 and IR-100 
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and upon the results of Harris and Tompkins 3 and Ketelle and 

Boyd4 using the resin Dowex-50. 

1. Previous Work 

The method used for the separation of rare earths by 

means of ion-exchange resins may be described briefly by re

ferring to Figure 1, which is a schematic diagram of the ap

paratus used for this purpose at Georgia Tech. The essential 

features of this apparatus are identical with those used by oth

er investigators. 11 The apparatus consists of a cylindrical 

pyrex glass tube, A, in which the resin bed, B, is supported 

at F by a fritted glass plate. The resin employed, which has 

been "conditionedn so as to remove all interfering substances, 

is in a wet form and covered by a layer of liquid, H (usually 

distilled water). A solution of the chlorides of the rare 

earths, approximately 0.2 Min HCl, is added to the top of the 

column and the solution allowed to flow through slowly by con

trolling the setting of a pinch clamp at C2. In this process, 

the rare earth ions are quantitatively adsorbed onto the resin. 

The actual separation process is then begun by passing the 

complex-ion-forming solution from the reservoir, E, through 

the column at a slow rate, the flow being adjusted by control

l ing the setting of the pinch clamps at Cl and C2. The effluent 

solution is caught in various fractions at R. The rare earth 

ions present in the fractions may be precipitated as oxalates, 

the oxalates removed by filtration and ignited to the oxides. 

It has been shown experimentally11 that, in general, the 
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rare earths appear in the effluent fractions in their order of 

decreasing atomic number when ammonia-citric acid mixtures of 

controlled pH are used as the eluting solution. Furthermore, 

under optimum conditions, complete separation of mixtures con-

taining certain of the rare earths may be achieved in one pass 
I 

I through a column. 

Many factors combine to determine the optimum conditions 

for column operation. Among these are (1) nature and particle 

size of the resin employed, (2) the nature, concentration, and 

pH of the complexing agent, (3) the composition of the start

ing rare earth mixture, (4) the ratio of starting weight of 

oxide to cross-sectional area of the resin bed, (5) the geom-

etry of the resin bed, (6) the flow rate of the eluting solu

tion, and (7) the temperature. The choice of conditions for 

column operation is made, essentially, by balancing these 

factors, which determine optimum separation (i.e., longer 

columns, slower flow rates, small cation-to-resin ratios), 

against the desire for reasonable speed, yield, and economy 

of materials. 

During the period June 1, 1948, to June 30, 1949, eleven 

ion-exchange separation runs were carried out on rare earth 

materials. All of these runs, except the first, employed the 

resin Dowex-50 as the exchange resin. In these experiments 

columns of two different sizes were used. The smaller columns 

contained a resin bed having a diameter of 2.1 em. and a length 

of 81 em. The larger columns contained a resin bed having a 
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diameter of 4.7 em. and a length of 73+2 em. In these experi

ments the weight of crude oxide used varied from four to six 

grams for the small columns and 16 to 24 grams for the large 

columns. 

Two types of experiments have been carried out. Type I 

separation experiments were performed with a crude mixture of 

rare earth oxides having the approximate composition: 9 per 

cent Nd2o3 , 43 per cent Pr6o11' and 48 per cent La2o3 • This 

oxide mixture was prepared from a special grade of praseodymium 

ammonium nitrate obtained from the Lindsay Light and Chemical 

Company, West Chicago, Illinois. The purpose of these experi-

ments was to obtain relatively pure Nd2o3 and Prs011 and at 

the same time to study to some extent the variables control-

ling the separation process. 

Type II separation experiments were performed with rela-

tively pure starting oxides used, such as those obtained from 

Type I experiments and from commercial sources, with a view to 

obtaining high purity (99.5+ per cent) oxides. 

As a result of these two types of e,xperiments, considers-

ble information and experience was gained cbncerning the prob

lem of rare earth separation, and sizable amounts ( 12 to 15 

gra~s) of neodymium and praseodymium oxides having a purity 

+ of 99.5 to 99.8 per cent were prepared. 

2. Work During the Period July 1, 194~, to October 1, 1949 

During this period additional Type I and ~ype II sepa-

ration experiments were carried out. Of twelve experiments nine 
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were of Type I (Runs 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24) and 

three were of Type II (Runs 12, 13, 18). Dowex-50 (60-80 mesh) 

in the acid or ammonium form and the large-size column already 

referred to were used in all experiments. The starting weight 

of oxide used in each Run was about 30 grams. 

The Type I experiments carried out were designed so as 

to give a better understanding of the effect of pH, flow rate, 

and weight of starting rare earth oxide on the separation of 

neodymium and praseodymium, while at the same time increasing 

the laboratory stock of praseodymium oxide of relatively high 

purity. These Type I experiments produced approximately 20 

grams of Nd 2o3 and 100 grams of Pr6o11 having a purity greater 

than 95 per cent. 

The Type II experiments performed were carried out with 

a view to producing additional quantities of high purity neo-

dymium and praseodymium oxides. The Type II experiments yielded 

about 30 grams of Nd 2o3 and 20 grams of Pr6o11 having a purity 

estimated to be greater than 99.5 per cent. 

B. Development and Testing of Methods for Analysing Rare Earth 
Mixtures 

The problem of the analysis of rare earth m~xtures is a 

moderately difficult one since in most instances simple chemi-

cal procedures do not exist for carrying out such analyses. 

In the course of the present work it has been necessary to 

utilize spectrophotometric and spectrographic, as well as con-

ventional chemical methods of analysis. Also, the ion-exchange 

techniques already described have proven useful in the analysis 
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of certain materials. These various methods have been applied 

not only to the study of the separation and purification of 

rare earth oxides referred to in the previous section, but also 

to the analysis of the commercially available rare earth metals, 

lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, and neodymium, which have been 

tested for superconductivity.
15 

The spectrophotometric and spectrographic methods of analy-

sis both require pure substances for the calibration of the in-

struments used. While small amounts of lanthanum, cerium, 

praseodymium, neodymium, and samarium oxides presumably of high 

purity were purchased early in the work, the highly pure materi-

als prepared in the ion-exchange separation experiments have 

served to establish confidence in these com~ercial products, as 

well as in the methods of analysis. 

1. Spectrophotometric Methods of Analysis 

a. Previous Work. Recent work by Rodden6 and Spedding 

et a1. 9 suggested to us that the spectrophotometric method of 

analysis should prove a satisfactory method for the analysis 

of rare earth mixtures, particularly those containing praseo-

dymium, neodymium, and samarium. Rodden, using the absorption 

bands of neodymium nitrate at 521 and 798 mr has shown that for 

concentration up to about 10 mg. of neodymium metal per ml. 

(0.07 M) Beer's law holds, while above this concentration the 

extinction coefficient begins to be dependent upon concentra-

tion. On the other hand, he found that praseodymium nitrate 

solutions exhibited marked deviations from Beer's law throughout 
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the range 0.25 mg. (0.018 M) to 25 mg. (0.18 M) of praseodymium 

per ml. for the band at 446 Itf• In our studies it was planned 

to analyze solutions of the rare earths in the form of chlorides 

and sulfates,by means of a different type of spectrophotometer 

than that used by Rodden. It was, therefore, necessary to re

investigate the dependence of extinction coefficient on con

centration for these solutions. 

The spectrophotometric methods of analysis used have all 

employed the measurement of the absorption spectra of water 

solutions of the rare earth chlorides in the range 380 to 1000 

millimicrons. 13 All measurements have been made with the 

Beckman Model DU quartz spectrophotometer equipped with quartz 

cells having a 1.000+0.002 em. light path. Analyses have been 

carried out for praseodymium, neodymium, and samarium. The 

absorption bands used for analysis were: (1) neodymium, 794 

and 739 ~; {2) praseodymium, 444 mp; samarium, 401 ~· The 

effect of concentration of these ions on the extinction coef-

ficient has been studied for the absorption bands used for 

analysis. In addition the effect of interfering substances 

such as chlorine, hypochlorous acid, hydrochloric acid, eerie, 

cercus and ferric ions has also been studied. 

Experiments were also carried out to determine the effect 

of slit width on the optical density of a given solution for 

each absorption band used. The results of these tests showed 

conclusively that a standard slit width must be used in all 

measurements with a given absorption band. 
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During the course of this work it was necessary to use 

two different instruments. This fact complicated the work 

somewhat, since the magnitude of the extinction coefficient was 

found to be dependent upon the particular instrument used. The 

wave length scales of the two instruments were also found to 

be somewhat different. This latter fact did not result in any 

difficulties in operation, since in practice the maximum of 

an absorption band was always located by a manual scanning 

technique. The use of such a scanning technique was almost 

obligatory because of the extreme sharpness of the absorption 

bands used. 

b. Work During the Period July 1, 1949, to October 

1, 1949o During this period further work on the calibration 

of spectrophotometer No. 3204 was carried out in which were 

used as standard materials the highly pure prase?dymium and 

neodymium oxides prepared in ion-exchange Runs No. 11 and 12, 

respectively. The purpose of the calibrations was to permit 

the analysis of mixtures of praseodymium and neodymium oxides 

ranging from 0 to 100 per cent Nd2o3 • (These mixtures resulted 

from separation Runs No. 20 through 24.) Accordingly, synthet

ic mixtures containing these two oxides in known amounts were 

prepared in the form of chloride solutions, and the extinction 

coefficients of the solutions determined. 

The results of these studies are shown in Table II. The 

extinction coefficients are reproducible to 0.1 units at the 

lowest concentration and about 0.06 units at the highest 

-16-
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concentration studied. Several facts are evident. First, the 

extinction coefficient for the praseodymium band at about 446 

9f is independent of concentration over the range studied. 

Comparison with data obtained with spectrophotometer No. 1513 

shows that the magnitude found for the extinction coefficient 

for this band is the same for both instruments and is inde-

pendent of the presence of neodymium. 

TABLE II 

VARIATION OF EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT WITH CONCENTRATION 

Solution Molar Extinction Coefficient 
Nd Pr 

746 nr 799 mp -J"'44-.6_m_p 

A o.1ooob 0 10.08 
1 0.0800 0.0200 6.97 10.40 9.95 
2 0.0600 0.0400 6.88 10.35 10.00 
3 0.0400 0.0600 6.83 10.20 10.05 
4 0.0200 0.0800 6.88 10.00 10.15 
B 0 o.1oooc 6.90 9.96 

a. Each solution contained 0.1000 gm. of total oxide per 10 
ml. of solution. 

b. 0.0586 M PrC13 • 
c. 0.0594 M NdC13 • 

The extinction coefficients found for the 746-mp and 799-

~ neodymium bands were about 10 per cent and 19 per cent 

larger, respectively, than those previously found with Instru-

ment No. 1513. The extinction coefficient for the 799 ~ band 

was found to vary considerably with concentration, as had 

previously been observed for pure NdC13 solutions. The ex

tinction coefficient for the 746 mp band was constant within 
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experimental error over the range studied. From these results 

it was concluded that the extinction coefficients of the pras-

eodymium and neodymium absorption bands studied were independ-

ent of each other within the experimental error of the measure-

ments. 

As a check on the method of analysis when a large amount 

of lanthanum oxide was present a known solution was analysed. 

This solution contained 0.0450 gm. La
2
o3 , 0.0450 gm. Pr6o11 , 

0.0100 gm. Nd
2
o3 as chlorides per 10 ml. of solution. The 

Nd2o3 and Pr 6o11 used were portions of the same pure oxides 

used in the preparation of the solution referred to in Table 

II. The lanthanum oxide was a very pure material obtained 

from Adam Hilger, Ltd. (Lab. No. 6781). The results of the 

analysis are shown in Table III. In each instance the ex-

tinction coefficient in Table II appropriate to the concen-

tration range has been used. It will be seen that the analy-

sis is satisfactory within the limits of error of the measure-

mentso 

TABIE III 

ANALYSIS OF SYNTHETIC KNO\n:N MIXTURE 

446 ~ 
Present ~ound 

45.0 

Mean 

44. 5+0 0 7J,~ 
44.6+0,.7 

44.6+0o7 

Present 

10.0 

F~~~dmp ~~~n~P 
9 0 4+0. 5~~ 9. 7+0. 3..:~ 

10.0+0.5 10.1+0.3 

9.9+0.3 

~} Errors are calculated on the assumption that the optical 
density can be reproduced to +0.002 units. 
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The calibration data reported in Table II have been used 

in the analysis of a large number of the rare earth mixtures 

obtained in separation experiments designated as Runs 20 through 

24. 

2. Spectrographic Methods of Analysis 

A very considerable effort has been spent in develop

ing facility in carrying out both qualitative and quantitative 

spectrographic analyses of rare earth mixtures. The copper 

spark method2 of analysis has been used in all analyses to 

date. This method was chosen because it requires a very small 

sample and avoids the formation of cyanogen bands which mask 

many important rare earth lines. 

The spectrographic equipment used included a grating spec

trograph, multisource unit, and comparator-densitometer, equipped 

with a voltage regulator, all supplied by the Applied Research 

Laboratories. 

Analyses were carried out by evaporating a drop of the 

sample solution upon the ends of freshly cut 1/4 in. diameter 

copper rods. The spectra were recorded on Eastman spectrum 

analysis No. 2 film and processed in an ARL-Dietert film devel

oping machine maintained at 70° F. 

a. Previous Work. The spectrographic method has 

been used to carry out qualitative analyses of rare earth 

metals and rare earth mixtures. These analyses have been 

particularly helpful in elucidating some of the results ob

tained in the rare earth separation experiments, especially 
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when the ions in question exhibit no absorption spectra in 

solution. Some quantitative analyses have also been carried 

out. One of these, dealing with a new application of copper 

spark technique to the determination of lanthanum in impure 

praseodymium metal, has been accepted for publication in the 

November, 1949, issue of Analytical Chemistry. 

b. Work During the Period July 1, 1949, to October 

1, 1949. During this period quantitative analyses were car

ried out on sixteen rare earth mixtures obtained as fractions 

in separation Runs No. 9, 10, and 11. 

C. Preparation of Rare Earth Metals 

Early in the present program it was felt that in all prob

ability it would be necessary to prepare certain of the rare 

earth metals from their pure salts. Efforts to procure rare 

earth metals of high purity were largely unsuccessful, as was 

shown when commercially available specimens were subjected to 

analysis during the summer of 1948. These analyses showed that 

only lanthanum metal could be obtained commercially in purity 

as great as 97-98 per cent. 15 ' 17 Accordingly, ion-exchange 

separation experiments were undertaken in the summer and fall 

of 1948 to prepare pure rare earth oxides, particularly praseo

dymium and neodymium oxides, from which to prepare the metals. 

Three general methods have been described in the litera

ture for the preparation of the rare earth metals. These methods 

are (1) the electrolysis of the anhydrous chloride in an abso

lute ethyl alcohol solution, with the use of a mercury cathode, 
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followed by removal of the mercury by vacuum distillation from 

the amalgam so formed; (2) the electrolysis at elevated tempera

tures (600-900° C.) of a fused salt or mixture of salts; (3) the 

reduction of an anhydrous salt at elevated temperatures by means 

of an alkali or alkaline earth metal. Since the metals are 

easily oxidized in air and readily react with nitrogen, water 

vapor, and silicates, at elevated temperatures their prepara-

tion presents a considerable problem. Furthermore, the prepara-

tion _of the anhydrous halide (usually chloride) used was in it-

self a technique which had to be mastered. 

Since lanthanum oxide can be obtained commercially in a 

high degree of purity relatively cheaply, this material has 

been employed as a starting point in attempts to prepare a rare 

earth metal. Thus, all experiments to date have been concerned 

with the preparation of lanthanum metal by the reduction of an-

hydrous lanthanum chloride. 

1. Previous Work 

Several preliminary experiments were carried out 

during the fall and winter of 1948-1949 in which an attempt 

was made to prepare lanthanum metal by the formation of a 

lanthanum amalgam as a product of the electrolysis of anhydrous 

LaCl3 in anhydrous ethyl alcohol, the mercury being subsequent-

ly removed from the amalgam by vacuum distillation. The elec-

trolysis was conducted according to the procedure of Jukkola, 
1 Audrieth, and Hopkins. These experiments gave very low yields 

of lanthanum and were temporarily abandoned. 
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2. Work During the Period July 1, 1949, to October 1, 1949 

During this period work on the problem of producing 

metallic lanthanum has continued. A furnace for carrying out 

the electrolysis of fused salts at elevated temperatures (600-

9000 C.) was designed and construction largely completed. It 

is proposed to study the electrolysis of fused lanthanum chlo

ride using various electrode and crucible materials. The method 

being used is quite similar to th8t described by Trombe. 12 

V. LIQUID NITROGEN PLANT 

The liquid oxygen plant originally supplied for use on 

this project has been redesigned to produce liquid nitrogen. 

A distillation column of the "packedn type has been constructed 

to produce liquid nitrogen having a purity of 99.5 mole per 

cent. During the past three months a considerable effort has 

been expended to determine the reason for tbe poor operating 

performance of the plant, with some success. However, even 

when operating as a liquid-air producing plant (i.e., in its 

original flow circuit) the maximum production rate so far a

chieved has been only about 18 pounds of liquid air per hour, 

which is 40 per cent of the plant's rated capacity. When op

erated so as to produce liquid nitrogen the production rate 

is also about 18 pounds (ten liters) per hour of liquid nitro

gen containing less' than one per cent , .oxygen. 

The r~sults with the plant to date suggest that the low 

yield is probably associated with the expansion engine and the 

heat exchangers rather than the compressor, loss of gas from 
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leaks, or the nitrogen column. The search for a remedy for 

these conditions is continuing. 

VI. CONFERENCES 

Dr. W. T .. Ziegler attended the International Conference 

on the Physics of Very Low Temperatures held at the Massa-

• chusetts Institute of Technology, September 6 through 10, 1949. 

VII.. PERSONNEL 

The following individuals have been associated with the 

project during the period covered by this report. 

lJame Position Time 

Dro 0 T .. Ziegler Director Full-time 
Dro Vi • Mo Spieer Research Associate Part-time 
Mr. J .. Oo Blomeke Re.search Assistant Part-time 
Mr. B. R. V\ i lleford, Jr. Research Ass:istant Part-time 
1\lh'l J .. •"1'1 Roberts Research .Assistant Part-time .;.li.:. ... 0 .l 0 

I r. R. A. Young Research Assistant Part-time 
Mro George Cook Technical Assistant Part-time 

Mr .. Willeford left the project in Au~~st to resume his 

graduate work in Chemistry at the University of Wisconsin. 

Approved: 

~~·· Gerald A. Rosselot, Director 
State Engineering Experiment Station 
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Io SUMMARY 

The present status report covers work carried out during 

the period October 1, 1949 9 through December 31, 1949o During 

this period a study has been made _of the problem of converting 

bulk lanthanum specimens from the hexagonal .c.lose-packed to 

the face-centered cubic structureo 

The rate of diffusion of helium gas through pyrex glass 

tubing has been measured at 3500 and 4000 Co The rate of dif-

fusion of helium has been found to be of such magnitude that 

loss of helium from sealed pyrex capsules heated at these tem-

peratures for several days must be taken into account in plan-

ning low temperature experiments in which helium is used as a 

' heat transfer mediumo 

Exploratory work has been carried out on the preparation 

of lanthanum metal by electrolysis _ of fused LaC13-Kcl-CaF2 mix

tures at 700° to 900° Co 

IIo X-RAY ST'RUCTTJRE STUDIES OF LANTHANUM METAL 

Further experiments have been carried out in an attempt 

to convert bulk lanthanum metal from the hexagonal close-

packed (hoCoPo) to the face-centered cubic (foCoCo) structureo 

In one of these experiments the bulk material was heated in 

a vacuum furnace for two days at 722° Co X~ray examination 

of filings taken from the specimen before and after heat treat-

ment showed them to have primarily the hoCoPo structureo On 

the other hand 9 the heat treatment of filings at 3500 Co for 

two days has been shown to be sufficient to convert the filings 

-lcm 
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primarily to the foCoCo structure, with the filings retaining 

the structure for more than six months after the heat treat-

mento 

Further work on this problem is under wayo 

III~ LOW TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENTS 

No low temperature experiments were carried out during 

the three months covered by this reporto Rather, attention 

was directed toward finding ways of prepartng. bulk lanthanum 

in the foCoCo structure so that this structure modification 

could be tested for superconductivityo 

A second problem which was studied is that of the dif

fusion of helium gas through pyrex glass using heat treatment 

of the bulk lanthanum specimens at 350° to 4000 Co This has 

a direct bearing on certain low temperature experiments car~ 

ried out earlier in that the loss of helium from sealed pyrex 

capsules containing the .metal spe.cimens under test may have 

resulted in lack of thermal equilibrium betwe.en the metal 

specimens and the liquid helium bathos, 6 Results of the 

helium diffusion experiments are discussed in-the next sectiono 

IV o DIFFUSION OF HELIUM THROUGH PYREX GLASS 

Taylor and Rast4 have measured the diffusion of helium 

through chemically resistant pyrex glass at 3550 and 4600 C. 

and have found that rate of diffusion is directly proportional 

to the pressure in the range 15 to 80 cmo Hg pressureo These 

investigators reported that the rate of diffusioni R, in gm. 

=2= 
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He per cmo2 per sec., per mm., wall thickness per atmosphere pres

sura difference was 2"9 x lo-12 at 3550 Co and_ 6~1 x lo-12 at 

46oo c() 

Smith and Taylor3 have made similar measurements on pyrex 

and report~d diffusion rates of 2"8 x lq;-11 and 4 x lo-ll gm., 

He per cmo2 per sec" per nnno wall thickness per atmosphere 

pressure difference at 350° and 400° Co, respectively. The 

observed rates depended somewhat on the previous . thermal his

tory of the pyrex tube beirig investigated., Smith and Taylor 

compared their results with those of Taylor and Rast in a 

plot, in which the rates of Taylor and .. Rast are ten times 

greater than those actually given in the original article of 

Taylor and Rast., It would seem 9 therefore, that the data of 

Taylor and Hast given above probably should be converted to 

these higher rates~ namely 2o9 x 10=-ll and 6.,1 x lo-ll gm. 

He per cmo2 per mmo wall thickness per atmosphere pressure dif

ferenceo 

The rate of diffusion of helium through a 7 mm. o.d. x 1.1 

mrno wall pyrex tube at approximately 3500 Co and 400° Co has 

been measured in the Georgia Tech laboratoryj and diffusion 

rates of 2o9 x 10~11 and 4o9 x lo=ll gmo He per cm.2 per sec. 

per mmo wall thickness per atmosphere pressure difference have 

been foundo These rates are about ten times larger than those 

reported by Taylor and Rast 9 4 but agree quite well with those 

reported by Smith and Tayloro3 The diffusion rate of helium 

through pyrex tubing of this size was measured by observing 
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the decrease in helium pressure in the tube manometrically 

while the tube was maintained at constant temperature in a 

vacuum furnaceo ~~en the helium gas in this apparatus was 

replaced by nitrogen gas no decrease in pressure was observed 

over a period of four days, the approximate .duration of a 

helium diffusion experimento 

These results are of particular interest to this project 

because of the bearing they have on the possible loss of helium 

gas from sealed capsules during heat treatments previously car

ried out on lanthanum metalo Such sealed capsules containing 

about 10 cmo Hg of helium gas~ together with a specimen of lan

thanum metal 9 were subjected to tests for superconductivity at 

4o20 K~ after heat treatment in a vacuum furnac .e for four days 

at 3500 Co No indication of a magnetic transit~on into super

conductivity was observed _ even after 10 to 20minutes exposure 

to a temperature of 4o20 K or less, although prior to heat 

treatment the specimens showed a sharp transition at about 50 Ko 

The possibility that the helium gas_ used for heat trans~ 

fer at the low temperature had diffused out of the capsule 

during the heat treatment was consideredo Calculations made 

by using our measured diffusion rate at 3500 Co 1 together with 

the assumption that the rate was directly proportional to the 

helium pressure, indicate that approximately 90 per cent of 

the helium would have been lost from the capsule by diffusion 

during heat treatmento 

For a capsule originally filled with helium at room 
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temperature and 100 mmo Hg pressure, this calculation indicates 

a residual helium pressure at 40 K of Ool mmo, as compared with 

lo3 mmo obtained if no diffusion had ~aken pl.aceo These cal

culations assume that no adsorption of helium occurredo Since 

an initial gas pressure of 100 mmo had proved to give very 

rapid thermal response (ioeo, lag in magnetic transition of 

less than 20 seconds) for a specimen before heat treatment 1 

it is difficult to believ e that the failure to observe super

conductivity in the specimen after heat treatment arose be

cause of the thirteen-fold decrease in helium pressure aloneo 

It is possible, however, that diffusion and adsorption may 

have combined to give poor heat transfero 

In all low temperature experiments subsequent to those 

under discussion here the capsules have been opened after heat 

treatment and refilled with heliumo 

V o CHEMISTRY OF THE RARE EARTH ELEMENTS 

Apparatus for the preparation of anhydrous rare earth 

chlorides has been set up 9 and anhydrous lanthanum chloride 

has been prepared for use in the preparation of the metal by 

electrolysis of the fused lanthanum chlorideo The method 

used, which is similar to that employed by Kleinheksel and 

Kremers2and by Jantsch, Grubitsch, Hoffman, and Alber1 con

sists in passing dry HCl gas over the hydrated chloride at 

successively higher temperatures up to about 350° Co Analysis 

of the product so obtained indicated essentially complete re

moval of water from the hydrated chlorideo 

=5= 
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Preliminary experiments have been carried out on the pro-

duction of lanthanum metal by electrolysis of fused LaC1
3

-KCl

CaF2 mixtures at ?00=9000 Co A number oi' different refractory 

materials have been tried with only moderate success. Further 

work on this problem is planned. 

Some additional work on the separation of the rare earths 

by ion exchange has been carried out, and mo~e studies are 

planned o. 

Two papers dealing with the chemistry of the rare earths 

were presented by project personnel before the Meeting-in-

Miniature of the Georgia . Section, American Chemical Society~ 

held in Atlanta, November 18.9 1949. These were ttThe Separation 

of Neodymium, Praseodymium, and Lanthanum by Ion Exchange" by 

J. Oo Blomekei Jo To Roberts, Jr., and Wo To Ziegler and "The 

Chemistry of the Rare Earth Elementsn by ·vlo To Ziegler. 

Two publications by project personnel have appeared dur-

ing the past three monthso These were "Separation of the Rare 

Earth Elementsi Particularly Praseodymium and NeodYm.ium" by 
-

Wo To Ziegler~ The Research Engineer 9 November~ 1949 1 and 

"Spectrochemical Determination of Lanthanum in Praseodymium 

Metal" by Wo Mo Spicer and W. To Ziegleri Analytical Chemistry 

219 1422 (1949). 

VI~ CONFERENCE 

Dro Wo To Ziegler visited the Physics Section of the Of-

fice of Naval Research on December 16 for the purpose of dis-

cussing plans for the ONR sponsored Cryogenics Conference to 
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be held at the Georgia Institute of Technology$ March 20 and 

21 9 1950o 

VIIo PERSONNEL 

The following individuals have been associated with the 

project during the period covered by this reporto 

Name Position Time 

Dro Wo To Ziegler Director Part-time 
Dro Wo Mo Spicer Research Associate Part-time 
Mro do Oo Blomeke Research Assistant Part-time 
Mro Ro Ao Young Research Assistant Part-time 
Mro Wo Ao Carter Research Assistant Part-time 
Mro George Cook Technical Assistant Part-time 
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Approved: --
~ Gerald Ao Ros~elot, Director 

Wo To Ziegler, 
Project Director 

State Engineering Experiment Station 
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